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Consolidated APPEAL BRIEF

J.

Pursuant to Decision on Tolim,ir's Motion for Variation of the Grounds of Appeal and

Amendment of the Appeal Brief', Mr. Zdravko Tolimir (Appellant) respectfully submits the
following Consolidated Appellate Brief setting forth his grounds of appeal against 'the
Judgment.of the TC II in case of Prosecutor v. Zdravko Tolimir, Case No. IT-05-88f2-T,
pronounced on 12 December 2013 (Judgment).

RELEVANT PROCEDURAL HISTORY

2.

The Third Amended Indictment was filed on 4 November 2009. The trial commenced

on 2610212010, and closing arguments were presented from 21-23 August 2012. The
Judgment was pronounced on 1211212013.
3.

. \,

The Majority of the TC, Judge Nyambe dissented, founded the Appellant guilty

pursuant to Article 7(1) of the Statute, through committing OCE type I or lII), on the
following counts: Count l-Genooide, Count 2,ConspirEWY to Commit Genocide, Count 3Extermination, Count 5-Murder, a violation of laws and customs of war, Count 6Persecutionii, a crime against humanity and Coirnt 7-Inhl\man Acts through Forcible Transfer,
a crime against humanity. The Majority did not cn~r conviction on Count 4 - Murder, a
Crime Aagainst Humanity, and founded Appellant not guilty on Count 8- Dep~rtation. The
Majority, Judge Nyambe dissented, sentenced the Appellant to a sentence of life
. imprisonment?
4.

The Appellant filed its Amended Notice of Appeal on 09 September 2013.

I 4 Soptember 2013.
'ludgement,paru1239-1242.
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5,

In order to avoid unnecessary repetition through various grounds of appeal, and to

preserve word limits in tho case of submission that the TC erred in law, the Appeals Chamber
is requested to articulate tbe correct legal standard and review the relevant factual fmdings of
the trial chymber accordingly, and when necessary, ~o apply the correct legal, standard to the
evidence contained in the trial record and to determine whether it is itself cOnvicted beyond
reasonable doubt as to the factual fIndings chall~nged before that flllding is corifumed on
appeal_ In the case of submisslo~ that the Trial Chamber erred in fact, the Appeals Chamber is
requested to substitute its ownfmding for that of the Trial Chamber and to overturn a d~ciBioiJ.
rendered by the TC,
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Ground 1 - ADJUDICATED FACTS
6.

The. TC erred in law by taking judicial notice of 523 AFs; most having significantly

affected the outcome of the trial and in the assessment ofjudiciallynoticedAF's,3
In its 94(B)-Decision the TC has stated, inter alia, that "in each instance where a

7.

proposed fact goes to the cote of the caBe, the

Te

considers that it would not serve the

interests 'of justice to take judicial notice of it"4 Despite this expJic,it standard, the TC took

judi~ial notice of certain facts that went "to the core of the case" or systematized AF under
heading that contains crucial legal findings, As Word limits 'prevent us from going in to
detail; the most significant issues of AFs will be elaborated.
8,

The very structure of the AFs had a significant impact on the Majority conclusions.

For example, AFs433-558 are HeBenled under the heading "Operation to forcibly remove the
Bosnian Muslim Population of Srebrenica" (and following subheadlngs "Violence and Terror
in

Poto~ari",

Forcible Transfer of the Women.. Children and Elderly", Separation of Men),

AFs559-557 are presented under heading "Opportunistic Killings Which Were A Foreseeable
Consequence of the Forcible Removal of the Bosnian Muslim PopUlation from Srebrenica",
AF578·5&5 "Widespread Knowledge of the Crimes," AF586-594" The hnpact of the Crimes
on the Bosnian Muslim Community of Srebrenica" and Reliability of Intercepted
Communications S
9.

At the start of the trial, the TC had prcdetennined qualification of groups of facts. In

the 94bis decision there i. no explanation why certain facts are of such nature that go "into the
core of the case", and no discussion about permissibility to take judicial notice
10.

ofAFs.

AFs which significantly affected the outcome are those co~ccrning aUeged "Decisions

of Strategic Objectives" (AF 18). Directive 4(AFS3) concerning estimation of' the
humanitarian situation in Srebrenica, (AF61·62) concerning the rlliationship between
ilirectives 7 and 7/1, Hotel Fontana meetings (AFI56·l90), AF201 (most" were slaughtered
in carefully orchestrated mMS executions, commencing on 13 July 1995, in the region just
north of Srebrenica), AF202 (serious bodily or mental harm was done to the few individuals
who survived the mass executions), AF203 (in executing the captured Bosnian Muslim men,
no effort was made to distinguish the soldiers from the civilians), AF205 (All of the
executions systematically targeted Bosnian Muslim men of mJlitary age, regardless. of
whether they were civilians or soldiers), AF206 (The groups of Bosnian Muslims killed by the
3 94BaDccision
, 94B-Decision,para. 33

, Par.8,595·604

.
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VRS included boys and elderly men nonnally considered outside the range of military age),
AF208 (between 7000-8000 Bosnian Muslim men were systematically murdered), AF209
(Ilie massacred men amounted to about one fIfth of the overall Srebrenica community),
AF434(the refugees fleeing to potoaori were shot at and shelled), AF435 (estimation that by
the end of 11 July there were 20.000-2S.000 Bosnian Muslims in

Poto~),

AF439 (alleged

terror cornpaign in Potocati), AFs441-442,444,460 (The refugees in Potowi did not have a
genuine choice of whether to remain in the Srebrenica enclave), AF464, 470 (The VRS stole'
16-18 DutohBat Jeeps as well as around 100 small armed, which rendered further DuWhBat
escorts impossible), AF491 (No effort ... was made to distinguish the soldiers from the
civilians), .AF492 (Separations were frequently aggressive), AFSi3 (the VRS forCibly
transferred thousands of Bosnian Muslim civilians from the Srebr.niea enclave),

....

AFsS40,S41,SS3 (As many as 8000 to 1000 men from Muslim column of 10000 to 15000
men were eventually reported as missing(AFs.581-SS8,586-604)
II.

While those AFs are clear examples of ones which are "on the core of the case" in its

Decision on Request for Certification on Decision on Prosecution Motion for Judicial Notice
. ofAFs6 , the-TC concluded that "to mount a fully adequate defense it is'not incumbent on the
accused to rebut each fact presented in the course of the Prosecution case,:7. Additionally, it
has been stated that "where a proposed fact went to the core of the case, it would n~t sente the

interests of justice to take judicial notice of it"s: It was further concluded that the "Impugned
Decision does not involve an issue that would signifIcantly affect the outcome of the Trial".9
12.

That the facts judicially noticed went into the core of the case and speak on

the TC',

findings based precisely on those facts, legal or factual qualifications that are stated in the
heading of the group of AFs. For example, the AF stating that refugees in Potocari "did not

......

have a genuine choice of whether 10 remain in the Srebreruca enclave" is a key finding for the
existence of forcible transfer as a crime against humanity, while the faet stating "carefully
orchestrated mass executions· is a basis for many conclusions leading to fIndings concerning
alleged significant contribution' of the Appellant to the JCE to Murder.
l3.

While the TC qualified those facts as facts which do not "significantly affect the

outcome of the Trial", it was duty bound 10 treat them as such, or to disregard them during
estimation of evidence. Further, it is the very essence of judicial notice of AFs that their
purpose is to avoid presentation of evidence of those facts. As stated by Judge K won, ''The
• 2310212010.
, Docl.ion,p3.

'Ibid.",.
'ibIdem.
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purpose behind judicially noticing facts adjudicated in prior ,proceedings is to reduce tlte need
for repetitive testimony and exhibits in successive cases".'O However, in Tolimir's case, 94B
Decision had no impact on the Prosecution's 65tcr list, nor had the TC instructed the
Prosecution to reduce its presentation of evidence on the basis ofAFs.

14.

By taking j~dicial notice, the TC created a presumption of their accuracy. I I However,

in taking judicial notice, the TC did not consider evidence which the other TC had relied on in
reaching this specific conclusion. The Defense put forth the argument that "a decision on
judicial notice of a fact loses its meaning if the moving party present evidence about the fact
in u.sue'· and even more than in the trial from wllich an adjudicated fact originates.
15.

For example, the TC took judicial notice concerning the Hotel Fontana meetings

(AF156-194), and in addition received evidence about those meetings including video
recordings of those meetings and statements of the witnesses who testified either viva voce,
either received in accordance with Rules 92bis or 92ter. l •
16.

The TC concluded that TChas made numerous factual findings in whlchAF have been

supported or amplified by other evidence that has been admitted. The TC noted during the
submission of the Appellant that "whenever evidence is presented before the TC, or when
even more evidence is presented than in the proceedings which resulted in the judgment on
the basis of which judicial notice of these facts was taken ... , the Chamber should refrain
from relying on the 'AFs'." The Chamber is of the view that this stance conflicts with the
principle .tated above in thatthe weight of the AFs should be assessed in light of the totality
of evidence in the caseY
17.

In this particular case, the TC did not quote examples of those findings. However, jf an

adjudicated fact is' based on the same evidence as in the current proceedings, then the main
role of the TC, which is to estimate evidence, has been deprived of its substance.
18.

The purpose of AFs is that the moving party does not present evidence allout them.

Whenever evidence is presented before the TC, or when even more ~vidence is presented than
in the proceedings which result is the judgment on the basis of which judicial notice of these
facts was taken, the TC should refrain from relying on AFs, and instead make its own factual
findings based on the eVidence on the record.
19.

While taking judicial notice of particular AFs in order to "relive the Prosecution of its

"()'Gon KWOD, llCL SI2007,p.369,;A.Gllii~,APF,2I2012.
JudgcmClnt.pua.76.
. .
I> Soo parBS.24S·261 and evidence quoted InfoolDOies.
1l JUdgmont, paran
.
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i

initial burden to produce evidence on that point'ol4, the TC was obliged to bar the prosecution
. of producing evidence on that point, or to signlficantly reduce the OTP 65ter list. Since the

Krstit and Blagojgvj{; and Jokic cases are cases in which much of the. evidence is virtually the
same, it is contrary to a good administration of justice to support factual presumptions CAFs)
with the same evidence that was served as the very basis for factual finding, that in another
. trial served as a presumption of the accuracy of the rBCt.

ZOo

While taking judicial notice of the AFs, the TC made presumptions concerning the

core issue of the case (except the issue of acts and conduct of the Appellant), which directed
the TC to assess other evidence not independently (as required by the principles of sound
administration of justice), but in the light of the framework established by the 94B decision.
21.

These errors invalidate the Judgment. The AC is requested to formulate correct legal

standar~,

and to review all of the TC findings relying on AF's. or to order are-trial.

" Judgement,p"•.9
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Ground 2 - INTERCEPTED COMMUNICATIONS

22.

The Te erred in fact and law in findings that "overwhelming weight of evidence is in

favoul of the reliability and authenticity o~ the intercepts" and that "the iniercepts have a high
degree of validity to the conversations they purport to recard."!' Also., by taking judicial
natice of AF 595-604, the Te made an error in law that invalidates the Judgement.
23.

The Te did natpravide
a reasanuble
,
, opinion and failed to consider evidence an the

record that cbalIenges the presumptian of reliability and lIuthenticity af intercepted
communicatians.16
24.

The Te completely disregarded the Defence arguments concerning authenticity and

relillbility af intercepted communicatians.,'l The tc disregarded ExD48, namely a part af the
""

NIOD's repart concerning Srebrenica, that is the most reliable and the most camprehensive
study on mtercepted communications that contains detailed 'elabaratian about aU aspects of
intercepted communications, including B,asnian Muslim's

ability to. recard intercepted

. communications, and present a clear evidence that ABiH and BH MUP did nat have a real
time intelligence, and • capacity on the twa sites (Konjuh and Okresanica) to., record
intercepted cammunicatians, aftha VRS was unattainable.
25.

The Te particularly relied an statement of the Prasecution's investigator ,Stephanie
l

Frease ! withaut any caution in estimation afher,evidence on the basis of her association with
the Prosecutian COTP investigator and analyst)", and because her kiIowledge about intercepts
are hearsay, and that she analysed anly intemal consistency af information she received from
other persons, particularly those who provided intercepts to the Prosecution.
26.
""

The Te emphasised "the procedures that were followed in praducing the interoepts

that have been admitted"?O Those ,P'roced4fCB and a capacity to produce i,ntercepts are
substantially discussed in D48 on which the TC paid no attention. In rele'iant part of the study .
itis clearly stated as fol1ows:"The question that now needs to be answered is: what was

p~ssible regarding the processing of the intercepts in ~.al time? Simple arithmetic ~hows that,
if the number of channels multiplied by the number of required persannel is greater than the

number af available persannel, than nc;ar-reaI time processing and reporting is
"Rule 94B deci.lon, p...... 64·66.;Dooi,lon on Request fur Certification.
"Prcaumption WBI created by taking judicial notice ofM nO'.59S-604.
11 Defenc, Final Trial Brief,paraa.101-13S
18

Judg~me'rit,pBl1l.63

" See argu""';'" preaonted und., Ground 4.
:w Judgement, para. 63.
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impossible ... For the Electonic Warfare Units to have operated in real time the Bosnian
national security. service in Okresanica would have needed at . least 120 while the ABiH units
would have needed at least 210 people in bothe Okresanica and Konjuh.',11
27.,

The fact that 'some of the intercepts received corroboration from other sources 22 is not

a cogent reason to treat all of the intercepts admitted in the evidence as authentic and reliable,
The Trial Chamber particularly emphasised a conversation between Nicolai and the Appellant
While there is a lots of evidence on this conversation23, the TC failed to consider that the
ABiH illtercept(p311) is incomplete, and thus less reliable than other documentary evidence.
28.

In reaching conclusions concerning intercepted communication the TC failed to

consider whether any action takan by the ABill on the basis of intercepted conununication:
The TC took judicial notice of the fact that objective of monitoring enemy communication
"being to disco,vcr the plans and movements of the opposing side in order to take pre-empty
action".l4 Dispite a large nwnber of intercepts from July 1995, there is no evidence that in that
particular time ABiHever acted upon the information contained therein, what is a strong
indication that those intercepts are not the ABiH or BH MUP intercepts, but intercepts from
some other service. As noted' in the NIOD report: "There is yet another indication that the
Bosnian Muslims did not have real-ti!lle Sigint. The many inteorcepts ihat we~ later published
and disclosed at the trial of General Krsti6 give the impression that the VRS troop movements
were efficiently followed by the Muslims in real time, There were dozens of intercepts which
showed that the ABiH intercept stations in Konjuh, Okr.sanica and Thzla closely followed the
VRS conversations about the colwnn heading for Thzla. However, at Krstil~'s trial no attention
was paid to whether this intelligence was shared with UNPROFOR. This would, after all,
have been a logical step, given that the Bosnian Muslims dearly wanted to get UNPROFOR

o~ NATO 'on their 'side in the fight against the VRs,,15
29.

The TC erred in law in taking judicial notice of AF595-604, that significantly affected

their reasoning on authenticity and reliability of intercepted communications. Taking judicial
notice about reliabilitY of evidance that at the time of taking judicial notice ltas not been
tendered into the evidence is legaUy unacceptable. Particularly, it is obviously completely
unacceptable to take judicial notice of facts that concerns the ProSecution investigation.
30.

These errors invalidate the Judgment.

"048, p.46-7(e.court), pp. 299-300.
22

Judgement, para, 65,

"S••. FnJ68.

" AF595
" 048,p,47(e-<ourt)
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, Ground 3 - EXPERT EVIDENCE

i·

31 ,

The TC erred in law. in fInding Richard Butler to be an expert witness.26

32.

Reports of Butler were not disclosed pursuant to Rule 94bis. The TC considered that

that the AppeUant ''was on notice Of the Prosecution'intention to' call Butler as an. expert
witness and of his intention to tender his reports" and that "the Chamber has been clear, in its
references thorough the testimony, that he was giving evidence as an expert".27
33.

One person cannot be treated a~ an expert witness ifhis reports were not submitted in

accordance with the Rule 94bis, Rule 94bis of the Rules is mandatory and provides an
obligatory procedure, 'and not procedure of optional nature,
34,

Butler's report" has been included in the ~5ter list while the Appellant

tuid

no

opportunity to exercise the rights which he is entitled to under Rule 94bis(B), Rule 94bis is
not a meaningless rule, but a mandatory rule that allows for no exceptions,
35,

The fact that it was the intention of the Prosecution to submit Butler's reports as an

expert reports and that the Appellant was on a long notice of this intention is not a relevant

fact since procedure under Rule 94bis is mandatory, and that intention or position of the
Prosecution might change during the trial for a variety of reasons. Particularly, under Rule
94bis(B)(iii) as the Accused is required to file a notice indicating whether "it challenges the
qualifIcation of the witness as an expert ... ". If one witness testifIes, but his statements/reports
were not disclosed in accordance with the Rule 94bis, he needs not to raise the issue of expert
qualifIcations and other issues connected with the expert reports.
36.

Since Butler is associated with the Proseciltion, and has been so particularly with the

Prosecution's Senior Trial Attorney for a long time and is engaged in the collection of
evidence and its processing, interpretation etc., it was reasonable to treat such a witoess as the
Prosecution's investigator, and not as an expert

37.

As a member of the Prosecution team he has the obligation of loyalty towards the

Prosecution (as do other members of the Prosecution team) 29.
38.

It is impennissible to accept and to present reports as expert reports in violation of

Rule 94bis, particularly because an expert is by defInition a person who can provide hislher
16

,
i'

1udgcment.para.41

Judgement,fn.97
" Enumerated inJudgement,fil.97
rt

" Oulan Janc,22,o4.2ino,T,1270-1271 ,Bl..zcyk, 27,04.2010,T.l477·1478,
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opinion on the basis of specialized knQwledge. The TC was obliged not to treat statements of
Butler as an expert opinion, but as the personal opinion of the witness, and· weigh the
evidence accordingly.
39.

Butler has no expert qualifications necessary to provide reliable opinions concerning

strategic organs of the armies such as GSVRS. He was involved during the Gulf war' in the
US intelligence, but his status

BS

a non-commissioned or warrant officer is unclear. In his

words "the highest warrant officer is stillllQt superior to the youngest lieutenane,!Q and has
experience in a very narrow field. As a Walrant officer, he does not have experience and
knowledge of reliable sources of knowledge concerning military structures, particularly
strategic organs of the VRS, nor specialized knowledge of the issues he wrote about in his
reports (for example to interpret strategic goals, relationahip between the most senior military
personnel etel!.32
40.

The most 'crucial Majority findings are based on Butler's opinions without showing

any caution concerning bis association with the Prosecution and his limited experience. 33 He
was not a member of ~e VRS or imy of the Army that is not formed in accordance with
NATO standards, nor has previous experience as an expert before Srebremca cases before the
Tribunal. Butler's experience in miUtary intelligence is not the experience of an officer but a
warrant officer who has not finished Military Academy or any sort of education of equivalent
natUre.
-41.

While witnesses are expected to testify about f.ct~, experts provide opinion. on which

, the TC niay rely. WhHe opinions of the witnesses are inedmissible as evidence, expert
opinions are treated differently. Because of the special nature of expert evidence, Rule 94bis
provides a special procedure that allows the parties to be under proper notice that a person
will be called as an expert, and to challenge the report as an expert report.

42.

-In treating Butler as an expert witoess, and relying on his statements as expert

opinions, a great amount of errors where produced which occasioned a miscarriage of justice.
Evidence of Butler is pervasive in every aspect of tbe case, which'is visible even on the nrst
sight.
43.

TheAC is requested to reverse the TC findings conceming the status of BUIler"to heat

Butler as an investigator, and to review the TC findings based on his evidence.
Butler,7 .1.2011,16277.
That is also supported by his statement that warrant officers hold specialisation in a tI v~ narrow
field" .Buller,7.7.2011,T.l6277
" Sec S.v~ic, T.lS9l7-1S924·and D291.
"P2469. '
JO

31
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Ground 5 - EVIDENCE OF THE PROSECUTOR'S INVESTIGATORS

44_

The TC 'erred in law by not demonstrating appropriate caution in the estimation of

evidence of the Prosecution investigators including particularly: Jane, Butler, Ruez, Manning;
Gallagber, Blaszczyk, and Friese. The Te erred in law in applying very low standards of
estimation of theirs evidence, and not applying the standard articulated in the Marti6 case." .'
45.

The Te heavily relied on the evidence ofOTP investigators, who testified on a number

of core issues in this case, providing not only evidence about their investigative tasks, but also
opinions concerning core isSue of the case. Even the TC expressed certain concerns 1S , in the
entire judgment there is not a single incident that the concern hlIs been executed in estimation
of ~videnceof the Prosecution'8 investigators. On the contrary, the TC relied on their evidence
on some ofth. most important issues.
46_

The Te failed to provide caution as formulated in the Martie case:

47.

" _.. Ad Kerkkanen, who 'was previously employed as a Criminal Intelligence Analyst

by the Prosetution, testified before the Te as a witness for the Prosecution. His written
statement was admitted in redacted form on 19 April 2006_

The Te recalls that Ari

Kerkkanen was One of the organizers of, and participants in, several archive missions
undertaken by the Prosecution, including to ihe Croatian State Archive, to collect documents
on the MUP of the SAO Krajina and of the RSK. .The TC observeg, that both during his
testimony and in his written statement on the documents collected, Ari Kerkkanen presented
views on and drew conclusions from the information contained in the documents, although he
neither possesses. expertise in this area nor personal knowledge of the information.
Accordingly, the Te has attached no weight whatsoever to such views, conclusions and
analysis ofAri Ketkkanen.,,16

48.

The Te was obliged to attach no weight to views and conclusions of the Prosecution's

investigators, and to treat their evidence with great caution.
49.

Particularly, the TC attached significant weigbt to the evidence of Butler, Friese, Janc

and Blaszccck, even though they are not expllrt.'l in the fields or in regards to issues they
testified about. It would be no overstatement that the Prosecution had DO evidence, or that the
" MarticTJ.p .....35
" JudgomoDl.para.38
" MuticTl.para.35
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evidence was very weak. on every point, which was covered by the testimonies of its
investigators, including Butler.

50.

That no weight can be attached to the opinions, such as second-hand knowledge,

analysis etc. by the investigators is clear from the statements of the investigators. For instance,
investigator Dusan Jane testifies that he got assignments and instructions mainly from trial
attorneys, and the 'senior trial a\lomey in Tolimir case was at,the same time the head ofthe
team to which investigators belong. As members of the Prosecution, they are obliged to
protect the interest of the 'Prosecution, and to coordinate their activities with those of the
Prosecution, ,They are not allowed to speak in public without certain permission which also
contains Instruetions about what the investigator is entitled to talk about. And as stated by
Jane "it wouldn't be possible to talk about something which differs from the official position
of the Proseeution.,,37 Also, ~vestigators are not allowed to publish results of their activities
without pennission of their supervisors. 38
51,

The TC relied heavily on the evidence of the OTP investigators; they are directly

. subordinated to the senior trial attorneys who represettt the Prosecution 39 and are not free to
express its independent opinions, but are to protect the interests of the Prosecution.
52.

This TC error invalidates the Judgment. The AC is requested to fo~ulate 'correct lega;'

standards for the evaluation of evidence of the OTP investigators, to review the TC andior

.

.

Majority fmdings.

GroundS: JOINT CRIMINAL ENTERPRISE AS A !\'lODE OF LIABILITY
53.

The TC erred in law when it held that the joint criminal enterprise is a mode .of

liability under

int.~tiooa1

customary law. In addition, there is no clear majority about

application of the JCE liability in the present case.
54.

The principle of legality requires the ICTY to refrain from relying on the ICE as a

mode of liability, since there is no evidence that this form of liability forms a well established
international custom. 4D

"DIIlan Janc,72.04.2010,T.1l70.1271
"Bluycyk,27.04.2010,T.1477.1418.
" Blas""yk,27.042010.,T.l477
~o Schomburg,lurispruC:!.cncer on JCEJP.2
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55.

If theJCE is a roode of liability under customary international law, the drafters oflhe

Rome Statute would include this roode of liability as developed by the ICTY jurisprudence, or
at least; this mode of liability would be inferred by the chambers of the ICC from other
Provisions of the ICC Statute.
56.

The TC confused perpetration and co-perpetration with other forms of liability. that

includes participation in the crime. The Proper concept of perpetration or co-perpetration is
elaborated iii the ICC jurisprudence that is based on the concept of the control over crime· 41
57.

The ICC Chamber .slated that: "Proper meaning of co-perpetration based on joint

,

control over crime is rooted in the principle of the division of essential tasks for the purpose
of committing a crime between two or more persons acting in a concerted manner. Hence,
_although none of the participants has overall control over the offense because they aU depend
on am another for its commission, they all share_control because each ofthem could frustrate
Ihe commission ofth. crime by not carrying out hill or her task".42
58. - The most problematic mode of liability is a JCBIII as developed in the ICTY
jurisprudence. Particularly, the mental element of the most serious crimes is lower below the
acceptable level.
59.

Judge Nyambe dissented on aU relevant points and voted for the judgment of acquittal

on all counts. However, one member of the Majority wrote a separate opinion (Judge Mindua)
in which he stated:
"I believe'that when an accused can be found liable under the classical modes .of
. liability for individuol criminal responsibility under Articles 7(1),(2).(3), and (4) of
tha Statute, these modes of liability are preferable to that of JCB liability because, in
, the evellt that such a JCE is not established, the accused remains accountable for his
individual criminal behavior and, in so doing, the victims are not left without
remedy."
60.

If one of the Judges of the Majority consisted ofth. two judges having the oPinion that

"other modes of liability are preferable to that of"the JCE", then theMajority was obliged to
discuss whether there are groundS for conviction under other modes of liability under Article
7(1) as charged in the Indictment. The TC does not det:nooslrate that it considered oth~r
. 41 Lob_pease.no lCC-01l4-O 116

Decision on confirmation of charge.,340

., Ibid.,para.342.343·367.
,
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modes of liability.43 Under the specific circumstances of this case, the Majoritywa. obliged to
discuss in more detail alternate modes of liability since one of the judges has stated that those
mode. of liability "are preferable to that of the ICE", and that various modes of li~bility under
Article 7(1) have necessitates difIere.nt legal findings.
61.

Judge Mindua in his Separate Opinion wrote that those modes of liability "are

·preferable to that of the ICE", because ordering, instigating, aiding and abetting. are preferable
to that of the "commission" which is contrary to the AC jurisprudence. "Preferable" modes of
liability needs to be considered first. If the two judges have different opinions concerning
preferable modes of liability, the TC was obliged to produce all necessary findings on those
"alternate", and in Iudge Mindua'swords, "preferable" modes of liability.
62.

A Separate opinion of Judge Mindua44 reveals that there is no Majority as to the

application of the ICE asa mode ofliability in this particular case, and his separate opinion i.
contrary to the TC's position as slated in para,884 of the Judgment..
63. .

If one of the Judges considers that "other modes of liability" are preferable to that of .

the ICE, • clear demonstration must be made that those modes of liability are distinct, and not
a ."classical mode of liability".4! The position of Judge Mindua 'is further in line with the
argument that JCE is not a mode of liability under customary Jaw, he stated that ,,[t]be JCE
mode of Iiability .. .is not developed expressis verbis in the Statute ... It is also absent from the
Rome Statute 'oftbe ICC

an~ is not applied before that Courl'M. In the context ~f his opinion,

some modes of liability are "preferable" and some modes of liability are classical. It is clear

that "the~ is no Majority concerning applicability of ICE in this case. Separate Opinion. of
· Judge Mindua i. in sharp contradiction with the TC's reasoning in para. 887; particularly

,.

concerning the existence ofthe ICE in customary international law.
64.

Under these circumstances, keeping the position of one of the two judges who formed

the Majority in question, the majority made a legal error that invalidates the Judgment The
· AC is requested to quash the Judgement or to order are-trial.

"ludgcmcnt,par...1l74,1182,1186,1192,ll96,
.
"
.. Seporate and CODOurring O~inion of Iudge.Antoine Kesia-Mbc"Mindua, part Jill of tho ludgement.
• , SO-JudgeMindua,para.6 .
.. SO-JudgoMinudua,para.4.
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Ground 6 - EXTERMINATION AS A CRIME AGAINST HUMANITY AND
PERSONS PLACED HORS DE COMBAT
65.

' The TC erred in law in not requiring that the mens rea requirement for extermination

as a crime against humanity must include civilian population as the intended target of mass
murder.
66.

It is explicit in Article 5 that
, the rCTY has jurisdiction ''to prosecute persons
,

responsible for crimes ..•. directed against civilian populatioo., ,,47 An a!'.ack is composed of
acts of violence, or the kindofmistr.atmeni referred to in Article 5 Ca) through (i)".48 In ollier
wmds specific attack - killing on a large scale - needs to satisfy the requirement of being
directed towards civilian population in order for it to classify as the crime of extermination.
67.

The TC erred in fact and law in fmding that ''the Bosnian Muslim males were also

targeted with little to no effort by the Bosnian Serb Forces to distinguish between civilians
and combatants.''''9 This error occasioned a miscarriage of justice because it cannot be argued
that the alleged murder operation was in itself or part of the widespread or systematic attack
against the civilian population. The TC has established that the victims were persons of
military age, 16-65 years-old, either sepilIated in Potocari or captured from the column that
was en'gaged ina typical military operation (breakthrough).
68.

The groups of those who have been killed were composed predominantly of persons of

military age that were considered by the Bill as members ofthe AbiH. A few days ,before the

encl~ve of Srebrenica waS taken over, there was an order of general mobilization. so Th~t
means all men of military age (able bodied) were considered as combatants or members of the
Army and could not claim civilian status. So it cannot be concluded that intended target of
,

,

mass murder were civilians, but military aged men that were considered to be members of the

Army.

.

,
I

47 !udg.m.nl,p .....690 .
.. e.g.Gotovin. n. par•.l702,NahimanaAJ.pora.918.
49 Judgement,para. 708.
" 1. R. Ruez,30/0JI2013,T.1068 ..... Twill.1I}' that on. could consider thit none ofthom woo civilian except t~.
WOmtD since a few days before the enclave WII takeu ovcr, there was an order of general mobilisation of all the
mon within the enclav. ..... Either they were military d......d in military or military dressed in civilian cloth.. or
total civiliBni, doem'tmatte.r once their status is the one of the ltd! ofprisoncnu
§krbI6,30/0112012,T.,18528. "Whon general mobil.isation I, proclaimed, then men are not called up bu~ rather,
uriit. can freely recruit .U able-bodied men and engage th.m in IIllits" .3110112012, Tl8624-1863S
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69.

The TC erred in considering killings of Harie, Palie and Imamovie as il part of a single

murder operation. Those three persons were killed in incidents for which no evidence was
presented before the TC in a period after the killing operation of those from Srebrenica vyas
endedY Under theBe circumstances, these three persons cannot be considered victims of the
crime of extennination.
70.

It is reasonable to conclude that victims of.mas. murder were not civilians or that the

targeted population was not civilian population or at"least not comprised predominantly of
civilians.
71.

The AC is requested to overturn the TC findings and to enter a jUdgment of acquittal

on Count 3.

Ground 7 - FORCIBLE REMOVAL AS AN ACTUS REUS OF GENOCIDE AND
EVIDENCE OF INTENT
72.

The TC erred in law in articulation of "seriously bodily or mental harm" as actus reus

of crime of genocide. S2
73.

' The TC defined that the harm must be "of such a serious nature as to contribute or tend

to contr.ibute to the destruction of all or part ofthc group" it must .....inmct 'grave andlong
temJ disadvantage to a person's ability to lead normal and .constructive life". The TC in

fnJI05 quoted references from Krstic, Blagoj2vic and Jokit and Gatate Trial j~dgements.
This description of the harm is too general and imprecise,and does not contribute to the
appropriate understanding of the ;,serious bodily or mental harm". It was not the intentioli.of
the state parties to the Genocide Convention to include such a wide understanding of serioUli
bodily or mental harm. It sectns that the TC understanding of the concept of "serious bodily or
menial harm"is' not based on the Convention, rather on the First Draft of the Genocide
ConventionSl (E/447) which contained a definition of Genocide that was rejected, that "In this
Convention, the word 'genocide" means a criminal act directed against anyone of the
aforesaid groups of human beings, with the purpose of deStroying it in whole or in part or of

"Iudgment, paru.72K, 737·739,764-765,741, 74K •
.. Judgment plII'II.737· 739
" Secretarilll-Dratt-Fint Drd\ of the Oel1Ocide Convention, Propared by the UN Scoretarilll, [May]1947 [UN
Doc. Ei447] Soc ArticlelI(Act•• qu.1i1ied.u.Oenocidej
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preventing Its preservation or deveJopment."This definition of genocide is substantially
different from definition contained in Article IV of the Statute.
Proper Understanding of serious bodily and mental harm is given, for example, in the

74.

United States understanding attached when ratifying the Genocide Convention. In the relevant
part of this "understanding" it is stated that: "the term "mental hano" in article II(b) means
permanent impairment of ment~1 faculties through drugs, torture and similar techniques" .'4
75.

Transfer of population from one place to another is not an act of gencicide, and cannot

be considered as "serious bodily or mental harm" or "deliberate inflicting the group condition
of life calculated to bring about their physical destruction". The TC stated that forcible
transfer can, in certain circumstances, "be an underlying act causing serious bodily or merital
harm - in particular if the forcible tmnsfer operation was conducted under such circumstances
...

8S

to lead to, the death of all or part of the displaced population."'! As it will be explained

below. that Is only the case if the group is transferred in a manner or in a locations sucll as
concentration camps, ghettos etc in which they are impose~ to the conditions of life that lead
to their destruction.
,

76.

,

The relevant criteria "as to lead to the death of all or part of the displaced population"

is not applicable, since transfer of persons from Potp~ari and Zepa to Thzla were not of such a
nature that led to tbe death of all or part of the displaced population. Rather, they were'

tran~ferred to the, Muslim held territory and within the group that is religiously, ethnically and
racially similar as the transferred group within the territory where civilian and military were
organized.
77.

The TC erred because it applied erroneous legal criteria that was based on the First

Draft of the Genocide convention and does not present lex lata of the contemporary
international law.
78.

The TC erred in law in holding that the evidence of intent to forcibly remove may...

constitute evldence of the intent to destroy a group "when considered in connection with other
culpable acts systematically directed against the same groUp".'6 In order for there to be an
actus reus of genocide, the act itself must be one of the acts that are the actus reus of
genocide .
.. Quoted by Sohab.. , p.162. Tho TC ",Hod on the DndI Genooide Convention. UN Doc El447, p.zO:

" lodgemmt,para.739.
" Indgnient para,743
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79.

The TC rightly concluded that "evidence of intent to forcibly remove i! not necessary

indicative of an intent to destroy the group"; however it erred in conclusion that "it may
nevertheless .constitute evidence of the latter when considered in connection with other
culpable acts !l)'Stcmatically directed against the same group"S7 as it is the question directed
against what group, the group that was imposed to "other culpable acts", or the same
''protected group", and also whether those culpable acts must satisfy Article 4 requirements.
80.

Forcible transfer can be considered as evidence of genocidal intent only if the 'group

which has been forcibly transferred is exposed to some ofthe genocide acts enumerated in
Article 4, particularly if they are transferred in a place on which there are living and other
conditions leai:ling to their death

0/

destruction. For instance if they are on the transferred

territory exposed to enslavement, starvation, detention in ghettos or concentration camps in
conditions which were designed to cause their degradation, deprivation of their rights as a
human beings, or to suppress them and cause them inhumane suffering and torture"SI.
Essentie.1ly, intent, has to be established in relation to a group that has been transferred, If
another part of the group is imposed to certain measures that lead to their death (for example '
murder), that cannot be considered in union with the transfer of other part of the group that do
not lead to the destruction of the transferred group.
81.

' Particularly, suffering caused' by the death or their relatives, however 'strong, cannot be

considered as serlO)ls bodily or mental harm for the .purpose of the application of the
Convention of Genocide. This suffering by itself does not lead the group to their destruction
in whole or in part.,
82.

This TC error invalidates the Judgement.

GROUND

8.

ERRORS

CONCERNIN~

"PROTECTED

GROUP"

REQUIREMENT
83.

The TC did not provide a, ~soned opinion, as required under Article 23 of the Statute,

a. Ie why it considered Bosnian Muslims and Bosnian Muslims of Eastern Bosnia as a
substantial component of the entire group in the sense of Article 4 of the Statute, and thus
para.7 48,
"
,
A.(ll,rael v, Elclunan, 1968, Di.triet eo.rt ofJerusslim. QUotod by Schab••• p.160

57 Judgemont,
51
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made an error in law that invalidates the Judgment. In addition, The TC errad in law because
in its findings in paragraphs 750 and 774, 775, it has relied on,the Trial and AC conclusions
from other cases (Krstit, Blagojevje and Jokic and Popovic at all casesi 9 without taking
judicial notice of it (either as AF's or as facts of common knowledge). The TC did not take
(and could not take) judicial notice of those facts and conclusions, and since those finding are
not articulations oflegal !).orms or standards, the TC was obliged to make its own findings.

84.,

In deterlnination of "protected group" being an element of the crime of genocide, the

TC has slated -as follows:"The identification of the Bosnian Muslims as a protected group
within the meaning of Articlo 4 of the Statute is an issue that 'has been settled by the AC and
consequently, the Chamber does not deem it necessary to revisit th,? issue hel'e".6o
85.

The identification of the Bosnian Muslims as a protected group is factual issue. It is

not a legal standar4

or something that the TC can incorporate in to the Judgment by reference.

The mere fact that the 4-C, in some previous cases or aU cases, has established that fact is not

it proper explanation, e, g. reasoned opinion as required by Article 23 of the Statute,61 if the
fact is notorious, the TC ;"'as obliged to take judicial notice of it. Factual and legal fin~gs
from other cases before the Tribunal "have no binding force except between the parties in

~espect of a'particul~ ~e",61
86;

The same is true for TC's findings in paragraphs 774 and 775 of the Judgment in

which the TC discussed the issue concemin,g "Intent to Destroy the Group "in Whole or in
P~rt".

The TC again relied on the [mdings made by the AC, quoting not original judgments,

but certain paragraphs oftbe PopovicTJ,
87.

This manner of making factual findings is impennlssible. TheTC erred in law because

it was obliged to make its owo findings on the basis of evidence on the record in Tolimir's
case e.g. it was duty bound to "revisit the issue".
88.

This error alone invalidates the Judgment. Since it is to be determined whether a

certain group is a protected group under Article 4 of the, ,Statute, one of the core elements of
'

'

the crime of genocide - "protected group" - cannot be considered as established. That further
means that it cannot be concluded that the TC established on the basis of the available
"ludgement, m,3141,3,214,
" Judgcment,para.7S0,
" BOld... and Tnmsbordo< Ai'IIicd Actions Case (Nioaragua v HondlJl'll!). Judgment, Intcma'lion.r Court of ','
Justice Repp& 1988, para..l4.Korcmera, ~/OSI2009.
"See:Simic...t4lI,2510~11999,p,4, ,
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elements of genocide as well as
.evidence in Tolimir's case one of the core and indispensable
.
of conspiracy to commit genocide. For that reasons. the AC is requested to overturn the
decision ofthe TC on Counts 1 and 2.

GROUND 9 - ERRORS CONCERNING KILLING INCIDENTS AND NUMBER
OF PERSONS.KILLED
89.

The TC(Majorit)i) erred in fact in finding that Bosnian Serh Forces, in the specific

circumstances alleged in paragraphs 21.1-21.4 of the Indictment killed 4970 Bosnian Muslim
men, and that total of 5749 Bosnian Muslims from STebrenica were killed by Bosnian Serb
Forces6) .Those fmdings had a significant impact on the TC findings concerning all counts of
the Indictment. Particularly those have significant impact on the estimation of the gravity of

'c

the crime and its impact on the determination of sentence.
90.

The TC erred in law as it was engaged in !,he calculation of tho alleged total'number of

persons killed other than in combat that are not specified in the Indictment.64
91.

The TC was obliged not to overstep the boundaries of the Indictment, and all of its

findings should have been based only on thOBO crimes that were spccifically included in the
Indictment. These are paragraphs 21.1-21.4 of the Indictment. "Incidents" not specified in the
indictment were not subject of proof, and the TC did not establish circumstances of their .
death. For that reasons, that calculation cannot serve as a basis for fmdings on the gravity of

~rtain ~rime (genocide or exterrnimition) has been co~tted.. fu·
if the TC estimated the total number of persons allegedly killed in the

the crime' or whether a
."",

alternative, even

aftermath of Srebrenica, the Te was obliged not to rely on that estimation in relation to legal
fmdings. This TC error invalidates the Judgement. The AC is requesteito

formul~te correct

legal standard and to review the TC findings in relation to Counts 1·7.
92.

The TC erred in fact and law concerning facts that relate to a number of persons killed

in specific cases specified in the Indictment.

" S•• , paru.751, 596,570. .
"Iudgment pB",,:S70,S83.S91,59S.S97
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93.

The TC erred in finding that app. \.000-1.500 Bosnian Muslims were shot and killed

at Branjevo Military Farm and 500 at Pilicn Cultural CenteiS because it did not properly
estimate evidence on the record and did not consider aU factual, findings it reached in making
that conclusion.
94,

The TC established that the killing of Bosnian Muslims lasted from approximately

lOAM until 3 or.4PM on 16 July 1995.66 Concerning the number of persons summarily
executed. The TC relied 'on Erdemovie's estimation that 15 to 20 busses arrived at Branjevo
farm, and the PW-073 estimation that between 1000 and 1500 bodies werelying in the field
following the shootings.

9S.

Erdemovit calculated that app. 1000-1200 persons have been summarily executed67

based on estimation of an alleged number of busses that were arriving. However, he stated
that he "don't know exactly". Erdemovic testified that he did not count the busses, but that
that was his estimate.'s The estimate ofPW-073 is not an estimate that the TC could not rely
on reasonably, keeping in mind the circumstances in which he was trapped,69
'96.

Even 1000 person is an unreliable estimate that is not supported by the evidence cif the

specific incident bearing in mind that Erdemovie's description of how those executions were
coDd';cted and presented in paragraphs 491-494 of the Judgement. If that killings begun at
lOAM and ended at 3 or 4 PM, that would mean that they lasted' for 5 or 6 hours, and furiher

~hat the rate of killings was 200-166 per hour. That is simply impossible in circumstances'
, .
established by the TC. During thoseS or 6 hours, arguments transpired between soldiers on
how to proceed with killings,attempt to conduct with different weapons, there was a need for
each group of persons to reach the killing'site to turn around on their backs and lie down,70
97.

Under the aforementioned circumstances, no reasonable TC could rely on the

estimation that between 1000 and 1500 persons has been killed at Branjevo Military fann.
98.

This error occasioned a miscarriage of justice as it is relevant for an estimation of total

number of persons killed in the specific incidents to be specified in the Indictment, and alSo in
estimation of the gravity of the. crime.

" ludgment, por...4S9,491-S00.
.. Iudgoment,pani.494.
" Erd.movi~T, 10983 '
" ErdemovieT.18Bl.
"E)C.P4B,p.i20B (the Te in ludgement quoted p. 36 what is a page in tho .-court)
,. ludgmcnt,492-493.
'
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99.

The TC erred in fact and law in finding that after 23 July 1995 members of

Bosnian Serb Forces kllled persons named In para. 533. The main circumstance was
established on the basis of highly unreiiable witn""s statement of witness PW-0571l • The TC
did not provide any caution in estimation of ius evidence 72 whi~h, in addition waS based on
hearsay. Circumstances of their disappearance and destiny are unknown, not whether those
people had been actually killed. The very fact that they appeared in the most recent list of
missing persons is not indicative of the alleged circumstances of their death, and their remains
remain undisco~ered, 73. Under these circumstances no reasonable TC could have found .that
those persons were killed by Bosnian Serb forces.
100.

The AC is requested to revise the findings that Bosnian Serb Forces killed persons

named in para.S33 of the Judgement, and to revise the TC convictions on Counts 1-6.
101.

The TC erred in fact in finding that the Bosnian Serb Forces killed 4 Bosnian

Muslim men named in para 451. The TC finding that Bosnian Serb Forces "killed them
shortly after 26 July 1995" is based on the "context of the events taking place since the fall of
Srebrenica and in view of the circumstances of their disappearance". However, the TC has not
established any facts concerning their disappearance, but th~t'they "just disappeared,,:74 All
alleged circumstances of Drago NikoliC's communication are based on the evidence' of PW-

057 that is highly unreliable.
102.

The AC is requested 'to revise rmding that Bosnian Serb Forces killed persons named

in para,4S1 of the Judgeinent, and to revise the TC convictions on Counts 1,2,3 and 4.

103.. The TC erred in fact in fIndings concerning number of Bosnian Muslim Males who
died as

It

resultot' combat: suicide and other causes as Well as in findings concemmg total

nun;tber of Srebrenica related missing and identifIcation of Srebrenica related missing and
. total number ofkilled7l
104. . In estimating the .total number of persons missing or killed in the aftermath of
Srebrenica, the Majority concluded as follows: "The demographic and forensic evidence
assembled in this section together with the mass of testimony relating to many specific
episodes that led to killing provides a much finner basis for findings as to what happened to
" Judgcmont,porLS31.
" Se. DO" Judge Nyamb •• par...S-14.
1J Judgment,psra.S32
,'~ JudgmcntJPara.S40
" Judgment,par.,S92-S94,S72-S82
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the Srebreniea-related missing, The'Chamber fihds that while the deaths ofsome oftbe can be
attributed to combat and some to individual cases of suicide and other causes, the Majority
considers that these were very much of a minority." The position of the Appellant W8/1 that on
the basis of evidence, the total number of killed in specific incidents charged in the Indictment
as well as the total number of unlawful killing (4970 and, 5749) is unrealistic. The Majority
based its conclusion 00 the presumption that' all persons who are buded in mass graves are
,victims of summary execution.
105.

In the whole Judgement, the TC avoided to make a proper estimate of the fighting with

the column that was engaged in typical

military operation -

breakthrough. Also; the locatioos

of some of the mass graves are on the lin. of the column movement.
106.

The TC erred because it did not provide an estimate concerning a total number of

those who died as a result of combat, suicide, infighting among the members of the column. 76
There is mucb -of evidence from which it may be reasonably concluded that those who went
missing and many of those found in the mass graves lost their life otherwise than summary
execution, and that some oftbem died before or long after the events of July 1995,
107.

The Majority has stated that it is "satisfied that the most precise and reliable-metbod of

calculating tbe number'of Bosnian Muslim killed in the aftennilth of the fall of $rebrenica is
through an analysis on number of people reported missing, identification 'of persons in gravesites associated with the Srebreruca evenls and forensic !'I'd other evidence qf the
circumstances leading to the death of those exhumed from these graves,,77. While this
approach might seem reasonable at first sight, it is unre~onabieto ~onduct sucb ~
examination in this manner without considering oilier factors sUch ,as the data
,

,

.

conce~g

Srebreruca population, shortco1riings concerning presentation of the results of the DNA'
,

,

analysis and in particular. it has to be answered whether all persons buried, in mass graves
associated with Srebrenica are summarily executed, or as the TC has qualifIed

CkillCli

otherwise than in combat).
108-.

The Majority acted on the presumption that all remains from Srebrenica related mass

graves were summarily' executed. It is obvious that the Majority acted On the basis of this
presumption, since the Chamber considered all those found in mass graves as victiIDs of '
murder.
" Iudgemeot,paraS94,fn.5287_
77

ludgmon~por•. S7S
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109.

In paragraph 60 of the Judgment the TC has atated that: "There are inconsistencies

between DNA-based identification of Srebrenica related missing, and court declarations
regarding the death of the same person; however the Chamber finds that in such cases the
DNA-based identification is more reliable."
110.

In reaching this conclusion the TC relied on the testimony of Ms, Tabeau, particularly

on her position that "further information would he needed to establish the reasons for the
variation" stating that "court declarations usually are not based on precise information about
the death, because the person is missing and so the circumstances regarding the date, the place
and the cause of death are unknown", 78
111.

No reasonable trier of fact could have found that this conclusion of the TC is

reasonable for the following reasons, DNA identifications and information's co,llected by the
ICMP does not say on which. occasion and on which date one person died, but merely
provides identification of that person. The ICMP connected the place' and date of
disappearance of some individual on the. basis of statements of same person. No reliable
record of those statements is provided during the trial.
112.

Particular attention has to be paid to two court declarations -<:Xh.D316 and exh.D317.

D316 contains precise information about the date (07.07.1995) and a manner of death and
even when and where the person was buried (on Kazani cemetery), All data has been
published in the Official Gazette, These information was based on witness statements. This
information provides a reasonable ground to conclude that they are accurate.
113.

.0317 contains data that the person named in this declaration disappeared on 15 March

1995 as a member of the AB !Hin Zepa.
114.

Information that those two declar~tions contain are in sharp contradiction with Ms.

Tabeau's opinion on which the TC relied .
115.

The fact that their bodies were identified in mass graves that relates to Srebreriica is

strong evidence that in those graves not only a victims of summary execution has been buried,
. but also persons died in combat and even those that had been buried on Kazani grave in
Srebrenica. 19

" Judgement,para,60
.
"D316.•Tbat Kazaoi cemetery is lOcated i. Sr<brenica .ee,PW-007,T.S 18
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11.6,

The fact that their bodies were identified

i11 mass graves which relate to Srebrenica is

strong evidence that in those graves not only victims of summary execution had been buried,
but also persons who died in combat, including those buried in Kazani graves in Srebrenica.
In addition, there is a little evidence of burial and so 'called reburial operation which is a fact
'which no reasonable TC could reach the conclusion on that all of those founded in mass
graves were swiimary executed.
117,

The TC rejected the Defence argument that "inconsistency with ABiH records of

soldiers and other persons associated, with the ABiH who were killed givC!! rise to reasonable'

d~ubt about the accuracy of the ICMP data:,BO Rejection of this argument requires the AC's
attention, since no reasonable trier offact could deny the accuracy of the fact that 140 persons
were identified in Srebrenica-related graves, albeit having died in events that are not related to
those covered by the Indictment. The very fact that "the scale of inconsistency is very
small,,!l is not a reason for the rejection of the argument, just as, the fact that they

~ere

identified from Srebrenica related graves is not Il reason for rejection of the argument but for
the conclusion that Srebrenica related mass graves contains bodies of persons died in events
not related to Srebrenica,
118,

The TC based its conclusion on the assessment of the Prosecution demographer (the

same one that is of opinion that court declarations are unreliable) which entails that "reporting
of 'cases in ABiH recotd is not highly reliable since attention is mainly given to whether the
person in question has died, with details of death being less importsnt",82 This c~JOclusion is
highly speculative and not based on evidence, Particulacly, this 'statement is based; :'as
explained

in EXH.177 6,p.94,fn.87, on the personal communication of the writer of the Report

with persons from NGO's, including Mirsad Tokaea and intetpreters with whom she worked
in Bosnia. There i. no data from the, for example, foI)tter or present members of the Army of
the BiH concerning reliability of those data.
119.

The TC errcdin fact by concluding that "while the deaths of some of them can be

attributed to combat II!ld some to individual CBSes of suicide and other causes, the Majority
considers that these,

w~re

very much of minority",83 Judge Nyambe on the other hand

~' ludgement pW1l.61

'1 Judgment para,61

" ludgment para:61
" Judg.merit;p.... S9S
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considers "that the Chamber does not have the evidence before. it to make th~ findings that
these deaths constituted a minority of the Srehrenica-related missing. 84
120.

The TC stated in paragraph 592 of the Judgement that it "has evidence before it that a

number of Bosnian Muslim died as a result of combat activities, land mines. and otber causes';
quoting video evidence (D280) filmed immediately after the events. in which eyewitnesses
provided estimates of approximately 2000 or 3000. A report from ~ROFOR civil affairs of
17 July stated tbat those who arrived at the Tuzla Airbase had said that up to 3000 were killed
mostly by mines and engagement' in combat VRS.IS
.J21.

Other evidence also supports an estimate that app. 3000 persons were killed in combat

or from other reasons tban murder. For clIIIIIIple. D268. D269. D270 and D271. The TC relied
on

interpre~tion

provided by the OTP investigator Du§an Janc. However. the TC has stated

that "individual members of the column were only in positiori to make rough e.stirnates oflhe
number .of persons killed by military action on the part of' Bosnian Serb Forces".86
Considering that it is an issue of large numbers (app. 3000), only estimates can be provided.
The TC did not provide reasons why those rough estin)ates are not reliable.
122,

The position that app. 3000 persons died as result of combat activities or from other

causes not. connected with the summary execution is supported by the Secretary General
Report ''the Fall of Srebrenica,,&7 and'even with the Prosecution's witness Richard Butler. &8
123.

That estimate entailed that approximately 3.000 Bosnian Muslims died in thi: combat

and in other ways not connected with the summary execution is supported by testimony of the
witness PW-057.&9
124.

Considering the list of missing persons and those who died on various occasions. the.

TC has stated that "5749 is the minimum number killed and that the actual figure can be
expected to be significantly higher,,90. However, neither the TC. neither the OTP in various
reports and testimonies of its investigators, considered iDformation provided by tbe Ministry
of Dutch Governrnent .. exh. DnO. is a report from 21-06-2011 stating that "Defence minister
ans Hillen agreed to reveal the whereabouts of mass grave in Srebrenica during an interview
.. Judgement, fh.2588 a.d Dissenting opinioll;patas.8
.
.
"P51Ip.2·
" Judgmcnt,p .....593
" D122.p.86. p"",.387 .
.. Buder.T.17401S •• also P2SIS,
.. PW-OS7.1S/06/2011.T.1S500•••• aIao14/0612011 T.1S472-IS47J(confidential)
~ Judgmcnt,p .....596
. ..
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with TV programme Nieuswsuur". This is a mass graveyard· containing a minimum of 7
bodies of persons that has not been summarily executed.
125.

No reasonable TC can rely that each' and every grave connected With Srebrenica events

contains bodies ofthos. who has been s1lmmarily executed.
126.

In paragraphs 574-757 of the Judgement the TC explained why. it rejected the

Appellant's sUbmission.which entails "that if th. number of people about whom the WHO had
information in the area of Tuzla-Podrinje Canton on 29 July - 34,341 - is subtracted from the
. number of those in Srebrenica in January 1995 -37,555 people- "the argument that 7,000 were
killed (executed) issirnply untenable".
127 .. The TC has stated that figures contained in the WHO report are apprmumations.91
Exh.P2873 contains approximations on which the TC did not pronounce on their reliability.
,

'

The position of the Appellant is that those estimates are reliable. Firstly, total number is
"

calculated on 4 August 1995, when the breakthrough of the column was over, in particular the
"murder operation",. In that report the precise figures are stated regarding persons housed in
private accommodations and collection centres, '(l 7.383+9749) including 6,500 in the Tuzla

",

Air base camp. While the number of 6.500 is an approximation, it is a reliable one, which can

~ concluded from other data in the set of documents that are admitted as EX.P2873.

There is

precise data about the percentage of age structure of the Srebrenica displaced persons (p.2).
Since it was a wide area ofAir Base, WHO could provide a relial?le estimate with a very little

margin, of errOr. Page 4 The' WHO document of 29/07/95 in which it was provided imd
. estimates that the amount was 7.400,persons in the Air Base. Together with'those in private
accommodation and collective centrea, the total number amounted to 34.341. Page 4 ia a
document about "Geographical diatribution and age/sex structure of the displaced

p~rsons

.

from Srebrenica (total no excluding the Air Base camp is 26.941, and that on the airbase, at
the time this document was produced, there were around 6,500 persons.) The most important

is the document on p.7 that contains data concerning "prevalence of the most common
diseases among the displaced persons from Srebrenica accommodated at the. Air Base" in
peridd-13 July until 26 July 1995, provided on 29. July 1995, and in document on p. 8 their
health status in period from 17 July uniil26 July 1995. This data was produced by-respective
organizations .under UN authority. Bearing in mind the nature of the figures, no reasonable
trier of fact will disregard this document from consideration on the basis of the fact that it
'I Iudgment para.S74
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contams approximations, In addition, p.9and 10 contains very precise figures, not
approximation. The only reasonable conclusion from the P2873 is that the facts and estimates
provided are reliable.
128.

The TC also erred in refusing to take into accolint ·document DIl7 in estimation of

total number of persons killed arid missing. The TC conclucted that ''the value of the data on
po~ulation

in Srebrenica in January 1995 is limited by the fact that they concern a time six

months prior the fall of the enclave and by the difficult conditions subsisting at the time" and
. also that ''the absence of data on individuals reduces the utility of figures for detail
demographic analysis". This argument is erroneous for the following reasons and provides a
!.

clear demonstration that evidence in this case was not considered in an appropriate manner..
i29.

i
'.

The fact that this document is produced six months before the fall of the enclave does

not imply a connection with its reliability concerning esumation of total of Srebrenica
population. This document contains precise figures not approximations. There is evidence that
until January throughout July, some people left Srebrenica. There were not additional refuges
arriving in SrOOrenica in this period. Secondly, the absence of the "data on individuals"
having an impact on the comprehensive demographic analysis is not of importance for
establishing probable numbers of missing persollB, or lis a corrective factor, casting doubt on
the analysis conducted by the Prosecution's demographers. Document 0117 is, contrary to the
TC finding, strong evidence that io Srebretiica, at the time proceeded, its fall was at. a
maximum or less than 36.051 persons.

130.

The TC has stated that the approach presented in the Final Trial Brief "ignores the

significant amol!nt of testimony on the circull1lItances of the killings and the related forensic
and other analysis conducted in connection with the bodies that have been recovered which
the Camber frods to have been reliable".92 The Majority relied on its conclUsions stated in

paras.49-62, and 67-70.
131.

First, the position of the Appellant was, and still remains; that the figure of 7000 is

untenable. The Majority has found that the total number of persons killed as aUeged in p~as
21.4-22.4 of the Indictment is.4.970 .. This is far less than 7000 as claimed by the Prosecution.
However, the Te also erred in this conclusion, as well as in it. conclusion concerning S749 of
total number of killed, and concerning tot.l number of Srebrenica Missing whi~h according to
the TC and Brunborg and Tabeau Report is more than 7000 ..
9Z Jud~Cllt
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132.

In paras.49-62, the TC made findings and presented arguments oonceriring reliability

of evidence that fonus the basis for the identification of the Srebrenica related missing
through DNA, The TC has stated that findings "on number of persons killed in various
incidents alleged ·in the Indictment.. have largely been derived form. the identification of
Srebrenica related missing through DNA analysis (para. 49).
133. . ·i>emographic data is not conclusive concerning the reliability of a day or place of
disappearanoe. On the other hand, while the TC Bccepted Brunborg's report in response to a
report by S.Radovanovi6." Radovanovic's report has never been tendered into the evidence.
Reliability of those reports is subject of concern that casts doubt on their reliability. No
reasonable TC could have found those reports as reliable evidence of place and date of
disappearance.
134.

Reliability of DNA might be considered only in relation to mere identification, and not

other circumstances. The TC rejected the defence argument that the "DNA method cannot be
used on its owo determination of identity because a DNA mach requires endorsement from
the pathologist before the death certificate is signed".94 The TC haS stated that it does not

a~ept

this submission, because it rests on administrative practice whlch cannot as such

undermine the validity of DNA identification

for which there is ~ng evid!:nce. What was

, provided in evidence is just lists in an excel table without. supporting materials such as
electrocardiograms, reports of the interview with the persons who report certain persons
missing, and pathologist reports. The TC just quoted that "The Accused
, cites· articles in ·the
proceedings of the American Academy of Forensic Science, which establish that traditional
methods of anthropological assessment are still ;"e~ssari'9S The TC has not anthropological
evidence concerning the most individuals listed, nor death certificates andjust relied on the
Person's statement that that ".concordance of DNA and non-DNA data was important and was
one of the pillars ofthe ICMP identification·process:',96 There is no evidence of that practice,
and the OTP did not provide any evidence in that respect. Articles cited were of the 1eM?
members.
135.

Trial record only contains an excel table of DNA matches. However, A.B. Arloty had

stated that: "One misconception regarding DNA-led identifications is that once a DNA match

'l Jtldgmcnt,para.54

" m.l44
." fD.l44
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is made, than a positive identification automatically follows". This is tar from true: it is
imperative that traditional forensic scientist review the tentatively identified remains and
related evidence to ensure that the match is valid. ''There is no evidence that ICMP used
traditional forensic scientist reviews and related evidence to ensure that the match is valid.
Especially, they did not have approval from family members. Parsons stated that the ICMP
does not issue death certificates, but local pathologists appointed by the relevant court.~7 No
such evidence is in the record. Even if one considers that DNA analysis is reliable, no
reasonable TC would rely on excel tables presenting various information about identification
of persoOll and related information without requiring death certificates. Particularly, since
death certificates are not hard to obtain, and only those documents can be considered
sufficieut evidence that one person is identified. Parsons testified that the ICMP "do not have
a comprehensive investigative programme that would seek to reconcile the various lists or to
further investigate in any definitive fashion the nature of that miasmg person's report as it
comes to us from the families.,,9& The ICMP data is.not reliable concerning date and place of
dis~~pearance, and they included just two nominal dates for that area. 99
136.

The TC erred because it did not request documents needed for an expert report to be

reliable. In order for it to be a reliable source of information and findings, it must be capable
of verifying it. The reasons why certain information capable ·of verification was not provided
was explained by Parsons in following way: "And we know for a fact that the families have
great concern in turning over genetic profiles, their personal genetic. information, to
individuals who they consider complieit in the death of thek family memb~rs."l00 However
this explanation is not proper, since this information could be provided to the Prosecution, TC
or to defence counsels, that is to persons who are not responsible to death of their family
members.

137.

T.Parsoris was honest to the. point that in order to verify the accuracy of a DNA report,

it is' necessary to have an electroencephalogram. 10!. . . . . . . ..

" Parson"Tl0364.j036S
.. PlIlllon.,T.10422
" P136.P137,T.201i7S
100 Panon.,2SIOV\2 T.I044S
IDIT . 10443
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DNA reports do not provide any information concerning time, cause and manner of death of
particular p~rsons.l02
138.

In order to be reliable. the expert statement or report must meet the minimum

standards of reliability. It is the practise ofthe ICTY that ·'there must he sufPcient information
as to the sources used in support of the statement. The sources must he clearly indicated and
accessible in Drder to allow the other party or the TC to test or challenge the basis on which
the expert witness reached his or her conclusions. In absimce of clear references or accessible
sources. the TC will not treat sl1ch

8

statement or report as an expert opinion. b11t as the

personal opinion of the witness, and weigh the evidence accordingly".IO]
139.

None of those requirements have been satisfied in connection with the

Parson'sstatements, and all of the reports based on DNA identifocatiollll. In those
clrc1lnJ.stances tI:lere, where there is no possibility to check those reports. no reasonable TC
could have reached a conclusion, concerning the report's reliability.
140.

Concerning ICMP and ICRC lis~ they cannot be considered as completely reliable.

Family members as well as friends and relatives are those who reported some person missing:
In addition, there is no reliable evidence on hDW those list. are updated, or whether there 'is an
organized effort to check the accuracy of those lists, That reporting missing is not completely
reliable shows, inter alia. evidence of the situation in the column during the breakthrough.,For
example. Ramiz Beeirovi6. who at the time V:a. a commander of the 28 th Division and who
headed the breakthrough, stated: "...when they started naming the persons who had been
killed, I saw that these persons had been with us in the Drc sector. SO I could not accept all

this information,a. accurate ".104
141.

Concerning the argument that in the Defence's Final Brief the Appellant ignored

eviden~ on the record 105 is without foundation. Evidence that was quoted in the Final 'Trial

Brief. and in this Brief, clearly s~ows that the ~C met:lMd of estimatio~ of evidence was based1
,
,
.
, "
.
vi,
sttlely on the Prosecution position that wa§; not critically examined. and that the TC
conclusions are not beyond reasonable doubt.

142.

The TC errors occasioned a miscarriage of justice and invalidate theJwigement.

10' P.... Of]JI.

T. 10435, T.10472

n. SraniliC&Siin.tovio, IT-03.69.PT, Decision... , 1810312008,para.9,
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'GROUND 10: ACTUS REUS OF GENOCIDE

143.

The TC erred in fact and law in fmding that "the suffering" of a group of men

separated in Poto~ari and taken to" White House, as well as the grol!p of men who surrendered
or were captured from the column through 13 July "amounted to serious bodily or mental
harm.,,106
144.

As stated under Ground 7, mental harm can properly be interpreted only as

"perrn~ent impairment to mentsl faculties". In order to satisfy that requirement, it is
requested iliat bodily or mental harm in itself is of such a serious nature tha! it contributes or
tend to contributes to the destruction oftl)e group. If that group was subsequently killed, harm
previously co~tted cannot be taken into account since itcannot be reasonably concluded,
that iliat particular harm was imposed in order to destroy

B

group as such, or that that ill

treatment contributed or could have tended to contribute to the .destruction ofilie group as
such.
145.

The fact that the detainees ''would have been aware at orie stage or snother bf the real

possibility that they would ultimately met their death"l07 cannot be a proper basis' for
inference that iliat awareness immediately or in short period before their death is amount to
serious bodily or mental harm. If another actus reus has been committed (killing) against the
same persons, ilic question whether immediately before their killing, iliey were imposed to
mental harm is relevantfor the establishment of the gravity of the crime, and is not a separate
crime,
146. . The TC erred

~ fact and

law in finding that the events in which harm was

cau~ed to

those who survived the killings "was of such a nature as to contribute or tend to contribute to
the destruction of all or part of the group in that their suffering prevented these members of
ilie group from leading a normal and constructive life."l0&
147.

Genocide is a crime of which its ultim8te goal of incrimination isto safeguard ilie very

survival of the group, not individuals. In order to satisfy genocide requirement; the group as
such must be subjected to serious or bodily or mental harm. Notisolatcd individuals who in
ibis case where those who survived the killing operation. Here, the TC· confused attempted
'''' Judgmont.para.753-754
Judgmont,pora.754
101 Judgmont,para.755
101
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murder with causing serious mental h8!ID. In order to satisfy the requirements of Article 4, the
harm must be committed against the whole or part of the group as such.

*.
148.

The TC erred in law and fact in finding that the suffering of the woman, children and

the elderly who were forcibly transferred from Srebrenica to Thzla amounted to serious bodily
and mental harm. 109
149.

Forcible transfer is not per se an act of genocide. While the TC provided· a description

. of suffering of those who ended up in Thzla, it does not satisfy requirement of serious mental
barm, since that harm must be of such a nafure that it "contributes or tends to contribute to the
de$uction of the protected group as sucb" or that that harm permanently impaired mental
faculties of the members of the group who were transported from Srebrenica to Kladanj.
150.

In para. 757, the TC enumerated a number of circumstances that cannot be taken into

account in estimating whether certain acts present serious mental barm, such as the inability to
retom to theirJormer homes, fear of popUlation living in surrounded villages and quality of
life. Those fears or inabilities do not satisfy the requirements ofArtiel. 4 .

•
151.

The TC erred in fact and law in fmding that "serious mental harm was inflicted upon

t1ie Bosnian Muslims who were forcibly transferred out of lepa be~een 25 and 27 July
1995." (para. 758)
152.

There is no evidence that those who were transported from lepa suffered serious

mental harm. Many of the fmdings in paragraph 758 are erroneous o.bave been erroneously
interpreted.
153.

First, concerning the acts of the Appellant from 25-27 July 1995, substantial evidence

on the record suggests that.the TC erred in finding that the Appellant brandished his weapon

in the air. In footnote 3181, the TC quoted the· wrong paragraph ()73 addressing another
issue),. and clear evidence on the record shows that the Appellant was at that time in lepa and
unarmed, carrying no weapon. Carki6~ in his interview with the Prosecution (0217) has
stated:

"r said I saw General TOLlMIR several runes and once in Zopa 1, he ge~ally and,

and l' m wiipess to this he had put his own head at risk to help evacuation of the Zepa

population and make it and to go right, If I may say yes, General TOLIMIR had come into
'''' ludgmon~p1ll'a.753·758
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Zepa bef-. with one or with two or three military policemen before our Army came into Zepa.
He came unarmed.and amongst tbe thousands of civilian populations and before I had gone
in" (D217.p13:7-13) H. also testified that Tolimir insisted that "nothing should happened to
the people" (D217,p.l4)
154.

The Te'. conclusion concerning MIMic's suggests that while he was entering the

bUlises. the TC jUst pointed to one sentence. However. MIadie talked. lot and he entered in all

. i

or almost all of the busses. It had been recorded that he "wisbes a safe. journey" and "good
health" and "not to be. afraid" of linything. 110 In a few instances be stated in one of the buses
"18m saving you and your children. And our children were killed in 1992 in ~pacan~on ...
You heard about me for a very long time. Now you are looking at me. 1 am General Ml~6;
There are able-bodied people among you. You are all safe. And you are a11 going to be
transported to Kladanj. We wish you a safe journey and good bye." 111
155.

The TC took several of Mladic's words out of the context, namely that in some busses

he told the passengers that he gave them their livcs as a gift. III The video compilation
presented by Ib.e Prosecution showed the recording as follows: "you who are of military age
don't go to the front again. No more forgiveness. Now I am giving you your life as a gift", In'
, another bus the monologue was as follows: "I am General Mladi6, There are abJe-bodied
~ple

among you who shot at me before. I forgive you all and am giving you your life an

present.' Don't come before me Bfthe from. Next time'there won't be forgiveness". and in .
another as: "I have mercy for you and you did not have

~ny

for our children in 1992 in the

Zepa canyon. Have a safe journey and good byc .. lll
I

156.

Those words could not be understood as words that cau.ed or has potential to cause

serious mental harm to the Zepa population. Tbe explanations provided by the Majority are so
erroneous that no reasonable trier of fact could have reached. Transportatipn of people from
Zepa to Kladanj

Was

with several incidents only. and regarding incidents that bave occurred.'

the Appellant ordered investigation that was successfully conducted. 1l4
157.

The TC has stated that "transportation of the population from Zepa ... was

accompanied by slightly different cirCUIll.'ltances. although there' are some impo~t

110 P740,p.26'cng

P740,p.30
'" Judgment,para.758
113 P740,p.31
..
'" P1434,p6.... al,o ludg.mcn~pan.9991!lld1h.3954.•
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similaritics"llS This conclusion is erroneous;

it is apparent from the TC's fmdings that no

lIB

reasons are provided fOT that coilclusion.
158.

The TC also disregarded evidence iliat Mlaidic ordered iliat "nothing must be taken

from the ... whom'we evacuated from ~epa and that they must not be maletreated", 116
159.

For the foregoing rellBons. the Majority's conclusion that "suffering of the Bosnian

Muslim Population that was transferred from Srebrenica and ~epa raises to tbe level of
serious bodily and mental barm" e. g. "as an act of genocide pursuant to Article 4(2)(b»

117

is

of such a nature that no reasonable TC could have reached such a conclusion on the basis of
the evidence.

•
160.

The Majority erred in faGt in finding that "the
conditions resulting from ilie acts if
,
Bosnian Serb Forces, as part of-the combined effect of the forcible transfer and killing
,

operations were deliberately inflicted, and calculated to lead to the physical destruction of the
Bosnian Muslim population of Eastern B~snia and Herzcgovma."llB
161.

This, conclusion is based on the wrong understanding of the terms "physical and

biological destructioni •1l9• erroneous faGtual 'findings. omissio~ to take into consideration
relevant evidence, and selection of facts stated in para. 66. The TC did not provide

reaSo~ed

~pjnion as requ~ed by Article 23 of the Statute.
162.

In reaGhing their conclusions, the Majority considered the Illleged "overall effect of not

only the forcible transfer operations .. ' but also the killing of at least 5,749 Bosnian Muslim
menform the same group". 120
163.

The Majority has found that "those operations !transfer and kil1ingl had a devastating

effect on the physical surVival of the Bosnian Muslim Population of the Eastern' BiR, these
operations were aimed at destroying the Boanlan Muslim community and preventing
reconstitution of the group .11 this area ". J2J However, this conclusion i. erroneous si~ce the
'" Judgmont,plllll. 7~8
'

lO

p2427.

'

'" Judgmcnt,p.... 759
III Iudgmont parL6~
'" Judgment par•. 764
'lO Judgment paro,766
12' J~dBJllcnt p",•.766
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very survival of the group as such is the protective object of the genocide and not that

grdup

in particular area.
164.

The TC erred because it did not make separate estimates for Srebremca and for zepa.

However, in both cases, population was transferred to Muslim held territory, in which it was
not imposed to living conditions that "calculated to bring about its destruction". That the
population Was imposed to such conditions i. simply not supported by evidence.
165. . In order to find that tbe group was imposed to conclition of life calculated to bring

about their destruction, it is not pennissible to combine elements of other actus reus of
. genocide in order to reach conclusion about third actus reus. It must be proven that the whole
population or its respective part is imposed to living conditions that are calculated to bring
about their destruction. Transfer of population that does not in itself present actus reus of
genocide, combined by ldlling members of the group, cannot lead to the conclusion that
transferred part· of the group is imposed to living· conditions that leads to their biological or
physical destruction.
166;

These errol'S invalidate the Judgement and caused miscarriage of justlce. Findings

addressed in this Ground of appeal were crucialln relation to the conviction on Counts 1 of
the Indictment. The AC is requested to revise the TC [mdings and to enter a Judgement of
acquittal on Ground 1 of the Indictment.

Ground 11: GENOCIDAL INTENT
167.

The Majority erred in fact and law in finding that. "Bosnian Serb Forces who

committed the underlying acts set out in Article 4(2)(a)-(c) intended pbysical destruction of
the Bosnian Muslim population ofEastem Bosnia and Herzegovina."l2l
168.

The TC inferred genocidal intent merely from the acts it considered to be

actus re~ of

genocide, and the consequences of those acts.
169.

Facts on the basis of which the Majority inferred genocidal intent include:

170.

(a)Opportunistic ldllings. Those killings cannot be taken as a support of genocidal

intent since there were no - as stated in the indictment· natural and

~sible coruieque~ces ~f

the ICE to murder. "Opportunistic killings' by its very nalLlFC constitutive a vary limited basis
,,, Judgment, para:773
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.i

for inferring. genocidal intenf,m
171.

,I

(b) 'Capturing of thousands of Bosnian Muslim men from the column .. in and 'of

. themselves, telling the intent of the Bosnian Serb Forces concerning the fate of this part of the
group".(para.769)

Capture of. enemy soldiers involved in military operation, whether

offensive or defensive. cannot provide a basis for rmding on genocidal intent, whether alone
whether in combination with other facts_
172.

c) Burning of doc,:""ents of those who had been detained in Potowi does not provide

.any indication of genocidal intent.
173.

(d) The Inhumane conditions of the detention are not an indication of genocidal intent.

174.

(e) The TC erred in considering that the specific intent "can be inferred from the fact

that the proposal to open up a corridor and let the cOlumn, headed by the ABiH members ...
was. opposed;
, instead, the column was systematically targeted in order to capture and kill as
many B~snian Men possible. It was not until Bosnian Serb forces were forced to accept that it

was costing them too much manpower to engage in combat with the anned members of the
column that a decision was made, ultimately to open up such a corridor". Evidence, on which
the TC relied, particularly in paragraphs 512 and 513, provides no basis for the inference .of
genocidal intent. l14 Destruction of enemy military forces engag~d in military operation cannot

be considered as an act of genocide. There is also evidence that the strength of the column
was not ~oWn by that time_ us
175. ,(I) Even the 11IIge number has been killed (see pam. 770), that fact alone, or In
combination with othe~ above enumerated facts, cannot, per se, be considered as a proof of
genocidal intent. ,
176.

(g) the fact that the bodies of those who were killed were buried, and later reburied is

not evidence of genocidal intent, but that of the intention to conceal murders.
177.

(h)

The Majority concluded' that several layers of leadership were involved in the

murder operation. l2! This conclusion is not per se evidence of genocidal intent, and evidence
" on the record, as well as TC specific findings about involvement of various persons in murder

'" Iudg""'.nt, m, 3J31.quoting Blll8oj~ and JokitAI. para.123
124

.

'" PW-j)57,14/06/20 11,15425-15426.

", Judgmcntpara.770.par~ 1070
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operatiO!lli does not support the conclusion that the whole "layers of leadership " were
involved in murder operations or had an' intent to commit genocide. Rather, the only
n:ason~ble

conclusion ·from the evidence on the record is that relatively small numbers of

persons were involved in the murder operations, and not the whole leadership or units, but
only certain individuals.
178.

(i) The Majority further took into consideration its findings concerning suffering

inflicted to those who were separated, detained and killed, of those who survived killings, and
suffering of wornen, children and elderly that were transferred from Poto~ari and 2epa, .and
also the combined effect of forcible removal and the killing operation l27

•
179.

The Majority

e~d

in concluding that "it would be artificial to make a finding that

genocidal intent existed for some acts, and not for others". While it is good approach to
consider whether "all of the evidence, taken. together, dcmoJ)Strated a genocidal mental
state" ,128 not all of the acts might be perpetrated with genocidal intent. Since genocide is a'
double intent crime, it bas to be established for all of the actus reus that has been committed
iotentionally and with genocidal intent. From ·the facts enumerated in paragraphs 769-772,
genocidal intent cannot be inferred beyond reasonable doubt
180.

.Particularly. The TC erred in inferring genocidal intent from alleged suffering of those

who were transferred from 2epa. The TC disregarded evidence that Mlaidic ordered that
,,notbing must be taken from the ... whom we evacuated from Zepa and that they mu.t not be
maletreated".I29 This specific order, .as well as attitude of the Appellant during eVllcuatio~ of
iope pouplation, namely that be insisted that "nothing should happened to the people"
(D217,p,14) i. clear manife~tion of absence of any genocidal intent in relation to i.pa
popUlation.
181.

These errors invalidate the Judgement and occasioned a miscarriage of justice. The

AC is requested to enter a judgement of acquittal on Count land2

'" Jurlgme.t,pBlll,772

". StakioAJ,pora.SS
"·P2427.
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Ground 12: GENOCIDAL INTENT IN RELATION. TO MEHMED HAJRlC,
AMIR IMAMOVIC AND AVDO PALIC
182.

The Majority erred in fact and law in finding that

'~he

Bosnian Serb forces killed"

Mehmed Harji6, Arnir Imarnovie and Avdo Palie "with specific genocidal intent of destroying
part of tbe Bosnian Muslim population as such", basing its finding on erroneous finding that
those persons "were key for ~ survival of a small community"']O
183.

not

As pointed by Judge Kreea, "the creation of leadership is ambiguous and subjective. Is

cle~r

whether it applies to the political, militaT)' or intellectual elite, or whether it has a

generic meaning. It also introduces through the back door the consideration that the leaders of
the group, regardless of the tYpe of leadership,

are subject to special, stronger protection than

the other members of the group, in whole or ,in part, that they constitute, which is in fact a
\"

distinct subgroup. Moreover, this criterion has an element of the concealed promotion of the
political group to the status of a protected object of the Convention - the subsequent division
J

of the members of the group into elite and ordinary members in modern' society has. an
anachronistic and discriminatory connotation flagrantly at odds with the ideas, which
represent the bases of the rights and libertie. of individuals and groups. Last but not least,
comes understanding part of the group in terms of its leadership, of which there is no trace in
the irwaux pr'paratoires of the Convention."m
184. . in this context it has to be noted that members of War Presidency was not elected but
appointed from Sarajevo, e.g. President of the BiR. m
185.

There is no evidence
on who and when killed each of named persons, and how. they
,

ended in Vragolovi grave. However, the Majority concluded that it was done by Bosnian &rb,
Forces and buried them i~ the "amemass grave. In those circumstances, there is no place for
finding that "those responsible for killing ... targeted them because they were leading figures
in the Zepa enclave. ,,133 S~ond, the Te did not discuss of possible reasons for their killings.

186.

No reasonable TC, on the evidence on the record cOuld reasonably conclude that they

were killed because they wer~ leading figures in the Zepa' enclave. It is not enough to
establish that certain person was

"8

leading figure" in some community, but that that person

was targeted with genocidal intent, namely, to destroy, in whole or in part, a protected group
as such.
']0 l'aragrapbJ.777 -782.

.
'" m"cDting opinion of ludge KreU, ICI-BHY,p~.90
'32'DI62,p.2ENO..
III Pora.779
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187.

The Majority co~cluded that "while the individuals killed were only three in number,

in '{iew of the size of Zepa, they cOllBtitute the core of its civilian and military leadership"

However; even they were the prominent' figures in the Zepa leadership it cannot be .concluded
that they were key for the survival ofthe small community.
188.

The TC particularly relied on evidence of E.Palie without critical examination of her

evidence. E.Pali6 was a wife of Avdo Palie and gave a very emotional statement the TC
quoted in fn. 3224. During her testimony she even lied about the role ofAvdo PaUe during the
armed contlictY4 However, Pali6 was not so respected

IIll

claimed by E.Pali6. The OTP

investigator/analyst Bezruchenko summarized documents concernJrig the fall of Zepa and
stated that "the political situation in the enclave /was! difficult. Brigade Commander AvdCl
Palio and Chief

em

Jurem Sehie did not communicate with each other. Intellectuals and

pe()ple capable ()f organizing life in Zeps were trying to leave Zepa for Srebrenica, ... On 10
June 1995 Colonel Avdo Pali6 sent another desperate letter to General Delio, complaining
about the SDA and civilian authorities, and containing a tiny veiled threat to resign; '''If I
interfere as • person who is fighting for the state ofBili, and whom thill group of people does
not tolerate, 'for them I am not even a Moslem". III
189,

The TC relied on c~mmunication between Palie, PeCanac and Kusic and Carki6 from

1993-199S, IIll a support for finding that "Palie was COI)Sidered to be a central figure in Zepa,
and represented .its population." However, those communications were between military
personnel of the opposing parties, and those who knew each other before the war, Palic wwi II
commander of the 'BiR Army 2&Sth Brigade, whose concept of operation "was bases on tigid
defence and use of difficult terrain .. ' Special empbasis was made on diversionary actions on
small groups behind enemy lines. There

Wllll

no articulated fall back plan in the clIlle of'a'

massive VRS offensive. In case of such eventuality 'the Command of the 28S th Brigade was
planned to request unspecified assistance from the 8th Operational Group, disami the
Ukrainan UNPROFOR company, and take the UN personnel hostage"l,16 As Bezruchenko
concluded, "this strategy showed absence of professionil! military p~ning, <lefied reality on
the ground and military logic, and therefore was a harbinger of a command disaster".m

". For oxomplo, Pati6,27104120 11 claiming that Palie did nol let other. to attock Serbi •• villa,,,,,, oonlr~ fur" ,
example 062, D55, pataB,3,9,l0,36
'" DSS,par• .12
". D55,par1I.8
'" DS5.para,g
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Because of hi. concept of operations, it cannot be argued that he was a key; for the survival of
the very small community.
190.

As a military leader Avdo Palic was not supposed to jJe in Zep. enclave. or more

precisely, his stay in the enclave as a lnilitary leader was illegal under the law, of war. In
accordance with the Article 5 of the Demilitarization Agreement of 8 May 1993 and Article 6
of the CORA of 1994, "combatants will not be allowed to enter or to be in the demilitarized
zone"m That reBSon alo~e is enough to consider that Avdo Palie (Commander of the Zepa'
Bri~e),

Mehmed Harjic (president of the War Presidency heavily involved in military

issues), and Amir Imamovic (who participated in almost all combat activities outside the Zepa
enclave), cannot be considered as persons who were "key for the survival of a small

community".
191.

The TC, in para. 780,

specul~te

about the

reas~ns

why Hamdija Trolak (president of

, the Executive Board of Zepa), wl)o was also POW in Rasadnik together with Imamovi6 and
Hajri6, stating that the fact that he was negotiating with Mlaide what was well documented on
video, is ''posible reason why he was not killed". This specific finding reveals the Te's
reasoning based on the presumption that Palie, Hajri': and Imovi6 were killed with genocidal
intent,

192. 'The Majority also erred in conclusion that "for~ible transier of Zepa popwation
"immediately prior to killing of these three leaders is a factor which slipports its fmding on
genocidal'intent',1J9. The TC has eslablis,hed thai Avdo Pali6 was alive on 5th September, but
Inat Imamovi6 and Hajrie were removed from Rasadnik Prison somc\vhere in the middleAug.,st. HO The time of their disappearance and lack of any evidence ~oncerning circumstances
- of their death cannot be conclude that they were killed with genocidal

int~nt, particularly

when the population of Zepa had already been transferred. There is no evidence that any other
military or intellectual or political leader had been targeted. In that context, it should be
mentioned that Ramiz Dumanji6, religious leader /imam/ of the fepa Muslims l41 left -the
enclave on 2tt' of July together with civilian population,142

fl'DZ1,P10ll ,
JudgmcntJpara.781

119

140 'JudgnlOllf,para,66S

,

'41 Dum""ji~, T.17?29(Du~c h.. never been in Mititllt)l)
14' DumBnjic,T.17938.17939.

'
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193.

There is evidence, the TC failed to acknowledge that Irnamovi6 and Hajric escaped

from Rasadnik. They were run away while they were on work delllil in Zepa during the NAto
bombing of the VRS positions.H3 Under those circum,hlnces, it is unreasonable to conclude
that they were killed with genocidal intent
194.

The TC failed to consider evidence concerning involvement of Palie, Imamovi6 and

Hajri" in criminal activities, and to make an estimate whether it was a possible reason for their
deaths or disappearance. Namely. on the record there are evidence about incidents on 4 June
1992 when Zepa military killed 4S wounded and captures soldiers of the VRS.l~4

195.

From qt least those arguments, it cannot be concluded beyond reasonable doubt that

Pali". hnamovic and Hajri': were killed because of their leadership position and that they were
key for the survival of Zepa population, and' a1,0 no reasonable Chamber could have
concluded beyond reasonable doubt that there were killed with' genocidal intent.
196. ,

ThIs TC finding was crucial for the finding on Count 1 (Genocide). in relation

to

paragraph 23.1 of the Indictment TheAC is requested to overturn
this conviction
.
,

141

sec.P2818, see also:

• • • • • Th."" i. no evidence that Tori"" particlpll1ed in Bmb..h
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GROUND 13: FORCIBLE REMOVAL· SREBRENICA AND ZEPA

197.

The TC (Majority) erred in fact and law in finding that "the bussing 'lf approximately

25.000-30.000 Bosnian Muslims out of Poto~ari on 12 and 13 July 1995 and nearly 44000
. Bosnian Muslims from Upa constitutes crime o'f forcible transfer". 146
198.

All noted by !\te TG ''the forced character of the displacement is determined by the

,.

absence of genuine choice by the victim in his or her displacement" (p1ll1L 795). However. iI!

order to establish criminal responsibility of ,the accused. the TC is obliged. inter alia,' to ' .\
establish Whether displacement was forced. and particularly who was the one who

made·a"r'~

decision or forced the population to leave Srebrenica and Zepa..
i99.

If the civilians were "ordered" to move from the area by authority to whom they fell to

owe loyalty (In this case Muslim authorities), one could !lot hold the accused responsible for
the displacement. On 9 July Srebrenica authorities asked for a possibility to open a corridor
, for the population to move to the "nearest R BH" terriry'47. There is also evidence that it was
ordered to civilian population to go to out ofthe enclave, and it was suggested to Serbian side
to "authorise the safe evacuation of civilians" 148. The TC rejected arguments conCerning UN
policy, clearly expressed in Dl74, that was based on the UNHCR reports that 80-90%ofthe
population of Srebrenica are displaced persons that "will probably intended in leaving for

.

.

Tuzla" and that "virtually everuaone in the enelave wishes to leave" and stated that "Th.
Dutch will be instructed to remain in SIebreniea enclave at lea~tuntil arrangements have' been
negotiated ":,,d finalized with Bosnian Serbs. to allow aU, residents of Srebrenica for the
departure from the enclave of those;people".'49 Failing to consider entire document (In 74)
the TC

er~d.

and made illogical c9nclusions. One of the prominent one

i~

that "Military

actions bad ceased in the' area thereby negating a need for. Ii military evacuation" 150. The

.

,

.

evidence also shows that Mr.Karremans(commander of the DutchBat) on hotel Fontana
meetings worked on implementation of the UNPF policy, Namely, he requested General

Mladit to facilitate evacuation of civilians from Poto~ari.1S1Evidence shows that Co~Wld.r
oftbe VRS did not want to make decision conceming evacuation of civilians before he hared
representatives of civilian pClpul8tion.
'" Poro, 842 of the Judgement·
", P990 .
..I D538,pp.4-6., See also D.O,Nyambe,pllI1l.3l.
'" D174,plll'li.b.
.
15' Jtldgment, PlUf . 812.
'"
15' PI008,pp.19.27. '
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200.

In both cases the TC failed to establish that leaving enclaves was planned long before.

the ~ttack on Srebrenica and Zepa. I52.
201.

!he whole part of the Judgement designated to forcible transfer is full of erroneous

factual fmdings,' and selective reference to unreliable witness statements, that all of the
evidence need to be estimated de novo. Clear example, is in, for example reliance on Kingory
!lpinion and presenting that opinion as Majoritys finding; without any critical examination of
his statement (para.SIO), in elaboration of the reasons for forcible displacement, the TC erred
in stating "inter alia" that "In the Hotel Fontana meiitings, Mladic issued warning tht if NATO
strikes continued, he would shell UN compound in Potocari. ..... This fmding is partiucally
erroneous, arid based on one DutchBat report (p1436), . However, video recording of Fontana
meetings do~s not present any trace of such a warning. I53 It can be reason~bly concluded that
this part of the P1436 is not a accurate presentation of Hotel Fontana meeting, but false

reporting. 154
202.

The· TC failed to establish that authorities in Zepa and Sarajevo, before the attack and

during attack was seeking way to evacuate civilian population, and subsequently to abuse 19
July and 24 July AgrecmenL(See exh.,D363,D54,D60, D55,paras.108-110)

•
203.

The TC failed to establish, in violation of Article 23 of the Starute that civilian

population of Srebronica and Zepa were moved "within a national border". ISS' In the whole
judgement there is no even a trace of those considerations.
204.

The border between RS and the Federation of Bosnia and Herzegovina wa~ de Jur~ or

de facto state border, since during the war those entities were separate states.
205.

RS had its own legal system, including Constirution IS!, system of state organs,

including Assembly, Government, Judiciary, Army (VRS), and other state organs, and in the
period covered by the Indictment was functioning as a state entity. Its functioning was in
accordarice with the Constitutions and other laws and the organs of the Federation had no
authority over any of the acts of the organs of RS, andelfective control on its territory. In one
word, in relevant peri9d RS had all elements of statehood, permanent population, defined
territory, government, capacitY to enter into relations with other state and to IL'lsume

'" P2369,Pa...,4.8.
'" S•• :P1OO8
. 154 See.Dl92(Smith'••latement) lootitYing that UNPROFOR comoodc:n ,omctimc. submited Iillee repartJJ .
.", S•• :Judgcmcnt,para.739
.
'
.
.
". P221S. So. al.o legislatlvel!Cu enumerated in JudgameDl,fn.220
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international obligations, and acted as an independent state entity" with its own and exclusive.
legislative and executive authority,
206,

In accordance with the Rule 2 of the Rules of Procedure and Evidence an entity

exercising governmental functions, whether recognized as state or not, should be considered
as a 'state, If follows that a bOrder.of that entity, in this case RS, should be considered as a
, state border.
207.

In those circu~tanc~s transfer of popUlation across the border of the RS cannot be

considered as forcible transfer, since the very element of the definition of forcible transfer is
that the p~pulation is transferred ''within a national border". 157
208.

l'\1ia error invalidates the Judgement, and the Appeals Chamber is requested to

overturn the TC conviction on Count 7 and enter the Judgement of acquittal,

Ground
14: COMMAND AND DIRECTION(CONTROL) AND CONTROL ,
,
(RUKOVODENJE, KOMANDOVANJE I KONTROLA) AND POSITION OF THE
APPELLANT AS AN ASSISTANT COMMANDER FOR INTTELLIGENCE AND
SECURITY AFFAIRS

209.

The TC made a number of legal and factual errors in the determination of the criminal

responsibility of the Appellant. Particuiarly, the TC erred in fact in findings related to military
principles' md the mle of

the Accused

as an Assistant Commander for Intelligence and

Security Affairs. Relying on its erroneous fmdings concerning the institutional position of the
Appellant, it concluded that he was a participant in the JCE to Murder and JCE to Foroibly
...

Remove. Errors presented under this ground of appeal alone caused a miscarriage of justice
that all convictions against the Appellant need to be overturned.
210.

Judge P. Nyambe in her Dissenting Opinion clearly stated 'that:

"the evidence against the Accused on aU counts charged is entirely circumstantial, based on
presumptions, suppositions, and his professional association with those who committed the
crimes that are the subject of the Indictment. There is no evidence linking him to crimes
perpetrated by his subordinates, nor does the evidence demonstrate that he knew that those
. crimes were being perpetrated. The Accused's connection to the crimes is entirely derived

", JudScmo.t,para.BOO.

46
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from the professional chain of command with those who did commit those crimes."IS8
211.

This quillification of Judge Nyambe is an accurate statement regarding the nature of

the TC's findings against the Appellant. The mere institutional position of the Appellant
. cannot provide a valid ground for factual findings about crimina\ responsibility, and the rules
that were in force in the VRS at the relevant time were frequently misinterpreted which
created total confusion and frequent misunderstanding. If the Majority erred in fmdings about
the i11legod knowledge from the contacts with those persons, which is an improper evidentiary
basis, that .noneous finding cast doubt upon the TC', overilll conclusions concerning
knowledge, intent and contribution to the JCEs.159
212.

The TC erred in finding that "command and control", unity and subordination· are

basic military principles l60 The TC confused principles with rules, since the only principle
refened in para.8S is the principle of ''unity of command" and subordination. Additionillly,
management/or direction! and command lrukovodjenje i komandovanjel (frequently translated
by the CLSS as command and control) is an integrated system based on certain military
Prlnciples.
213.

161

The TC failed to establish basic military principle of singleness of command, that

means that "the commander bas the exclusive right to command, and he is responsible for the
overall level of combat readiness, And for that, he is responsible to his superior; he, and
nobody eise.,,1.2 Everybody is subordinated to the commander who direct, control and
command subordinate unitll and institutions within the scope of the responsibility he
received.
214.

I.'

At the outset it should be noled that translation of the words "rukovo<tenje and

komandovanje" are in the English translation reversed and frequently improperly translated as
"command and control". If the word ordrer is respected lllat would be managementid'irection
and command The reason for that is explained during the triill, Namely, upon frequent
remarks concerning confusion created by inaccurate translation of military terms, during
TodoroviC's testimony, the CLSS reveals the very origin of the errors. On T.130S2 they
provided the following note: "It's ,been a long-standing practice of the CLSS to translate.
"rukovodjcnje" and "komBndovanje" as command and control, C2, It is standard NATO
terminology". The very translation, as will b~ provided 'below caused an incorrect
'" D.O Judge Nyambe,panL4
,.. SeoKrstieAJ. para.98
,.. Judgment,parB.SS
,., Seemr oxample,D148,p.3S,tl07

'." Ob..dovic,3110312011,128S9·1286L Seo also m02,Artic1e9.
,.. m02,Arlicle9.

.
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understanding.
215.

The translation issue caused much misunderstanding and led the TC to wrong

conclusions, particularly because the term

'~ovodjenje"

or "rukovoditi" is not same as

control (kontrola) (which the function of tl\e commander was; not assistant commander).
Command and control are functions of the colllIilBllder (for example Mladie).
216.

W)tile terms rukovodjenje and kllntrola are frequently translated into the "control",

when put together, the CLSS frequently did not translate the word "kontrola".l64
217.- Using NATO terminology for translation of the technical terms used by the VRS is
completely erroneOUS. General Navica Simie testified that "the NATO doctrine and. command
and military principles of the VRS were quite difftirent, and that VRS doctrine was baaed on
Russian doctrine and the old kingdom of Yugoslavia .i.octrine.,,16S Thus, C2 of the NATO'
rules, is not as same ~ command and manigingfdireeting (komandovanje i kontrola) under the
mles of the VRS and fonner Yugoslavia. They are military otgaizatillllS based on completly
different principles. l66
218.. The.TC understands of the basic military principles and position of the Appell8nt was
influenced also by permutation cjf the terms. The Chamber quoted Todorovic:s evidence in'
para. 90 and fn.2S 1 of the Judgement. Todorovic gave an accurate statement misinterpreted

,

by the TC. Todorovic explained as follows ;"Command or commanding is a method applied
to directly manage certain units or institufuins of the army ... So there is a right to engage

directly and make direct decisions on the activities of a unit, including personnel issues. lil
this way, the' commander in question directly imposes his decisions on his subordinates."
ControVrukovodjenjel, as the second term, includes professional Or specialist assistan"l' to the
commander. The commander, of course, cannot be speciaUsed in a1I1he' areas, starting with
the military police, the engineering corps, the nuclear defence units, et cetera. Th.~ is why he

has his assistants -- assistants, to provide professional wo~k and guidance, as well as training

for those units and the way that they ought to be used. The third tellD used is "kontrola". As
of the moment the commander issues a task, there is a process of control in place to oversee
the implementation of those orders. If there is a need for CQrrection of the order, then this is
made based on the situation found and based on recommendations made by the professional
~r' specialist- organs. This can also be done if the commander himself realises that he had

ordered sometIiing which cannot be implemented. Then he will amen<;l his order, and he will
\
,.. Todorovi6,19/0412011,T.130SI-130S2
"'P27S6,T.28647
,.. R.Smlt;h.P2132,p.S;18-21 ("The British Army is allno.t the opposite, III philo"'phy and oFg",izatlon, to that of
the VRS")
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be included personally so as to see that the task is correctly implemented."

219.

Particularly, the TC has erred in finding that the tenn- managing -"refers to the process

of overseeing the implementation of the ordet'S issued by the commander". From Todorovic's
evidence and other evide~ce on the record, it follows that control is a function of the
coJIlllll!l1der, and that DI3IllIging does not Cerer to the process of oVerseeing the implementation
of orders isSWld by the commander. The TC has stated in fu.249 that "kontrola" Iproper
translation is controll "is perfomed by the commander by way of his immediate insight or
through hi. organs in a certain 'pace, a certain time, in a certain unit" The TC co~pletely
misinteo:preted his evidence that caused a wrong understanding of the basic military rules.

220.

Trai1s1ating military terms is not a task free of difficulties, meanings that additional

translation of the term cannot be taken into account in the process of estimation of evidence.
During the testimony ofwilness General Petar 8kribic, the TC hard translation of those terms
from ineIpretators . They provide the following translations :,,komandovanje" as "command",
rukovodenje, the translators slated that "in military terms it would be translacd as "control"
but in another context it can bear meanings such as ,,mana¢ng" ;,running", "administrating"
et cetera" and for the tenn ,,konlrola", "control".

167

Havirig in'mind this observations, the'TC

was obliged not to confuse Irukovodjenje/control (direction or management) and

/kontrolalconlroL Unfortunately, an abudance of errors in the record caused almost irreparable
hann to understanding the issue that has been considered as very important for th,e final

outcome of the case.

22!.

Further, the TC did not enter into the substance of the conunand(komandovanje), '

direction(rukovodenje) and conlrol(kontrola), and almost completely disregarded rules and

I

regulations applied by the VRS. Namely, in description of the command, direction and
conlro~

the TC did not quote, nor consider a bulk of evi<!ence on the record piuticularly

military· rules and instructions, particularly those that concerns work of the security and
intelligence organs, such as D2Ol, D203, D248, D148, P1297. Particularly the TC failed to
consider those rules in reaching conclusions concerning position ofth. Assistant Commander.,
222.

Having in mind that the Appellant was responsible for "rukovodenje'; of the

Intelligence and Security Of!l\Ulist cannot be implied that he had a control of all of his actionS,
but tlurt he managed that unit in sense that he provided professional guidance. 168 Particularly,
the TC did not enter into the substance of the security and intelligence, and made wrong.
conclusions concerning acts and events that fall .outside the scope of the jurisdiction of
'·'T.18572-IBS73 page 30101120l;! Soc BlsoPctadkrbic,T.18572-18573
lO. S..,P.tar Skrbi6,Tl8S48-18549.
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intelligence and security organs.
223.

Wrong understanding of basic military rules seems to guide the TC toIomi inexistent

i

rules and terms such as "professional command", "professional line of command",
"subordinated in relation to professional activities", professional subordination, "professional
subordinates"I69. Those terms were used by the Prosecution, and are not part of evidence. l70
Those sintagma are not part of evidence .. The Prosecution uses' that terms without any
corroboration in militaIy rules.
224.

The TC disregarded evidence on the record, including evidence of Slavko C:ulic

(professional officer) 'who provided clear answers not chal1enged by the Prosecution and who
provided account on the manner in which Tolimir behaved during his professional service.

::

The Cluimher disregarded this essential piece of evidence of particular importaoce as it
reflects not only accurate understanding of military rules and principles but also indicate the
manner in which Tolimir performed his tasks in 1995.
225.

He testified that security organs on various levels of command is "professional

element and tho work they did, and that was provided hy the rules of organs and service envisage that in the process of decision making, those professional organs proposed the ways
how certain task wotdd be carried out. However, exclusive right of command and use was in
the hand of commander,,,l7l and the commander is responsible for his decision and he had the
. exclusive right to command and controL" To the security organ, only the commander has a
right to command, and that included the security organ.
226.

172

Witness C:ulic was clear in that 'The rules of system of command andrukovodenje

Itranslated as control, but proper translation is direction/management!. All the orders followed
the system of command. When it come to certain information, intelligence, certain analysis,

certain issues pertaining t9 professional and special training, obviously the org..o of the
superior command would sent that mail to us, and then organ informed us about, for example
activities of the enemy, and everything else that did not interfere with the system of command
and control. •. security organs did not receive orders from the superior security organs. They
were their snperiors only in terin. or professional edncation" .173
227.

Concerning Tolimir's conduct, Slavko C:u1i6 testified· in line with other evidence.

presented during the trial - as follows:
169 for oxamplc, pmgraphs,I09,I1~I,I2B,133,146, 118,131,1093,1091,1163,113,121,128,924,952;11 58
.". See, Closing Arguments,T.19528-19530
071 T.I9278
172 Q,lif,T.l9278-19279.
I7J Sla\<kn ~"lie,15102l2012,T.l9279:19280 See a1so,o202,Articlc9t6, 29t.9, d203pam.6-25.
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228 .. "Knowing GeneralTolimir personally, I have to be very clear: He never requested to
do that. He never did that because he was very familiar with the system of
controllrukovo<!enje/ and command and he would not have waned to humiliate either me or
any other commander by giving orders to his security or intelligenee organs. I know
personaUy iliat General Tolimir ... never wanted to impose himself as an officer from the
Main Staff who had the last say... He always wanted to listen to us, to hear US out, and to
propose the best measures. And .U the measl!les that were undertaken in order to implement
certain .tasks were implemented pursuant to the orders and commands of the superior

command."l74
229.

This statement is in line with the rules that the VRS applied in 1995. In various rules

that the VRS applied in 1995, there are not any terms such

IIli

"professional command" or

"professional line of command" or similar terms.
230.

The TC rmdings and operation with the terms "professional command", "professional'

line of c;ommand", "subordinated in relation to professional' activities", professioDa!
subordination, "professional subordinates", is wholly ,erroneous, and affected all of the
findings conc~rning the responsibility of the Appellant. The TC. practically introduced some
"parallel chain of command" that was inexistent, and which is not in conformity with the
main military principle of singleness or unity of command and subordination.

231.

The TC failed to note, for example, that Security Organs, "in mansging the military

police unit, the secu(ity organ ... has the same rights and duties as officers of arms and
services of commands, units, institotions and staffs of the armed forces in managing units of
the arms.and services of those commands, units, institutions and .staffs".l7S Those are also
rights and duties of the Head oflotelligence and Security sectors in the VRS in relation to the
security and inteIligeDcc units of lower commands .

•
232.

10 paragraph 104, the Te took the following witness statement out of the context: "the

Accused was the one to "decide who will ,get what information, what will be referred to
wlmm,,176 this part of the statement of witness Salapura was taken out of the context, and
concerns the methods and problems that involves security, intelligence administration and

m~agement of the work of those two administrations; 171 not about each particular piec~ of
information.
Slavlm ~li.,lSI02l2012,T.19280.S"" aboT.192B1
'" See,D203(pata.23(2).

\1.

'761udgmen~para.314

"' SaiBpura,13413.para.1l7,fu379
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In par~ 917 the TC concluded that M1adic transferred certain authorities of the 410 of

the Intelligence Centre to the Appellant. Skrbic did not testify that Mladic had done so, but
had stated: "I don't rule out that possibility".l1& As. an independent Main Staff unit, 410the
Intelligence Centre was subordinated to Mladic. Thus, there is no evidence that he transferred
certain authorities to the Appellant. This finding, being not so crucial, is a manifestation of .
lack of proper care in the estimation of evidence on the record,
234,

I
. .. 1·

The TC found that the Appellant controlled the appOintment of security and

. intelligence officers, [19 and quoted the names of those who later torned out to be members of
the JCEs, However, the TC failed to provide what the real role of the Appellant was in that
process; and which was only contained in terms of professional abilities. This particular
finding, in a way that was expressed in para.914, based on Butler testimony.

•
235.

The TC erred in fact in finding that the Accused played a central role in the convoy

approval process which was instrumental in matters related to POW exchanges,lSO As will. be
explained later in f!1ore detail in order to avoid repetition of argumeuts under grounds 15.and
16, the TC's qualifications are not correct, First, the role of the Appellant in the procesS of

I
I

approval of the UNPROFOR convoys was connected with his position as a representative of
the VRS in the Joint Central Commission formed by COHA,1&l He conld issue proposals in
line with the Decision of the CJC, but the Appellant could not issue approvals. His role was
not central as the TC has fuund. Second, concerning POW exchanges, there is a little evideitce
about this task of the Appellant in 1995, Therefore, his role cannot be, on the basis.of
. evidence, he described

8S

"insfiumental", Namely, failed to considet P2610(P2609) that the

AppeUant's role was in charge for determination of the competences, content and manner of
. the preparation of VRS members who "on wbatever basis" are in contact with. the ,
UNPROFOR or engaged in commissions for exchanges of POWs, in o'rder to undergo
preparations with security and intelligence organs and carry

mit tasks provided by these

otganS.lli2Jjealing
with the issue of POW exchanges means dealing with the lists and papers,
.
.
and does not affect responsibilities of the units who keepPOWs for their proper treatment. .

•
170

Petar §kdbll!,T.l8719
ButlorT.l6341

J79 Para.914,Ricbard
1.IIOPara~

-

See Kralj,
In See, pora;7
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r

The TC erred in the description of the relationship between MladilS and the Appellant

It is not in dispute that their relation was good and professional. In this context it is important
to observe that all findings on criminal responsibility of the Appellant held significant weight
in this relationship; particularly in quoting general Smith's opinion, that they were "closer to
being equals" and Milovanovic's statement that the Appellant was MladiC's "eyes and ears"
on the ground.183

237.

As a Commander Mladic was superior to Tolimir, relying on Smith's testimony, who

had no insight in the work of the Main Staff, is fundamentally flawed. Mr. Smiths opinion is

based on his experience in !1egotiations, and the description that they were "closer to be
equals rather than a direct subordinate" is fundamentally wrong based on Smith's reading of
''body language" and cannot be one on which· a reasonable TC can rely in making crucial
factual and legal findings on the responsibility of the Appellant. The TC failed to consider that

I

i

that impression might be the result of the tact that the Appellant was frequently tasked for
negotiations on behalf of the VRS, and 1hat he was, "considered to be as the most skilful
diplomat" among the VRS members.l!4 His engageme.nt in Dayton negotiations led to the
peace in Bosnia and Herzegov ina and subsequently in Vienna meetings concerning
stabilisation etc., participation in the work of the CJCs formed on the basis of COHA clearly
proves that.

238.

Concerning Milovanovic's statement, being the Appellant was MladiC's "eyes and

e8rs" is wrongly interpreted and taken out of the context.

l8S

This expression is not one on

which a reasonable TC can rely as it deals with the symbolic description of the intelligence
and security affairs. Namely, Milovanovic testified that the Appellant "was in charge of
gathering intelligence. Those would be Mladic's ean!.
infonnation from the VRS, meaning he ~s there
239.

He also prevented any leaks of

to opeti M1adic's oyes."I86·.

The TC also heavily relied also on MiiovanoviC's sta\ement that Tolimir "always knew

more" than his ~ediate subordinates Salapura and Beara.1II7 Milovanovic's statement that
Tolimir ""always knew more" than his immediate subordinates, SaJapura and Beara" is
illogical since it was

the

duty of SaJapura Blld Beara to keep Tolimir informed, to present

reports etc. However, since they were heads of respective administrations, they, by the nature
of things had more detailed information.

'D See, fur example pllnl.921,116S,91S,1074,l109,1l65.
' .. M.Mi\.....ovic,1810512011,T.14263
'" Jodg....nt,par..91S
'16 Mitovanovic,17IOSI2011,14247.1424B•.
. U7 Iodgoment,paro.915.
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240.

Those "impressions" are not suitable for making factual conclusions since it is

indetenninable what the subject of that knowledge is. In the same paragraph the TC relied on
I

Mitrovic's statement that available information was always presented to

the Accused, "and

that Tolimir always, new more", is not particularly reliable and cannot ,be used 00 make
inferences on specific findings lconcerning specific evenW, Mitrovi6's evidence, for example,
0267, p. 95) is of general'nature representing Ii normal course of events. However, even

I

Mitrovi6 said that that was not absolute and that helMitrovi61 did not report certain crimes
(quoting eXample of destruction of religious buildings).l ••
241.

This position of Judge Nyambe clearly explains the position of the Majority, which is

evidenced by reasoning in Section VIII ofthe Judgement, particularly in Subsections E, F, G
and,H. Particularly. in paragraph 1165 the Majority has stated "In rCl)Ching its conclusions that
the accused was a member of the both JCEs, the Majority particularly took inOO account the
Accused's functions and authority". The second fact that was of crucial importance was the
~ppeJlants

close relationship with General Mladi6. For example in para. 1093 the Majority

has stated that "By virtue ofhis capacity as Assistant Commander and Chief of the Sector for
Intelligence and Security of the Main Staff, and against thebackdrop of his close relationsbip
, with Mladio, the Accuse!'! was a coordinating and directing factor - and irideed, a vitallinkin the events leading up to the VRS takeover of both enclaves and removal of their respective
populations," Also, for example, in paragraph 1089. The .TC'. findings, based on his position
in the VRS, concerning Branjevo and Bi§ina killings: "the Accused'

was communicating with

Salapura on 16 July and Popovic on 22 July. Given his authority, it is inconceivable that the
Accused was kept in the dark about the murders in the relevant sites at the time; instead. be
tacitly approved to make these murders happen.,,189 His position in the VRS was of the main
reason for conviction of the Appenant for alleged failure 10 protect Bosnian Muslims from
Srebrenica. In para. 1172 the Majority concluded that ,,in view of the fact that in his position
as Chief o.f the Sector for Intelligence and Security Affairs the Accused had knowledge of the
large-scale criminal operations on the ground. that he knew of the genocidal intentions of the
JCE members, that he actively contributed to the JCEs ... ,,190
242.

These errors occasioned a miscarriage of justice and invalidate the decision. The AC is
,

,

requested to grant this ground of appeal, to review the .Te's findings, and to fmd the accused
not guilty on all charged; e. g. to enter a Judgement of acquittal on Counts I, 2, 3, 4, 5,6 and

'''m67,p.9S
". Para.1112

..
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GROUND 15: ERRORS CONCERNING MAJORITY FINDINGS ON ALLEGED
ICE TO FORCIBLY REMOVE AND ALLEGED SIGNIFICANT PARTICIPATION
OF THE APPELLANT IN THE JCE TO FORCIBLY REMOVE

243.

The TC erred in' fact and law in that the Appellant was a member of the lCE to

Forcibly Remove and that he provide a significant contribution to the lCE to forcible remove.
244.

The Trial Chamber erred in findings that by March 1995 the Appellant "was aware of

that politically and military there was an aim to create condition. seeking to rid the enclaves
ofits Bosnian Muslim PopulatiOn.,,19L
245.

Even if the Appellant was present at the Assembly meeting, land he was not! the Te

disregarded the fact that alleged 6 strategic objectives have never been adopted by the .
Assembly.192 Discussion which transpired at the Assembly meeting does not reflect any
unlawful policy. In P2477 discussion about alleged 3rd objective: "We now: see a possibility
for some Muslim municipalities to be set up along the Drina as Enclaves, in order for them to
achieve their rights, but that belt along the Drina must basically belong to SeroianlBiHI',193 Of
particular importance is Mladi6's long discussion in which he stated "inter alia" .we cannot
,
wage war. on all fronts
nor against peoples
... we do not.
want
a War against the .Muslims as a
, .
.
.
people, or against the Croats as a people, but against those who streed and pitted these pc;ople
against
. us I ..... we cannot cleanse nor can we have a sieve to sif!. so that only Serbs would stay,
. or that the Serbs would fall through and the rest leave. Well that is, that will not, I· do not
know how Mr.Krajisnik and Mi:.KaradZic would explain this to the world. People, that would
be genocide"l95.
246.

The TC thus erred in relying on alleged presence in the Assembly meeting in inferring

alleged knowledge unlawful policy: 196 Those ~bjectives cannot serve as a conclusion that the
RS wanted to "get rid" of Muslim population. 197

", Pmilil78,1077,1 078,1 010,162-16S,1012
'''' P2477 contalllJ no ,..,on! of adoptioo of any of the decision.
,.. P2477,p.13
~m
m~
.'
.
196 P22 conbi.ins an crroDe(Jl.as translation. In that document there is wording of"stalc delimitation from other

.

two national communi1:ies1l
I,., See a1soMMilovanovi6,T.14277 ..
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The TC erred in law failing to establish real strategic objectives of the RS and VRS
that were formulated in Directive 6 191 which was operative until 8 March 1995. 1bat Directive

247.

was issued after Srebrenica and Zepa were declared as demilitarized zones",199 and which
does not contain language of Directive 4. Concerning Srebronica and tepa, the Directive is
clear that "the Dirina Corps got task to "use some of the forces to maintain the blockade of
enemy forces in the tepa, Srebrenica arid GoroMe en9lave, constantly inflict losses on them
and disrupt their communications, and put up decisive defence on the front towards Kladanj
and Olovo"lOO

248.Iri inferring alleged knowledge of the AppeUant of the unlawful policy,201 the Majority
relied on the part of the sentence of M. Lazi6 evidence that was taken out of the context
Lazi6 provided his opinion in following words: "I think that the main objective of the VRS
,

'-'

was to defend the Serb population from the attacks coming from the other side, and if there
was no other solution available, theo to separate all of us 00 ethnic principles. And I believe
that'that was the understanding of every individual member of the VRS.'.102 Nothing iUegalis
in this opinion.
249.

In reaching conclusions concerning the alleged policy, the TC erred in law because it

fai.1ed

to

establish facts that concern the events of 1992-1995 in the Podrinje region;

particularly concerning Srebrenica and Zop •. Those facts are of importance for unders~g
Lazi6's testimony and situation in that area. There is a lot of evidence on the record that the
TC failed to consider concerning history of that region ~ political context.20] If the TC
considered that evidence, it would reach different conclusions, not only for period 1992·1995,
but also about events in July 1995. ParticI!larly, the TC failed to consider relevant evidence
about BiH policy toward Serbs?04
250.

The Majority

e~

in fact in interpretation of Directive 7, it. relationship with

directive 7/1 and in finding that Directive 7 was implemented in relation to Srebrenica and
Zepa. .The Majority also erred in finding that Directive 711 "was intended to amplify and

'" D399111.11.1993)
"'D300,p.3
""'n300,p.S
. 2m Judgmcnt,par1I.1 077
""P2733, T.2I835. Exactrcf=nce is provided inm.4228 of the Judgcment.
"" D73, NikoliC/1210412012,T.12680, DI60,p.2, ... abo, BotoMo.oolovi6,l4102f1011. T9802-9801. PW~63,

19fIOt;zol1,6503,D36S,D122,pora1o-17,D212.D234,Solapom:T.13639-13700.,D261
... See.DS39,DS40Doonce final Brie~paras.3S0.353.
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supplement Directive 7 by providing more specific militaIy tasks to individual cOIps,
including the Drina Corps,aM.

251.

The main fBctual and legal findings of the Majority on the JCE to Forcibly Remove,

are based on the Directive 7, and opinions provided by Richard Butler who was the OTP
employee for a 10ngtime."J6

252.

The Majority's finding that Directive 7/1 ..was intended to' amplity and supplement

Directive 7 by providing more specific military tasks for individual corps, including Drina
COrps,,207 i~, in fact, an opinion 'of the OTP investigator Richard Butler, who has been working
for the Prosecution for a long time. His opinion and the Majority finding arc unsupported by
evidence. The Judgement is right in stating that "the language of Directive 7/1... did not
include reference to ..[creating] unbearable sitoation of to~ insecurity with no hope for
further survival or' life for the inhabitants of both enclaves"

253.

The TC concluded, based on Butler's opinion that Directive 111 provided "more

specific military tasks". However, the Majority did not explain that specificity, aod
comparison of Directive 7 and Directive 7/1 does not support that conclu~ion since they were
formulated at the same level of abstraction. Instead of creating unbearable living conditions~
Directive 711 stipulates, as noted by the TC that VRS need,to restore "the repuiation ofth.
VRS among the people and the world, and facing the enemy to negotiate an end the war at the
achie\Ted lines through successful actions by the VRS forces along chosen axes." However,
that the goa! Karadlic put in directive 7 concerning "unbearable li\Ting conditions" are in
oh¥ious contradiction to the goal of restoration of reputation of the VRS in the world.

254.

The TC further concluded in that Military orders issued after Directi\Te 7/1 set out

taskspursuant to Directive 7 and Directive 7/1.1.fJi However, the alleged task of creating
"uobearable living conditions "have never been implemented, and the Majority erred in
estimating the evidence. Namely, in fn,3992, referring to Ex.P2509, p.l concerns preparations
"of defence around Enclaves'.109 ,)n accordance with your order", stating tbat Drina Corps is
"currently unable to implement your order to fully close off the enclaves and carry out attacks
,against them because we do not have sufficient fofCl'S". The Majority further quoted Butler's

,., Judgmcntpora.191
"" Set,:Ground. 31lI\d4.
,., Judgmen~pam.191
D Iudgmon~para.1012

i

,., Underline added.

i
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opinion that the task to "fully close off enclaves is a task articulated in Directive 1. This
argument is erroneous which no reasonahle Majority could have reached. In this specific
order, it is the i.sue of the DEFENCE around enclaves, because, as slated in both directives
and much intelligence information, the goal of the Army of Bosnia and Herzegovina was to
connect the enclaves of Srebrenica,
territories.
255.

Upa

and GoraZde with the rest of the MuSlim held

2lO

The Majority further relied on Zivanovic's order of2 July 1995, concerning creation of

"conditions for the elimination of the enclaves".2" There is no explanation why the TC
considered that this order is in fact implementation of the goal to create unbearable
conditions. In this Order, it is clearly stated that DK "believe that in the coming period, the
enemy will inte~ify offensive activities against the DK area of responsibility, mainly in' the
Tuzla. Zvornik: and Kladanj-Vlasenica Directions, with simultaneous activity by the 28th
Division forceS from the Enclaves of Srebrenica and ~pa, in order to cut the DK /qea of
. responsibility in two and COllnect the .enclaves with the central part of the territory of .former
Bosnia and Herzegovina, which is beld by the Muslim forces, During last few days, Muslim
forces from the enclaves of .iepa and Srebrenica have been particularly active"'I2. While in
that order it is stated that "Security organs and military police will indicate the areas for
gathering and securing prisoners of war and war booty. In dealing with prisoners of war IlDd
civilian population behave in every way in accordance with the Geneva Convention."l13 On
tbe basis of evidence relied by the Majority, no reasonable tier offaets could bave found that
"the political goals set out in Directive 7 ... were implemented Ihrougb military orders".214
256.

The Majority erred in finding that "even if it accepts thatltbe Appellant! did not take

part in dmfting of the tasks assigned to the Drina Corps but that he received the entirety of
the text'upon the issuance of the Directive".,,2I> Concluding that "tbeAccused

was aware that

politically and militarily. there waS an aim to create conditions seeking to rid the eastern
enclaves ;,[Bosnian Muslim Population,
257.

.,216

The TC erred in finding that Tolirnir received entirety of the text of directive 1 upon its

i~uance cPara,1078). However, there is no support in evidence. Obradovic bad no perS~nal

I

.

'

.

'

'10 Sc0P2369",P 1I99,pp.land2,P1214:4andS.
,,, Iudgment,Jlll'L1012 (see also Exb.3993.
,,, E>c3993, p.1
'" Ex.P3993,p.7
... Iudgomem, para. ll02.
... Judgmcnt.paro.~078
.2.16 ibidem.
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knowledgeand provide just his opinion.217The same is with Savci6 statement rev~ls that this
is just a theoretical presumption. Without further evidence the TC should refrain from making
. explicite and incriminatory flIldings, such as alleged knowledge of alleged unlawful policy,
particularly because it has no evidence about the Appellant's support to such alleged policy. In '
addition. since directives had status of State Secrets, they are distributed in only one copy and
only to intended recipient. Documents issued by the Appelant clearly show that he took no
part in implem~ntation of that alleged aim, but always insisted on protection of civilian
P!lpulation,m
,258.

The TC J;Ilade an error in law as it failed to consider relevant evidence concerning

Appellants knowledge about intentions of the ABiH, about crimes that committed sabotageterrorist groups

from the enclaves, about abuse of convoys that were used for the supply of the

ABiH in the enclaves, that until COlIA, the ABiH used cessation of hostilities in order to ,arm
itself in order to conduct military offensive, about involvement ofUNPROFOR in the support
.to the ABiH.

in the light of this evidence. no reasonable trier of fact could have found that the

Appellant intended or contributed to tbe alleged ICE to forcibly remove popUlation of
Srebrenica and Zepa, but that his actions were'directed strictly against enemy forces in the
o

259. '10 the light of this evidence, no reasonable trier offact could have concluded that "the
Accused was aware that politically and military, there was an aim to create conditions seeku,g
to rid the enclaves of its Muslim Population".no
260.

The TC eITed in finding that by March of 1995, through ,the fall of the enclaveS, the

Accused participated in restrictions of convoys entering the enclaves and that he actively
-.;.

contributed to the aim of limiting UNPROFOR's ability to carry out his mandare.lll This error
, in, fact is a consequence Of erroneous evaluation of the evidence on the record concerning
UNPROFOR and humanitarian aid convoys, authority of the VRS and of the accused in' the
convoy approval process, the purpose of UNPROFOR and humanitarian aid convoys. Also,
the Trial Chamber erred in law by not applying the relevant rules of international

'l7 ObradoviC, Tl2048
>II See, for """"'P10 D41,D85. For early period .... for _l00214 .
.., See, mrexample, DI45,D178,p3,pa"i.5 tbstretate.1o Srebrcnica andZepL §krbi~,T.186J-18639. See also,
P2369,DS3, MoIIIIp Hmiwmh,ll/1JlI/2011. T. lZS6S-l2S671es1i!Ying 1II1II the information tbst tho VRS had that
the p1m 10 link Sn:b",nica and ~p. withlbe .... of the Mu,1lm beld l<rriIarY "("uld be implemewd between
the 20th and the ~th July 1995.
~ ludgtrient,para.1079
.
21L

ibid.
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humanitarian law concerning UNPROFOR, 1Il-supply convoys and humanitarian aid, and
omits to make relevant factual findings on the evidence on the record.
261.

The TC erred in finding that only.from 14 May 1995 ''there were to be

~eparate

process for convoy approval based on whether they concerned UNPROFOR resupply convoys
or humanitarian convoys".'" The TC failed to estahlish from the evidence on thecrecord that
that process was separated a long time before that moment and that the VRS had no authority
over humanitarian convoys. The TC failed to take account on D303, MilovanoviC's order in
which it was stated that the Coordinating Body and Ministry of Health only had competence
in relation to humanitarian aid convoy. In relevant part it reads "the Main Staff of the VRS no
longer has any jurisdiction or responsibility concerning approval of entry and movement~f
teams :and convoys of hwnanitarian organizations through the territory of' RS." He indicated
....

that the VRS had the obligation to check tearns and convoys of hwn:anitarian organization,
and that all information that the \IRS had about those convoys were obtained from approvals
issued by Coordination Body and Ministry ofHealtb.',22]
262.

There i" no evidence that Tolimir, during 1995, had any authority or that he. was

engaged in the convoy approvlll·process regarding humanitarian aid convoys.
263.

The TC erred in finding that "security organs under the Accused's professional control

~ctively engaged ~ the system of restrictions placed on humanitarian convoys entering the
enclaves,,?14
264. . The TC failed to acknowledge that authorisations for hum.rutarian aid convoys might

he amended only by the body that issued that authorisation and that VRS Mains Staff did not
.have the authority to ,alter those documents,211 nor to stop those convoys that received
. authorisation, except if there is a. case of the abuse of convoys. The TC in fn.4239 relied on
docwnent showing that the vRS checked the convoys. and have a mandate to prevent the
passage of unauthori"ed convoy movements. 226 Preventing the passage of unauthorised
convoy movements cannot be consider as an activity that contributed to the alleged JCE to
Forcibly remove. In accordance with the rules of llIL, the warring party had authority to issue

"'JudgIDcn~ plll1l.193.

"" Sco-aI,oD307.
'" Panl.1079,para.IOI6.
'" Kralj,2SIO\J2012,T.18383-18384. For the Role ofth.VRS
'" Judgcrnerrt,p.... I96.

=

also D79,t.land2.
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approvals and to prevent unauthorised passage of convoys,'1.27 and to stop convoys in the case
ofthe .buse.m
265.

The TC in para.186 relied mainly on statements of UNPROFOR officials. However,

they got reasons not to be honest in regards to the issue. In the first place, because of the
abuse of convoys (s.uch as transportation of ammunition and anns) and for other reasons, .
particularly to avoid agreed procedlll'Cs.ll9 The TC, on the examination of evidence on the
record, made erroneous conclusions.
266.

The TC failed to give crediUo P619, in which it was clearly stated "The lack: of

UNHCR convoys had a major negative influence On the morale of population and diminished
the state of readiness of the ARiH". 230 A Particular part of the Report deals with. the problems
between UNHCR and Dutchbat, which as a result provided cancellation of convoys, or that
the humanitarian aid convoy was sent back.2]J From the evidence on the record, no reasonable
trier of fact could reached conclusion that the VRS participated in restriction of convoys. In
reaching Conclusions concerning h~m8Ditari8D convoys the Majority did not analyse the neOds
of the population in Srebrenics, how many convoys were rejected against the number of bow
many were approved to be able to conclude that these rejections resulted in insufficient food
for civilians: However, the TChad before it exhibits that clearly shows that significant
amount of food reached Srebrenica and Zepa in the period covered by the IndicUnent.212
267.

The TC made fundamentally erroneous conclusions co'nceming aUeged restrictions of

OOROFOR convoys, and that the Appellant contributed to tIie lCE by those restrictions.
268.

The TC failed to establish the purpose of the UNPROFOR reSllpply convoys in
,

.. '

relation to civilian popUlation, and only relied on the UNPROFOR mand,te to facilitate
distiibution of humanitarian aid within th~ enclave.233 The TC erred particularly beCause it
failed to take into account evidence on the record.
269.

First, the role ofthe AppeUailt in the convoy approval process is well documented. He

signed on behalf of the VRS agreement with the UNPROFOR named "Principles for freedom
:I17 See Article 70 Add. Pm!oooll:
.,. cc,P2126,D78,D73)J214,D197,D198,D199. PW-073,T.642
219 Se. 0254. The TC did not ",lyon this document
,,. P619,pI:
211 P619;p.4-7.
'" Sa D.Q..Judge Nyambe, pimIS.32-33, see aIsQ:d209, d212, 11213, p2569, p2571, p2410, p241l,p2563, p2567,
r;S68, p257S, d1S,d79.
ludgn=t.pua.I179..
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of movement,,234 in which detailed procedure for issuance apP.fOvals for UNPROFOR'
convoys has beenset up. He participated, in the work of the CIC fanned in accordance with
COHA.231 The Appellant had no authority to issue autllOrisations; 'only Mladic or
Milovanovic. On the meetings of the CIC there were discussions about the items and'
quantities which could be transported. n236n.e role of the appellant was to provide information
whether certain important items,. such fuel and quantities were approved at the level of
CIC.217
270.

Any restriction on UNPROFOR convoys had no influence on its ability to can:y its

mandate to assist distribution of humanitarian aid. There is evidence that DutcbBat had withlD
months that preceded the fall of the enclave checked the UNHCR convoys that resulted in
cessation of certain UNHCR convoys in June:" There is also evidence, the TC failed to take
.into account, that DutchBat, "even explicitly informed that the medical supplies provjded to
UNPROFOR were only to be used for UN personnel, and not for the treatment of refugees..m
received sufficient quantity of those supplies that "all wades of medical supplied" used for
local population ''were completely solved" .140
271'.

The TC also failed to consider that the VRS had verified infonnation that UNHCR an

UNPROFOR convoys were being used to supply ammunition and even weapons, as well as
fuel to the enclaves or protected aress?'! There is also evidence that DutchBat provided food
and fuel to the ABill in Srebrenica242 .
272.

In.the context of the Appellants knowledge that UNPROFOR provided certain goods

to the ABiH, that the ABiH is preparing the offensive actions of the ABill, that there was a

plan ofthe ABiH to cilpture the weaponS and other means from UNPOFOR in the case of
offerudve operation or the attack on the enclave,143, that UNPROFOR did not have a freedom
of movement inside the enclave,244 that UNPROFOR never carried its mandate to disarm the
ABiH, no reasonable trier of fact could have been reached the fmding that the Appellan,t

:D4D77
,,, PIDU-.
216 SIIlYlm.lCIalj,T.I8281.
:m Kralj24/0212012.T.18312-18313, D327,D328.
2]1 P619.
219D618,1<.1
. '
,.. D618,p.4.n.: only iempomy redU<:tion was in Jan and Feb.l99S.
241 See,P2126,D78,D73,D214,D197,D198,D199. PW-073,T.642
'''D80.
'" D178, 0360, P2369, D63, D61, .OSS,p1lR.94.
>« D66,Boering,l611212012.9032,940S-6,P2120
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intended and contributed to the JCE to forcibly remove. Reasonable TC, on the evidence on
the record, would conclude that the Appellant acted in full conformity with the rules of IHL .
273.

The Trial Chamberened in law in taking into consideration allegations of the so called

"Thnnel Attack" duringtbe night of23124 June 1995, as this incident is not even mentioned in
the Indictment, pm:ticulady not in paragraph 60 of the Indictment.

2U. The AC position is that "charges against the accused and the material facts supporting
those charges must be pled with sufficient precision in the indictment as. to provide notice to
the accused".~ The TC considered tbat this attack is covered by para.38 of the Indicbn9nl
Alleged contribution of the appellant is clearly specified in para.60 of the Indictment, and
paragraphs 35-57 of the Indictment provides description oflbe JCE alleged in the Indictment.
For that reasons the Trial Chamber erred in law by considering that attack as an alleged
contributiol!' 1.0 the ICE to forcibly remove. Further, pam.38 of the Jndictment, deals with the
aUeged "shelling and sniping", and the "tonneI attack" which is demonstrative action that did
not include shelling neither sniping.
275.

This error invalidates the Judgement.

276.

The TC erred in finding that the ''tunnel attack" had a function of terrorising civilian

population in accorqance with the alleged "goal of malcing life inside the enclave
unbearable,,2.6. The TC particularly did so, when examining the alleged and his participation
of the Appellant in the JCE, he was obliged to consider his acts wid conduct, and also to
determine his mens rea.
277.

I..

The aim of the attack, contrary to the TC flDding, was clearly specified in P2200

(signed by SaJapura) which provides clear instructions to the 10'" Sabotage Unit how to
proceed with the task, and specially instructed. that "there should be no 'danger to
UNPROFOR members" and "avoid causing causalities among woman and chiJdren".147
. 278.

The TC qualification of the operatioo."in para. 1021 is merely speculative ~ it is baBed

on no evidence or expert opinion. For the purpose of the alleged contribution to the ICE, two .
main facts exist which the TC failed to give credit to. First, SaIapura testified that he did not
received report(s) about any casualtlesl4ll , and secondly, who was responsible for conducting
.... GolovinaAJ,para.45
246 Judgment,panl.l081.1021.
.", P2200,t.6
... Salapuro,02lo51Z011.Tl3544.
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that operation (that certainly was not the Appellant), and whether Tolimir was informed about
the clISIIalties. Salapua testified Ihat he did not receive any report; in the intelligence report it
is stated Ihat that the ABiH was spreading disinfunnation; but not that. an attack occurred as
the TC has interpreted in para. 1083, but !hat sabotage attack was directed against civilian
features. This infonnation, which is of intelligent nature, cannot be considered as such to
confirm that Ihe Appellant spread disinfonnation "in order

I,

to influence opinion of those who

receivedrepoit." This conclusion is mere speculation wi!h no supporting evidenCe. Even Ihe
AppeJlant was infonned (there is no evidence iliat he was), that cannot be taken as his
participation in !he alleged JCE.

279.

Th~ TC further erred "in conclusion tbat the Accused role in tbe attack was not

passive.24~ Salapura explained, in detail, every aspect of preparation and execution of the task

provided to the lOll> Sabotage Unit. nie TC in fn.4246 explained that between Pale and Main
Staff, there is a short distance, which is not a proper basis for inferences that are beyond.
reasonable doubt.

•
280.

The TC stated that "the Accused actively contributed to the aim of limiting

UNPROFOR's ability to carry out its mandate;,250

281.

The TC ~ in fmding Ihat Ihe attitude of Ihe Appellant "towards the UN generally is

de;";onstmted'

by hi~ proposal Ihat UN forces that had been iaken hostage by the VRS

following NATo air strikes at the end of May 1995 be placed in an area'ofpossible NATO

air

strikes'"m .' This finding is completely erroneous since there is no evidence that suggests that it
Wl!s ToJimir's proposal. The TC based its finding on the document'that was not signed, by the
Appellant, and there is not enough evidence on 1he record about his conduct in relation to the
NAlD bombing of in May 1995. further, The TC erred in law because this incident was not
'mentioned in the Indictinent. Further, since situation with Ihe UNPROFOR members was not
part of the Indictment it was not sulrlect to discussion and proof, and $ere is no evidence
about the Appellant's involvement in that "situation". This incide~t particularly cannot be
.taken into account in determination of the attitude of the Appellant towards UN. In providing
attitude towards UNPROFOR Ihe TC had on its disposal various intelligence informatiOll

"'Jodgment,pan.1083
"" Judgment, pa"d 084
"" Judsmenl,paras:1084,923
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i!
from which it can acquire certain knowledge about UNPROFOR and the position of the
Appellant towards UNPROFOR.
282.

The TC erred in conclusion /hat the Appellant contributed to the JCE by disabling

UNPROFOR, that "he kept UNPROFOR at bay by denying VRS intentions, stalling
communications on UNPROFORs concerns regarding military activities, and deflecting
attention to the ABiH.,,2S2
283.

In reaching conclusions. the TC erred because it disregarded evidence regarding the

VRS and the Appellant attitode towards UN, particularly after the CORA agreement, and UN
position towards VRS, particularly in the enclave, and particularly that enclave which was not
demilitJuized and that the VRS had.a right to attack ihe enclave, and that that waS well known
to the AppeIiant. .
284.

The. enclave was not demilitarized, which was the mandate of !he UNPROFOR. The

TC constantly disregarded this fact and even for the· enclaves that presented" serious threat to
the

ABm stated that "the demilitarization was never fully realised».

2.Sl

Evidence on the record

provides clear proof that there was no demilitarization; in contrarily. there

WJlS.

a constant

I

provision of arms and ammunitions to ihe ABiH in the enclave and training of iheir forces,
mandated of UNPROFOR, bailed on demilitarization and ceaselJre agreement and SC
re.dlutions which was to monitor compliance wiih the ceasefue and ''to disann the BH
Army",254 On ihe· oiher hand the VRS had a right to attsck the enclave, and the military
operation against enclave was in compliance with the IHL.
285. . The Te erred in law and fact in finding that Srebrenica and Zepa, bc;cause they ~re
declared as "safe areas", and thus being inviolable, e. g. that it is irrelevant that

ABm

committed material breaches of Article 60 of Additional Protocol I. ParticularlY the trial
.Chamber .erred in finding thl\I "the ABiH did not honor the ... cease-fire agreements

or that

some military targets existed in the enclaves could not provide a basis for the VRS to attack
what had been designated by the UN· as "safeareas".2S5 This TC finding is fundamentally

= Ibidem.
'" P""'.l80.

'" mO,_b.lE .
. '" ludgmcnt,para.704
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flawed in law, and had no basis in the lliL. The faCt that Srebrenica and Zepa wore declared
as "s.f....reas" by the UNSC does not render those zones absolutely inviolable.156
286.

If the status of the zone is subject of material breach by the party in which an interest-

protected area is established, this area ceases to be immune from the attack. In this particular
case, it is established that Sreb~enica and Zepa were used by the ABiH in military purposes in'
violation to both relevant SC resolution, and 1991 Demilitarization Agreement and 1994
COHA.lS1

287.

The overail aim of the safety zones created by the UNSG was to "keep a certain area

free of attacks in order to protect persecuted persons,

to erurure access of humanitarian aid,

prevent mass flights to neighbouring countries, and in the long run to enable peace talks.';

..I

They can be seen as reactions in the case of inability of parties to agree of safety zones under
IHL such as neutral zones, undefended cities and demilitarized zones. If such zooes are used
for military purpose, for example training, equipment of troops and for planning or carrying
out military actions there cannot be considered as immune from an attack.
288.

If order to preserve the status of demilitarized zones or safety zones, it is mandatory

that "all combatants, as well as mobile weapons and mobile military equipment must have
. been evacuated", tliat "no ho.stile use shall ·be made of fIXed military installations' or
establislunent" ,,no' acts of hostility shall be committed by the authorities or by population,

~d no activities in support of military operations aball be undertaken"'SR
28'9.

For the status of all safety zones, inchlding those created by the UNse it is common,

as in the case of demilitarized zones, that "if one of the. Parties to the conflict commits a
material broach of the provisions of paragraphs 3 a 6. the other party shall be released from its
obligation under the agreement conferring uPon the zone the status of demilitarized zones. In
such an eventuality, the zone loses its status but shall continue to enjoy the protection

i

I,

"" In the jurisprudence of the ICIY Ihero i. no extensive disoussion on the iSsue of whether areas declared ..
. "safe an:u" may be sulriect of .ttack.
_
>07

Ho~cr••tleast

in the GoloviDa case. the AC paid 1Kl -.tion 10 the

ofllle RSK as UN' protcoIed area,

S.elbr example,D122.p.....S0,51. 127,12l1;Dl6,DS3,DS2, 063,067,068.016,1)96.
I,Article ·59(2) .
.
.

lSI Add. Pmtocol
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provided by the other provisions of this Protocol and ,the other rules of international law
applicable in anned conmct".259
290.

Relying on the concept of

a "safe area", the Majority concluded that "while the

evidence in this case does indicated that ABiII units were located in the enclaves at the rune
of these attacks, this does not provide a justification for the attacks of the Bosnian Serh,Forces
against population known to be of pre<!ominantly civilian in character •.. "instead of
specifically targeting the ABiH in actions, the BoSnian Serb Forces repeatedly acted against
the whole Bosnian Muslim Population in the Srebrenica and Zepa enclaves" 260
291.

This explanation of the TC position is fundamentally flawed in law. Thi.legal position

can verify ilie B iH practice iliat "safety zones" can be used as a military establishment for
training and preparing forces for offensive attacks and those forces might only be attacked "in
action" .261
292.

The very reason for the attack was well explained by witness Savli6, who testified

1bat: "I can say here with full responsibility that if they hadn't attacked us, if they had not
launched offensives against us (the VRS), the VRS would never have attacked that area
because we did not have either tactical or operative or strategi~ reasons to 'place that area
under our control. ,.26l

•
293.

While communicating with theUNPROFOR, Nikoiai and other UNPROFOR

members were seeking for a solution of how to orgatllse air strikes against the VRS
positions.16~ Despite constant threats with air strikes, and taking measures on the field in order

to provoke air strikes,~M Tolimir in;isted on protection ofUNPROFOR?"'
294.

The TC erred in finding 1bat Tolinrir "deflected attention to the ABiH. From the'

evidence on the record it is clear that theABiH was using combat

means ofUNPROFOR.

266

A

Reasonable TC could not concluded that Tolimir "deflected" attention to the ABiH, but-that

'" Article6(7)

,

"'1udgemen~p .... 706.also 207·208, 210-212.
"II

,.. 1136,

.

"'Savoie T.15830
'" P5R5,p.96-107.
,.. Nlkolai,D70,p.10.
'" 041.085.
'" l'mnI=,T.3456..3459,PI225.
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he was complying on what was happening on the ground, that ABiH is using UNPROFOR
combat means.
295.

That Tolimir bad no intention to attack UNPROFOR clearly speaks on evidence on the

record. For example, D85267 Tolimir, in order to communicate with UNPROFOR send a
following request: "Pay particular attention 'to protecting members of the UNPROFOR and

the civilians" ~
296.

A Similar message was sent on 9 July when KaradZic ordered attack on Srebrenica.2I!8

The TC stated that "the Accused relies on this particular passage /0411 in support of his
position that he cannot be attribUted the intent necessary for an attack aD' civilian
population,,269, and the Majority c~ncluded that this instruction to Krsti6 was merely relied on
by the Accused from Karadtic". This note of the Majority 'does not take into account
document D85 that Contains similar wording as D41, and' that it is relevant for the
establishment whether Tolimir had knowledge that the attack was directed against civilian
popUlation (Article 5 requirement). However, contrary to the TC finding, that particular
instruction concerning protection of civilians and UNPROFOR

Was

Tolirnir's instruction.

From the evidence on the record, no reasonable Trial Chamber could have concluded that
Tolirnir intended or was aware that the attack was directed against civilian population.
297.

Summarizing its previous findings (some of them erroneous) the TC concluded that

"Accused's position on that point, Koradtic's instruction to ensure protection of the civilian
popUlation has no bearing upon the state of mind of the Accused." In the light of arguments
presented above this finding is wholly erroneous. Even if the Appellant only relied on his
instruction that was a clear indication that he did not have any knowledge that the attack

was

,directed against UNPROFOR. Second, the Appellant was not on the field and obviously he
did not command to the troops or to anyone engaged in Krivaj a 95 and subsequent eVe\lts.
298.

"with

The TC further concluded that by his acts described in paras932and933performed
II

view to ensnringthe VRS maintained its control over enclave," (para.J086) Since

those acts had no impact on civilian population, and are perfectly legal in which Tolimir
provided warnings about intention of the Muslim leadership(The Muslims wish to portray
Srebrenica as a demilitarized zone with nothing but .: civilian population of it, That is why

'" see panI,224,fn.B63
"" 041.
"'! Judg."enl,pma.l08S
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they ordeRd all

~n

fit for military scMce to illegally pullout from the lI'ea ... so that they ,

could accuse the VRS an of an unprovoked attack on civilians in the safe haven), and that it is

I
,i,
;

, very important to list the names of all military aged men who lI'. heing ~Bcuated from the
uNPROFOR base in' Potp~ari (D64) no reasonable TC could have reaclt~d chalienged
finding.
299.

(in

The TC erred in rmdings that the Appellant was informed of the events on the ground

Poto~ari)

on 12 and 13 July by Jankovic and through the involvement of subordinate

officers of th" security and intelligence organs at the brigade and

COIpS

level including

Popovic, Keserovie and Momir Nikolic'.1'11l There is no evidence that he was in contact with;

I

those persons in relevant time or that he received information about 'events that mightbc used

I

as a basis for the inference that' he had any knowledge about inappropriate of unlawful
treatment of civilian popUlation.
300.

These positions, as well as other finding in para, 1087 are wholly erroneous and 'not

based on evidence. Again, the TC relied merely on the position of the Appellant in the VRS.
First, the TC disregarded the fact that Jankovic at that time was resubordinated to Drina
COl]lS271 and worked as a liaison officer with UNPROFOR and Mlaidie's interpreter, There is,
no evidence that Tolimir was informed about any of the Fontana meetings, or that he got
information about situation in PotoCari prior or during evacuation of civilians.

I

i
~ .

30t.

There is no evidence, and from the evidence on the record it cannot lie concluded that

Tolimir took any pm in evacuation of civilians from Srebrenica or that h. was funely
informed about relevant events< At the time of evacuation, Tolimir was in Zepa.
302,

The TC erred in that Popovic and Nikolic were subordinated to Tcilimir esee ground

14).

••
303., The Trial Chamber erred in finding thaI the Appellant's involvement in tepa operation

(bis acts and conduct during negotiations, inilitary operation and evacuation of civj1ians) are
significant contribution to the ICE to Forcibly &emove?,12

no Judgmont.paru. 10B7, 257, 258
m Salapma,03/0S12011,13577-13578.Momir Nikolic, Ke.orovi614140, Nik'Dlic,06104I20 1I,T.12365-12367.
mT.lOBB-I092
'
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304.

As will be presented hear through the most prominent examples, those errors are of

such a nature that the Appeals Chamber should consider all of the evidence de novo.
305.

The ·TC failed in rejecting the Appellants Argument that Zeps operation was no!

directed against civilian population. Particularly the TC rejected argument concerning Krstic
order launching attack on Zepa states that "the civilian Muslim population and UNPROFOR
are not targets of our operation. Collect them together and keep them under guard, but crush
and destroy armed Muslim groUpS,,2?] The Majority argued that "mere inclusion of this
language in Krsti.'s report does not convince the Majority, in and of itself, that the VRS
operation against Zepa was only aimed against at the ABiH". The TC erred because it failed

to consider that orders, especially orders for launching attack, does not contain meaningless
terms, but clear orders and instructions for subordioate units·that must be executed.
306.

The TC's considerations of events in the months prior the attack on the enclave failed

to consider that during the same period, the ABiH (Wm Zepa launched attacks against VRS
including an attack against the VRS Main Staff. Particularly, tbe attacks of, for example 9
coordinated groups described in D62 and many witnesses'74, and reported by To~.21S The
TC failed to recognize that the VRS had information that there is preparation for offensive
military' operations from Srebrenica and Zepa in coordination with the offensive operation of
the forces from Kladanj27<i. rn the Appellant's report of 24/0611995 it is stated thatthere were
such plans. The TC also failed to ;"'nsider that in middle June, in one convoy to Zepa just
before those attacks VRS discovered in one UNHCR leading to Zepa large quantum of
'ammunition during the usual checking ptocedure.277 Those evenlsleft no possibility to the
VRS than to attack tepa.
307.

The TC, in reaching conclusion that tbe attack was directed against civilian population

erroneously founded that "the operation against Zepa was aimed not only at targeting ABiH
which had not heen demilitarized, but also taking control over safe zone;

and thereby civilian

population.,,278 This finding contains several errors. It was not the AbiH which bad not 'been
demilitarized, but the enclave of tepa had not heen demilitarized in accordance with the 1993
,,, PI225,p.4Jud~en~panLI028-fn>4D6J.
SKV<1I~,15926-lS92B, Obrooovl6,T.I20IS ..
"" D14S .
P2369,D145,D178,p.3,parl.5 that ,.lot•• 10 S,.bremca and bpI. §krbi~,T.11163-\8639. See also,
P2365,DS3, Mo""P fIlIJ:DJDIII,111D412D11. T. 12565.-12567 IOatifyiDgthatthe infuIlIllllkm thatth. VRS had that
the plan to link Srebmdca and bp. with the n:st of the Muslim held taritmy would b. implcmenkd between
tho 20th and the 25th July 1995.
277 02126,078.
m Judgomcnl,p.n..l029.
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Agreement and COHA. Taking control over "safe zone" is not illegal task in the
circumstances oflhi. particular case, but action thatwa. fully lawful under ffiL. Article 28 of
the N Geneva Convention stipulates that "The presence of a protected person may not be
used to render certain points or areas immune from military operations.,,279 Article 51(7) of.
the I Add .. Protocol is alSo clear that the prese!Jce OT movements of the civilian population· or
. individual civilians shall not be used to render certain points or areas immune from military
opemtions, in particular in attemplll to shield military objectives from attacks or to shield,
favour or impede military operations. The Parties to the conflict shall not direct the movement
of the civilian. population or individual civilians in order to attempt to shield military
objectives from attacks or to shield."
308.

This error occasioned miscarriage of justice and invalidates the decision.

309.

The TC erred in findings concerning negotiations of 13 july 1995 and the role of the

Appellant. The TC fOWldi:<! that "on 13 July ... a meeting was held at BokSanica where the
Accused told those prescnt,at the outset, that Srebrenica hsd fallen and now it is Zepa turn,
adding the only alternative to tepa evacuation was military force against the enclave". This
finding is based on testimony of witness Torlak. However, contemporaneous evidence provide
completely different story. P491 (Tolimir's report) and P596 (UN Memomndum). In the UN
documenr-1Ii! it is stated that "The Seths asked the Bosnians in Z:epa pocket to drop :their
weapons, after which the civilian population mily either ielll'e or slay." In para 9 it i. n:ported
.
.
"The Serbs w.o want the Ukr to leave all their Ops but the BosDiaks have Set up obstacles in
their paths ~nd will not let them pul out. ... The Seths want to capture the pocket withput fight
if possible".
310.
WBB

The only reasonable conclusion from the evidence onthe record is that Toiimir then:
no intention to forcibly remove Zepa population. In addition issuing ultimatum,

"surrender of weapons or military attacJ<', not lIS the TC concluded "evacuation or military
attack". is perfectly legal ultimatum/warning.
311. 'The Majority further erred in fact that the Appellant contributed to the efficiency of the
VRS takeover of tepa

... through ensuring UNPROFOR's inability to intervene. (para. Hi89).

However, UNPROFOR was not .t tJi.e time under threat of the VRS but AbiH in the enclave.

27' "Those words. rcfi:r here 10 any aci& of wm&rc commitb::d by the enemyls_: .forces, whether it is a matter of

bombing 0' bombmlmenl! of any kind or of attacks by ...n. D.... at hand" ICRC-Commonwy.
'10 PS69,pin.8
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That is well documented by D55, and oilier documents. For example, in one' of his reports
Avdo PaU6 reported "We are disarming UNPROFOR in accordance with the directive we
received earUer'''''I, and, at the same time PaBc also ~ned to kill UNPROFOR solidecs.
312.

The TC erred in finding that "proposal to cilpture Zepa within 21 hours so as to avoid

condemnation and reaction from the international community demonstrates ... that he was
well aware iliat iliere was nothing legal in Zepa's takeover" (para. 1089) The Appellant, as a
trained military officer was well aware of ahove stated mles of IHL that pennit attack on the .
enclave. His proposal for fast capture concerns efficiency of military operation and take into
consideration political climate at that time. AB an intelligence officer he was perfectly aware
of that politics.
313.

The TC failed to establish wheilier there were casualties during ilie combat. There is
.,

no record of civilian casualties, while military targets, just like in Srebrenic8 were situated in
ilie villages.
. 314.

The TC further erred in findings concerning P488 iliat was b8seil on erroneous

translation. Concerning doc~ent D488, ilie Majority erred in rwding that "ilie' only
reasonable inference to be drawn by ilie Majority is that his document manifests the
Accused's deterrilination to destroy the Bosnian Muslim Population." (para. 1171). Namely,
The TC referred to "groups of Muslim refugees" however in origwal ''zbegova muslimlinskog
stanovniStva". Namely the word ''zbegova'' was wrongly trnaslated, while the word "groups"
is not present in the original document drafted in BCS. The tenn "zbjeg", as testified by
Trivie, "refer to the area,ilie sector" not to refugees.m Second, ilie word "fleeing" does'l)ot

app~r in the original version of the document.283
315.

In connection with this document, Savei" testified that" those locstions were

"absolutely out of the range of our weapons, because we had only light infantry weapons, ....
and provides a total description of the terrain. 204
316.

The TC failed to aclmowledge that this alleged proposal has never been implemented,

so that it cannot be taken as a contribution to the alleged JCE to

f~rcibly remove. Thus, the

TC erred in law.

'" DlOS.

""Trivic, 09/12fl010,T,1624. S.. 8Iso,D.OJudg,,·-NYBlnb .. pano.79
213

P488eng/bc.

,.. Sav/ii6,T.
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317.

The Trial Chamber erred in findings regarding Appellants involvement in negotiations

and erred in finding that the members of Wax Presidency was not authorised with any issues
related to the ABiH. (para. 1090) Further, The TC erred in law because participation in
negotiations after 13 July was not covered by para. 60 of the Indictment.
318.

However, this particulili error shows lack of proper estimation of evidence. While

Torlak. claimed that he was not authorised to talk in the name of Military, video reconjings
from 19 July meeting shows the opposite. First, the TC failed to acknowledge that they were
parliamentarian in accordance with the law of war, and that he was empowered; on 19 July
and 24 July negotiations to talk in the name of the ABill as a member of the War Presidency.
There is also evidence that members of the presidency communicated with their bosses in
Sarajevo concerning evacuation of civilians and army matters.
319.

lIS

That Torlak. and others were empowered to speak in the name of military clearly shows

video record of the meeting of 19 July at Boidanica. When ~ernhers of the Zepa war
presidency were asked by Mladic ,,Are you ready to surrender your weapon" Kulovac
':"'wered "Yes we a,:,,". 286 However, the AbiH did not honour 19 July agreement. .
320.

The TC further erred in fact that 24 July Agreement was not genuine.2B7 That position

is, also, fundamentally flawed in law. Namely, agreements such as capitulations axe never the

~~r
~f ~oinpletcly free will. That are military agreements
that
concerns
.surrender oftro~ps,
.
.
.
.
,

the place they axe defending etc. In accordance with military rules, "aU persons covered by
capitulation become prisoners of war and subject to the orders of the adverse party and are
liable to ~unisbm~t if these are .disobeyed.'''K8 Concerning civilian popUlation, the inteniions
.
.
of the VRS' was clear, as stated in 24 July Agreement:"In aceordance with the Geneva
\ '

~

Conventions ... the civilian population of Zepa shall be given the freedom to choose their
place of residence while hostilities continue.'''89 That is perfectly in accordance with Article
35 of the IV Geneva Convention: "All protected persons who may desire to leave the territory
at the outset ot; or during a conflict, sball be entitled to do so, unless their departure is
contrary to the national interests of the State.',290

'" D60, d!i5, .D363,D362,p.s,
216
0108.
'" Judgm.n~para.l03.5 •.
'" Sec Gmm,pp.116-l17.
.1"DSl,T.7, . , .

... L. C. On:en argued that tbis provision ·opomtetu pm<eot departuno oflhose likely \0 be of ..,istance to \he
adverse partY inbis WI( .flint." Tbe ContempcI1llY J,.aw of Anncd Contuet; 3'" ed, p.lll
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321.

First,there is no evidence or basis for the conclusion thst Tolimir was "in charge" of

the alleged operation to remove Zepa population(para. 1092). The TC relied on fmdings in

paras.977-978, particularly that the Appellant was present at the 24 July meeting. Not denying
that he was present in the area and aware of that meeting and reached agreement, at the very
meeting Tolirnir was not present, particularly not in the blue suit in the time of military
operations, and as video shows refusing to shake hands with Mladi6. This video is not
authentic and contradicts the reasons oflogic that Tolirnir was in civilian suit (like one he had
in Vienna and Dayton during negotiations) on that particular day why all others were in
uriiforms. Second, during evacuation Mladi6 was present at Bokllanica and he was in- charge
as a commander, so intercept quoted in para.978 cannot be taken as II reliable evidence for the
events during evacuation and after that.
322,

The TC particularly erred in finding that the Appellant's "continued involvement in

prisoners related matters in the month of August and thereafter demonstrated to the Majority
his dedication of the foUow up of the forcible removal operation, he did not take these actions
in a vacuum." While- the TC relied on paras 1002-1006 there is nothing jllegal in those
activities and that he was engaged in a manner thst provide evidence of his aUeged intent or
actus reus

ofan~

of the

c~e.

charged in the indictment. The TC firiled to consider what are

those prisoners related matters that concerns forcible transfer. lrivolvement in POW
exchanges, as described elsewhere in this Brief, has nothing with the alleged forcible removal.
323.

The TC finding that the Appellant "contributed to the to the threateoing atmosphere

-

-

during" process of evacuation "by pointing ont pistol up at the sky intended to frightened tiW
Bosnian Muslim civilians".291 That cOnclusion is fundamentally erroneous and based on
- unreliable statement of witness. There are evidence that Tolimir did not make threatening
atmosphere, there are a lots of evidence about his presence in Zepa during evaculation, and
particularly Carkie statement
324.

"i: said I saw General roLIMIR several times and onCe in Zopa I, he ge~erally and,

and I' m witness to this he had put his own head at risk to help evacuation of the Zepa
population and make it and to go right, If I may say yes, General TOLIMIR had come into
Zepa bef-, with one or with two or three military policemen before our Anny carne into Zepa. -

291

pa,:.;. 1092, 758, 982
75
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Be came unarmed and amongst tbe thousands of civilian populations and before I bad

i

!

gone 10,,2.92

•
325.

The TC conslusions ~tated in paras 1093 and 100S are erroneous, and based on his

position as Assistant Commander and his close relationsbip with Mladi6. On the basi. of this
the TC inferred a number of wrong conclusions concerning, participation in the convoy
- restrictions, limiting UN ability to

carry

out, iths mandatre, facilitating takeover of the

enclave., making false claims concerning VRS intentions, ~as.ing Karadzic instruction to
takeover Srebrenica, and that he was allegedly aware offorcible removal oflbose gatbered in
PotOCari. (1093). None of those conclusions can be affirmed on the Appeal, since they are of.
such a nature that no reasonable trier of facts could reach, and they are based on wrong
understanding of IHL, particularly that part concerning military agreements such as
capitolations, statos of demilitarized zones or safety areas.

326.

•

327.

None of the activities of the Appellant Can be understood as that he from March 1995

to August 1995 actively contributed to the implementation of aim set in Directive 7. His acts
cannot be qualified as contribution (needless to say significant contribution) to the Alleged

!.

JCE to Forcibly remove, not population of Srebrenica not for population of Zepa.
328.

Trial Cbamber's 'errors invalidate the Judgemeot and callSed a miscarriage of Justice.

The Appeals Chamber is requested to fmd the Appelant not guilty on Counts 3-7.

,., D217,pI3:7-13)
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GROUND 16: THE TRIAL CAMBER ERRORS CONCERNING ALLEGED
SIGNIFICANT PARTICIPATION OF THE APPELLANT IN THE JeE TO
MURDER
329.

The TC orred in fact and law by concluding that the Appellant was a member of the

ICE to murder and that he, through his actions "contributed significantly to the common
purpose of the ICE to Murder, sharing intent to implement it with other members of ibis
lCE".Z9J

330.

The case against the Appellant was one basedon circumstantial evidence ofwhlch the

fmdings of the TC were largely based upon a combination of circumstantial facts. In those
circumstances the main one· was the position of the Appellant in the VRS as an Assistant
. Commander for Intelligence and Security Affairs, and· erroneous facts concerning his
possibilities, duties and responsibilities: As stated by Judge Nyambe, ''the Accused's
connection to the crimes is entirely derived from the professional chain of command with .
those who did commit crimes."l'U
331.

]t should be emphasised that there is no direct evidence that the Appellant had any

knowledge ofthe alleged murder operation, and that only knowledge contemporary with the
murder operation might be relevant for establishment whether the Appellant was a participant
of the alleged ICE to Murder. The mere contact with certain perilons, whether it were
subordinates or superiors is not a proper basis for the inference of required knowledge. If the
Majority erred in finding. ahout the alleged knowledge from the contacts with those persons,
which is an improper evidentiary basis, that erroneoll.'l finding cast doubt upon the, TC'.
overall conclusions concerning knowledge, intent and contribution to·the JCE .295

•
332.

The TC, as

II

starting point in ·estintation of evidence concerning alleged knowledge,

intent and contribution to the JCE to Murder, quoted his position 8.'l • Chief of the Sector for
Intelligence and Security affairs, and erroneoll.'l finding that there waS in existence, an alleged
"professional chain of command", Arguments presented under ground 14 are also part of this
ground.

•
: .... Judgemom,paru.1096-lIlS .
.... D,OJudg. Nyambe,pBnl.4.
"" Se. Krsti6 AJ, "",.. 98
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333.

The TC eHed in fact in

fInding that the Appellant, "had knowledge of murder

operation at latest by the!aftemoon of 13 July, and from the moment he was became aware of
it, he started 10 become actively involved in the accomplishment of the murder pla1l:,,296
334.

The TC etreli in fmding that Tolimir was aware of separation of the Bosnian Muslim

males hi Potoeari, as it based its conclusion ,on 12069. There is no evidence 'thai prior 10 the
trial, the Appellant ever received or red this document The original version of the document,
in the right left comer, contains initials oftho,e who II'd that document. The,record shows that
there is evidence that "these kind of origioal documents ore very seldom red by the head of
the sector". ]t was registeIl'd in intelligeoce administration that, p~cularly "Tolimir never
had this documents in his hands otherwise he would put his initials",297
335.

The TC considers document D64, and, within the content of that document \kew

conclusions that "the evidence is insufficient for the Chamber to conclude that the Accused
hBd knowledge of the" plan to kill Bosnian Muslims form Srebreniea on the night of 12 July,
the TC made two erroneous inferences, The fIrst one is that this 'document demonstratestruil'
the Accused was kept in touch With all the relevant personnel and organs and was made ~ware
of 'the situation that transpired on the ground in Srebrenica". The second cine is that the
Appellant "stressed the importance of atIl'sting the Bosnian Muslims form Ihe column and of
registering the names of the able bodied Bosnian Muslim men in Potoeari " " conspicuously
reassembles M1adi6's remark in P~lo~ari tat the men would be screen to identify war
criminals" 29~ 0 reasonable trier of fact could have made these findings.
336. In the document dated 12 July'1995 (064), it is slated within i~ relevant part that "it is

;,qualiy important to note down thQ names of alt men fIt for military service who are being
(w

evacuated from the UNPROFOR base in P~ari'99, For proper understanding of the position
of the Appellant at that time it is necessary to point out another part of this documenl in which
it is stated that "The Muslim wish 10 portray Srebrenica as a demiJitarised zone with nothing
but civilian population in it That is why they ordered all armed men.for military service to
illegally pull out from the area ... 50 that they could acc':lse'the VRS of the unprovoked attack
on civillan safe haven."]n continuation it is stated that "Ahhough it is important-to arrest as
many members of the shattered Muslim, units as possible, or liquidate if they resist,. it is

'" Judgmcut,para. L104. '
,., Pec.mw,16/0112012,TJ 813-18 14

'" paranol
'" D64,p.2
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equally importailt to note down the names of all men fit for military service who are being
evacuated from the UNPROFO base in PotoWi.~3~
337.

The TC failed to establish that the only reasonable conclusion from the evidence is

that the Appellant wanted to prevent accusations that attack on Srebrenica was an attack on
civilian population, what further support proposition that it is uoreliable to consider that he
(willingly or unwillingly) joined the ICE at some latter moment.
338.

The TC further established that as of 13 July the Appellant was frequently in the area

of tepa "dealing with the issue of evacuation of Bosnian 'Muslims from Zepa ecclaveH,lO)

initiating the starting point of evaluation of further evidence concerning the Appellants
alleged involvement in the ICE to Murder. The TC's findings 'are insufficient since the
AppeUant was dealing at the time with negotiations and military operations in Zepa.
The TC erroneous finding about 'his knowledge of and contribution to the ICE to
Murder is based on Ex.PI25. 302 The TC erred in its ,rmding regarding authmticity ofP125; or

339.

alternatively, that the alleged proposed measures "reflect the coordinated effort to conceal the
despicable plan contemplate among the members of the ICE to Murder", aDd that this
document "deinoDstrates his intent to contribute to tbe JE to Murder',30] Even if considered
authentic, it catinot serve as a basis for finding that the Appellant had knowledge of Murder
. operation in contribution to tbe JCE to Murder.
340.

First, the Majority stated that ,,Malini': testified that he could not remember having

received" Exh.P125 .and iliat "Savei6 could not recall having drafted it, although he cocld not
exclude the possibility he did". Neither of the witoesses could person8Ily authenticate
Exh.PI25. The TC concluded that this "inability is not necessary dispositive of the document
lUIlhenticity.,,104. The Majority further stated that it has approached "these two witnesses
evidecce with caution, as they too were closely connected to this document and thus both had
incective to minimise or question its authenticity.3OS The TC erted because there is no ground
for that conclusion as both witnesses extensively testified about that document providing
reliable'statements and did not cover up their involvement in Srebreruca events.

"" D64,p.2
30' Judgment,

'
para.U 02.

"" ludgmaJ~ para.no3 .
,., Judgment paral103,936,937-944
:lO4 ludimont p....940 ,

""" Ibidem

'
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341_

Other factors provide oogent reasons concerning authenticity of that document. First,

IKM of the 6Sthe Protection Regiment was non-existent. The Majority quoted Smic's
statement that he did not set up IKM at Borike. '06 The TC ruled out this argument on the basis
of the facts that a) ,,1KM ~f Rogatica Brigade was located in Borike,,'·7, and on the
explanation of the 'OlP Investigator Mr_ B1asycyk, who has opinion that "usually where the
commander is present __ there is a forward command post whether this is officially called [a]
forward oommimd post of a particular unit or a forward comlO1llld post of [an] another unit 00operatiog with particular unit this is a different question" Those arguments cannot be u';"d to .
support the conclusion ·that the 6S1h Protection ReSirnent Forward Command Post was in
existence. In all documents, clear indication exists from which Forward Command PoSt has

I

,!

sent particulilr document. For example, even the documents designated for Assistant
Commander Tollrnir always has had a clear and precise refereIWe of the post from which there
were sent. Blaszoyk's i. not a military expert and was not called to testify about military
organization, but about the way the. OTP received so called Drina Core collection, and he is
not in possession of fust hand knowledge of tbe issue_ Reference to 6S Pr~tection Regiment
1h

Forward Co~and Post clearly, and taking in account other factors, casts serious doubt upon

342. Exb. Pl25 does not bear the sender's handwritten signature.J08 Gojkovi6's testimony
on that issue is not of particular importance since he does not have My recollection of this

do~ument; however he did ideniified his signature_ The fact that there is a signature similar or
the same as Gojkovic's is not a decisive element in providing authenticity, since it is very essy

to forge the signature.
Again, Blaszcyk's presumption that "has the Exhibit 1:'125 be~n handed to Gojkovic by

a superior officer from the Rogatica Brigade Command, Gojovic would have simply send it"
is a mere ~peculation_109 Absence of the Sav~ic's signature is Ibe indication that it lacks
. authenticity (contrary, the Judgement, para_ 944). Malinit, Who was an experienced officer of
the

!

i
I

the authenticity ofExh.PI25.

343.

,,.

MiliWr police, testified about proper procedure: "I would write that a document i~ of

30' Jwlgmcn~p"",-941
,., JudgmOllt,~III1L941

". Judgement,para .942
,., Judgemcnt,para.!I24
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doubtful origin and that there is no confirmation that the document was really sent for
coding".310

344.

The TC rejected the argument that "Malini6 suggested that he had not acted upon the

orders contained~' in PI25.3lI. Malini. did not suggest, but clearly stated that he did not act
on the orders contained in P 125 because he never received that order. The fact that Mladit
issued a similar order "in the evening of the same day". 311, is not a proof of authenticity, since,
as stated by Malinic; " I do not see anything in this order that would be wrong. In this
proposal/order, I don't see anything that has to do with the time and area of combat operations.
that would be wrong. All armed forces in the world work the same way".lIlSo, it cannot be
reasonably concluded that it is "evident to the Majority that the Accused's proposal in Exhibit
P125 were acted upon."
345.

The Majority stated that "both Savei. and Mladic question. the authenticity ofEidribit

P 125 on the basis that its content is iIlog;cal, as it combines an order with proposal,,314.

The

Majority argued that "in the absence of any evidence indicating that such combinations were
prohibited or even rare, however, especially given the exigencies of war, the Majority
disagrees", recalling responsibilities of Mr. Tolimir and Mr. Savei" at a relevant period.' In
footnote, it quoted the opinion of the Prosecution's investigator Mr. Blaszcyk,31S which shoWs
that for him it were logical for these elements to be combined. The Appellant, again, claims
that B\aszcyk is not a military expert and that he has duty of loyalty to the Prosecution.
346.' In the record there is a nwnber of Military Rules and a great number of proposals and
orders,· The TC was in position to establish that. there is no similar order/proposal of sucb
illogical.content.
347.

The fact that on 13 July, Saveie and Tolimu were present in the same area is not a fact

that favours the authenticity; on the contrary, each of them could have sent separate
documents. On the same day Tolimir sent a few docwnents concerning situation in

Zepa,316..

and it is illogical that Savci6 (whose rank and position was significantly below that of
Tolliiur) sent such documents" to Main Staff. As noted by the TC in pilla. 950, on 13 July
'" Malinil,T.15391, see 815013590-13591
"I Judgoocnt par.L946

, m Judgment para.946
. '" Maliuic,T.!S375
'" JU<jgmcul pora.945
'" Judgmcut;fn.3770.
'" Judgmelll,para.948-950.
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"late Accused wrote a report to the

VR~

Main Staff and MIaci"..." including 65Protection

Regiment, concerning situation in Zepa.
348.

For the reasons set above.lhe Majority's couclusion concerning aulhenticity ofP12S is

of such a nature that no reasonable TC could have reached it.
349.

Even If Ihe Appeals Chamber finds this document authentic, this cannot serVe as a

basis for Ihe conclusion that Ihe Appellant knew or contributed to Ihe ICE io Murder. Malini6
testified that he did not see
"anything in this order lhat would be wrong. In this particular proposaVorder. I don't see
anything that has to do with Ihe time and area of combat operations Ihat would Isicl wrong.
All armed forces in Ihe world work the same way",3l1
The TC failed to consid~r olher evidence Ihat corroborate Malini" siatemeot. For example,
P27S4 !Plan for taking security measures for operation Sadejstvo-95) contains the following

entry "restrict movement and presence of uninvited persons, civilians and especially
foreigners, journalists, members of UNPROFOR, UNHCR, !ICRCi and other international
.
. Ii'
u318
orgaruza
ODS.

350.

The TC particularly noted that measures aliegedly proposed by Ihe Appellant "are

8i1alogo~s to Ihose in Mladic's order issued on Ihe same day..119tIowever, measures ordered by
M1aid6 are Ihe same as measures commonly applied by any army in the world. From Ihe fact

that Ihose measures are similar no conclusion about alleged knowledge of Ihe Appellant or his
contribution can be inferred by a reasonable TC. In the area Ihere were security officers wilh
who Mladit was in direct contact and who could propose similar measures.
351.

The TC le.g. Majorityl also erred in fact in finding that "MIadi.! and Gveto were

timely informed on the Accused's proposed measures by Ex.P 125". There is not a single piece
of evidence on which this conclusion is based;neitber Ihat conclusion might be inferred from
the other properly established facts.
352.

The TC failed to consider other relevant evidence. That cone lusion is not SUPpdrted

with the evidence of 13/07/1995 (P2537) in which it WBS stated that Beara sent to Kasaba
certain transportation means for traosportation of captured Muslims who "wiU be sent ... to
"'MaUnit,T.15375.
>II P2154,T,5
'
'10 par.. U03, P2420
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argumentation will be provided 'later in order to avoid unnecessary repetition in relation to
document D49.
,355.

The TC erred that the Appellant's knowledge is corroborated by alleged Appellant's

direction to Todorovic on 12 July to prepare Batkovi6i Center for arrival of approximately
1.000-1.3000 soldiers over the next few days. That ~ould not bave been Tolimir on that day

because at !he time the Bosnian Serb Forces had no that number "[POWs. A large number of
"

POWs surrendered only on the night 12 July and on 13 July. Even Tolimir was in Bjeljina on
12 July and from Todorovic's statement it caimot be concluded beyond reasonable doubt that
Tolimir'provided instruction for the preparation of the Detention Centre for such a large
number of prisoners.
356.

Todorovic was not sure who, when and by wbat means instructions for preparation

arrived.326 When presented with the document from 16 July 1993 issued by Milovanovic
Todorovic reacted: "Thank God !hat fmaJJy I can see that document we have been discussing
all along. I've been trying to say that there must have been a dbcument issued to the
Command or the Eastern Bosnia, Corps when it was ordered to receive prisoners from the area
ofth~ Drina Corps".lZ7 On the question of Judge Flugge, he explained that he could 110t recall

the dat,e sod specific details about an order for the preparation of BatkoviciCarnp in July

,

1995. Fxom the evidence ofMilenko Todorovic,.,it can reasonably be concluded that an order
arrived in written form similar to the order issued in 1993.]21 Todorovic's testimony is also
evidential that it was not the Appellant who might have ordered the prepar&tion of. the
accommodation ofPOWs, but only the commander or his deputy.
357.

Concerning the TCs finding that Tolimir "on 13 July at earliest" responded to

To<Ioro~ic call that all preparations should stop,329 the Chamber was not able to make finding
on the precise day3lO. There is strong evidence that this testimony is not reliable when keeping
jn mind the short time (day or a few days) in which it was not possible that Todorovic, who
was in Bjeljina, could reach TofuDir on the telephone while he was in Zepa. In particular, it
would have not been possible on 13 July.

'" m.3709,TI
m Milenko Toilorovi6,20/o41201I,T.13l41-13143
'" T.I3143.
'" Judgment para.951
'lD Judgmentpam.9S1
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358.

Todorovia:'s testimony docs not correspond with N.Simic evidence. The TC concluded'

that Todorovic called on behalf of Novica Siroic331 , and in SimiC's testimony it was not even
mentioned. Unfortunately during the trial in Tolimir's case, he was not available because of
illness and subsequently died. Todorovic testified from 18 -21 April 2011, when the Decision
on the, Prosecution's Motion to admit the evidence of Simi'; purwant to Rule 92qauter (I
November 2011) has been rendered only on November 20U. For that, reason, there was no
,

possibility to test the ,truthfulness of TodoroviC's evidence concerning the alleged
cOJnmunicatioI1!l between the Appellant and Todorovic, and Siroie and Todorovic. However,
Simi6 gave, evidence in Popovic el all. Relevant part of bis testimony is recorded on
P2756,T.28565-28570 regarding his communications on the same issue where he described in ,
details his communication with Miletic, M1adic and Krstle. Failing to give credit to Simic
evideDce the TC erred in law.
359.

The TC findings concerning the alleged Tolimir's conversation with Todorovic is of ,

such a nature that no reasonable chamber could have reached. In, any case, providing
infolmation that POWs will not arrive, without further evidence was not indicative of the
knowledge of the murder op~tion.

•
360.

The TC made a number oferron;"'us inferenees concerning ])49. 332

361.

The TC erroneously quoted its content. In para. 11 05 the TC stated: ''had bt.en

, arranged in agriCUltural buildings in Sjemee" while the document cited"in the objects of the
1" plpbr in Sjemee."m Those are objecls that one unit of Rogatica brigade used 1992-1

993

334.

In that document Tolimir insist on adequateacconun\ldation o{ all POWs from Srebrenica

(D49), and its ,contents are completely in line with the Geneva Conventiiln.335 There is also
evidence concerning circumstances under which this document had been drafted (the
, AppeUant dictate the content to Catlci6 in Boidanica),3l6
362.

The TC concluded that 800 POWs would have been beyond the ability of Rogatlca

Brigade, and relying on Razdoljac testimony, that no one got a task for preparation ofthose

'" Judgment para.9S1
'" Judgment para.llOS
'" (049) /with tho re!'crence to para.ll0S
". loran ~c.13/D4f2011.T,12740,12m-lm&,
)3S S.oAl:ticl.. 19,Cb.Il.l'artlli.Cb.IV,
". D49.p.2,6uki••T.l2723-1272S
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objects for the arriv!!! of POWs, and that there was no filnn work to be done. No reasonable .

i

. TC could use that subsequent testimony as a basis for the finding stated in !"'fa.n06. The
Appellant at that time was in Bokbnica and in contact with Rajko Knlic, commander of the
Brigade responsible for everything in that brigade, includiog logiotic. It can be reasonably
concluded that infonnation about possible accommodation of POW the Appellant got from
Kwic. The TC disregarded the fact that it was only a proposal- so until accepted -tbere

was no .

need to take any preparatory measure. Further, the TC erred in comporting this document with
the alleged Appellunts instruction that preparation of Batkovici Camp for accommodation' of
POWs shonld cease.
363.

Content of 049 contains a certain measures which the TC failed to consider, hut which

are in line with appropriate measures taken in relation to transportation of POWs. The TC
...

failed to· consider tbis document. It is clear that Tolimir was not in charge of the treatment of
POWs. At the very beginning, the Appellant stated "If you are uitable" - indicating that he is
not in charge of the treatment of POWs - ,and in continuation stated "to find adequate
accommodation for all POWs form Srebrenica". This is indicative that he had no knowledge
of the murder opemtion, and thai he had no knowledge where the POWs froin Srebrenica
would bave been detained.
364.

For the foregoing reasons, and many more reasons, the TC'. conclusion that "the

Accused was looking for a place for prisoners to be out of the sight with an aUn to further the
goal shared with the oth';' JCE members..JJ7(JCE ~ Murder) is wholly erroneous, as weil as
findings in para.lI07.
365.
\..

The TC erred in fact by concluding that the accused warriing's concerning an

unmanned

aircmttl J8 was sent "in order that the murder operation would be carried without

being detected"JJ9. The Majority baSC<d this finding on the alleged function ofllie Appellant to
prevent information leaks, and that on this day (14 July) killings started in Omhovac. Tho'TC

erred ~ rejecting ili""; Defence ~gnments. Namely because, it is clear that at the time there
w~ preparations for zepa operation, that there was a constant threat of NATO bombing and
that

VR8 fOroe. were on' their way to iepa. Tolimir was, as evi~ce clearly show, engag~ in

preparation of military' operation on tepa on 14 July, and that he was not involved in ~y of
the activities conceming Srehrenica and Srebrenlca POWs. The only reasonable conclusion

.n Judgmc:nt,p..... I006

'"~ EDu'b1ts12B,P121,P147,P148

'" IudKment pam.110B
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form the evidence is that this warning was provided not to conceal murder operation, but to
protect VRS forces engaged in military operation.'" That is further supported by Exh.P129,
the Appellant's report, in which it was stated "we plan to keep the UN checkpoints at current
locations in order to protect our combat fonnations from NATO aviatipn,,341and asked
permission to implement proposals contained in this document.
366.

The Majority erred in fact in flDding that the Appellant "possessed a high level of

knowledge of the scale of m~der operations, supported criminal activities his subordinates,
were engaging in, and coordinated their work,,342. The TC further e~d in fact by concluding
that "the accused was informed about the ongoing murder operation in 'Zvomik area,,)43
367,

The Majority's exp1anation in para 1109 is based primarily on the position of 'the

Appellant as an Assistant Commander, without paying due regard that he was involved in
relevant time in the Zepa operation. Further, the Majority erred' that th~ Appellant returned to
the Main Statff on 16 July. it would be a proper conclusion from the evidence on the record

-

'

that he returned on 17 or 18 July (because M1aidic was in Belgrade on 16 July 34-1.However"
,

the

m~re

'

communication with the officers from the VRS Main Staff is not sufficient proof of

the AppeUant'~ knowledge and engage~ent in the murder operatiolL 345 The fact that he kile";"
where Bearaand Jankovic were i. not sufficient proof since they were in the Prina Corps
AOR on the MladiC's order. There i. evidence that without any direct or proper circumstantial

i

evidence, the Majority just concluded that "the only reasonable inference to be drawn in the

!

circumstances" described in para, 1109 "is that when the Accused was iIi the VRS Main Staff
Headquaters, he was informed about murder operation in Zvomik area," That flDding is
without any reasonable ground,

368,

There is evidence that at

the relevant

time, Jankovic was re-subo~dinated to Prina

CorpS346 and that certain officers were sent to Drina Corps including Keserovi6, and that they

"" It is ""Dol in military, Clp<cially during the WIll' that .1_ of Ibi. kind have priority. tuli~ testified as follows:
"I .... say with full ccrIalntytbal I nevor ..ceived a written order from Ihc Main Sb1If for infunualion which was
oem olong the infurmation lina, and I'm talking about alert ,ignal"Dibose .iguals iocludc air mil signal. eio,
awe, 1S102I2012,T.I9321-19322.

'" Pl29,p.2 '
.
'
,.
"" Judgment para. 11 09
,., Judgment pora.1109
... Smithf28103f201JJr.I1S44-1!84S,
'" KlsticAJ, para, 9 8 ,
'
,
'" Salapura,03/05f2011,13577'lJS78.Momir NiIroU~, Kcscrovic,14140, Nikolic,06/04f201!,T.J236S-12367. :
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were not duty bound to report to the Appellant. Tolimir was not the one who sent them on the
assignment That was the prerogatives of the Co~der of the Main Staff.341
369.

The Majority erred in fact in concluding that the accused supervised the evacuation of

wounded and the local MSF staff in Srebrenica, and also that it was' done "with the view to
divert attention and pressure from 'inte01l!1iona! community about the Bosnian Muslim males
from Srebrenica, and that it ''notably corresponds, tn his competence - to obscure the VRS's
real goals."J48 This IC error is wholly erroneous and speculative.,This finding is indicative
that the MajoritY acted on the assumption of the guilt of the Appellant and that did not
estimate. evidence and made inference in accordaoce with the reqUisite standard of proof.
There is no evidence that Tolimir; who Was engaged in Zepa operation, was even in position

to supervise evacuation.
370.

The TC erred in fact by concluding that "given /the Accused'sl authority, it is

inconceivable tllat the Accu~ 'was kept in the dark about the murders in the relevant sites at
the time, instead, he tacitly approved to make this murder happen" and that he"shared the
intent to carry' out these criminal activities" 349 The TC erred in fuct - in finding that the
,

I

Accused' was infonned about activities of 10 Sabotage unit on 16 and 23 July, as well as that
the Intelligence Administration had in the relevant time period any infonnation about 10
Sabotage, Unit engagements on 16 and 23 July in Branjevo aud Billina. 3'. - Particularly the
TC erred in finding that the Accused was communicating with Salapura on 16 July about the
Branjevo kiIlings lSl and in connecting conversation with Popovi6 on 22 July in relation to
Bffiina killingo.

371.

There is no evi~nce that Tolirnir was informed about involvement of certak.

mmnbers

of the lOIh Sabotage units in those killings. As the TC noted, 101b Sabotage Detachment ~.
an independent VRS unit directly subordinated to M1ad6. Hewever, the TC erred in.
relationship between thilt unit and Intelligence Administration (as discussed elsewhere in this
Brief). There is evidence about commanding, managing and controlling this Detachment, and
Salapura testified that "provid ing the unit was re subordinated ... to the corps command to

certain mission. 'nIe commander of the Main Staff can say, okay, this unit will be re
,subordinated tn the Drina Corps or some other corps ... : The commander may issue an order
'" PIU.

>MJudgrocntpBr.LIIIO
'" ludgmont pBr.L1I12
,,. Ju<f8ment para 11Il-1Il2

,

'51 Sal"""""T.136J5-13616,13620-136:22.
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;

without asking either myself or Tolimir. We don't even know anything about that."m Also,
Salapura testified that the first conflict upon his retum from the Belgrade was telephone
conversation on 19 July.m
372.

Conversation between Popovic and Tolimir on 22 July's4 cannot be a basis for

concluding that Popovi~ infonned Tolimir about the Bi.ina killings or that tho.e killings were
planned or about on 22 July. The Majority just cut relevant part of tbe intercept (P765)
without whlch the words "do your job" cannot be understood. Popovic in answering Tolimir's
question "How are things with you", he replied to have nO particular problems, that he is in
hls base and that be has something to finish in the "base." Reasomwle conclusion is that
"base" is his office or militaty

batracks~

Tolimir answered "do your job" ..."all the best to

you". No reasonable TC could establish a connection with this intercept and Bisin. killings of
\.

23 July, or that Tolimir was infotmed about any 'of Popivoc's participation in the murder
operation.
373.

The Chamber concluded that giving Appellants authority, "it is inconceivable that the

Accused was kept in dark about the murders in relevant sites at the time, instead he tactically
approved to make these mUrders happen. ,,]55]56 This findii.g i. wholly erroneous, and not
based on evidence. The mere position of the Appellant in the VRS is not, and could not be, a
determinative mctor about his knowledge:
374.

While the Srebrenica operation Was in progress, ''the commander strictly prohlbited

that this should be written about"

/57 and nothing bas been written. From the evidence on the

record, it could not be concluded that oral reports were presented to Tolirriir, since Beam was
not in contact with Tolirmir at that time.
375.

The Majority further etred in finding in relation to P494 that the AppeUant in July

1995 was concerned about diverting pressure from the ABiH with respect to the missing

Bostrian Muslim males fonn Srebrenica and his involvement in concealing the fate of Bosnian
Muslim male8 m

",

'" Salapura,T.l3493.
'" DS3S,pp.31-3l. Salapura,T.13S62·13563
3<. IudJ!1llODt plIIlLIlll
'''JudgIilmt p"",11l2
". Judgmonl,para.1l12

'" Salapur8,02I0512011,T.13521-13S23, see also PW-057,141%12011,T.lS430
.. '" Judgement pBnLl113
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376.

The TC's fmdings in paras. 1113 and 1114 are irrelevant as until the time, murder

operation had been finished. Further, tn. Majority interpreted those doeuments in an
inappropriate manner.

Proposal to the State Commission of POW exchanges cannot be

,'

considered as a "diverting pressure from the' ABiH with respect to the missing Bosnian
Muslim Males from Srebreni.a". This is a mere speculation. The Appel1ant was engaged in,
-

-

\

-

the Zepa operation, and the document is clear in that Tolimir was only concerned with the
implementation of the 24 July agreement concerning POW exchange agreement In para 1
P494 the Applicant stated as fol1ows: "Our representative for exchange of war prisoners
cannot make arrangements with ilIe Muslims renouncing tne text of tne agreement, Muslim.
in Zepa accepted the agreement and agreed to the status of prisoners of war until all our war
prisoners are exchanged, Our commission should demand 011 our war prisoners including one
from Gorazde and Bibac, Our war 'prisoners have to be released between 25 and 28 July
1995."
377.

The TC wrongly underStood the document stating that "Bo.nian Muslim oould take

advantage of tne 24 July 1995 Agreement under pressure from Sarajevo, "which they already
"tried to do' so by bringing up the issue of prisonern from Srebreruca" instead of an,
advantageous side, Tolimit is speaking about the abuse of the agreement, In the Serbian

i

version oLthe document, there is no word which translates into the'term "advantage", but
there is one which does translaie into "abuse". (p. 494)
378.

The TC failed to consider relevant evidence. Particularly, the TC did not paid attention

of conversation between Tolimir and Carki6 during tepa evacuation. Namely, when Carki6
asked Tolimir for tl1e possibility of exchange of one of tl1e Zepa people for ilIe VRS soiiders
captured in GOraZde
"Tolimir was absolutely against it, against any combinations or anytning. He said

that tne

agreement was already signed and thai there's no combination anoul exchange or ,.,leasing for
those from GoraZde."lS9
379.

There is no basis for tne conclusion thai this document can be interpreted thai Tolimir

had kn~wledge about the destiny of Srebrenica POWs, or that he wanted to dive,r! pressur~.
He insisted. on implementation of 24 July agreement In addition, he instructed that delega1eS
of the ICRC from Pale should b. called On the UNPROFOR check point 2 at Boldanica

"'D2I7,pp-14-lS.
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360wbicb indicates that his intention concerning Zepa population was clear in that they wanted
a proper execution oftbe 24 July agreement It is unreasonable to conclude that it i. "evident
from his report dated 25 July ..... tbat he was involved in concealing the fate of Bosnian
Muslim males from Srebrenica." since he, at tbe time. was not aware of the 'destiny of
Srebremca POWs.
380.

In para. 1114 the Majority concluded that Tolirnir "lied about the reasons why did not

have enough Bosman Muslim prisoners for exchanges ..." (P22S0) Particularly the relevant
document stated that "the Main Staff is not responsible for this situation...., and that "1his act
cannot be interpreted as Tolirnir's intention to hide tlie destiny of Srebrenica POWs. On the
other hand, he was not indicted for concealing crimes, and the document in question was
issued on 3 September 1995. It is established that Tolimir at that time was engaged in the
\,.

other part of the Republic of Srps/<a, and that tbis document is indicative only in regards to his
knowledge of how many prisoners from Srebrenic;l. and tepa are in his prisons.
. '

381.

,\

Findings challenged under this ground are crucial for convictions on Counts 1. 2. 3, 4,

5 and 6 (persecution) because are based on the Majority's erroneous froding that Tolimir
significantly contributed to the JCE to Murder. The AC is requested to find the Appellant n~
gui Ity for crimes charged ,under enumerated counts and to enter a Judgement of acquittal.

•
382.

i

The TC erred in fact and law in finding that the Appellant failed to exercise its duty to

protect POWs from Sfebrenica, that he bad the material alJility to'protect the Bosnian Muslim
prisoners from Sr.brenica, at which tbe Accused's role was to faciiitate the implementation
murder operation. and t!W he bad done so under the M1adic's orders 361
383.

It is beyond doubt that all members of the military and police were under the

obligation to respect international and municipal law (which was in complete hannony with
international law) concer~g treatment of POWs, and that the Appellant as a high ranking
officer bad knowledge of relevant rules of international law.
384.

]n drawing conclusions, the TC relied on

p~.

103 and 920 which states

thai the

appellant "played a central role in POW exchange.... and that he had extens,ive knowledge'of
the procedures for exchange of prisoners". However, POW exchanges are not the same as
, .. P494,pam.3

,

'" Judgl;nent para.Il26
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treatment ofPQWs, bCl)80se officer involved in exchanges, particularly officer from the Main
Staff, are not responsible for the treatment of POWs that were under the responsibility of units
of the VRS cir MOP. Involvement in POW exchanges process does not mean providing
treatment to POWs since that would mean that in that prooess, at the level of Main Staff, they
only got a list of POWs. The TC demonstrated in para.1122,1hat the appeUant strictly adhered
by the rules concerning treatment of POWs ,whenever he was in position to do so and, the
Appellant wso
. always insisted on adequate treatment of POWs. 362 '

.

385.

Concerning the finding in paca.1123, in that the Appellant willingly assisted in the ICE

to Murder, by "issuing orders conflicting with the rules"- those documen~ concerning alleged
captives frOm Zepa (there were not any of them); has no connection with Murder operation of
. SrebrenicB captives, and the intention was not to impose those prisoners to ill treatment. No
'-'

reasonable trier of fact could have reached that conclusion. EXH.P122 and P2875 are
obviously not connCl)ted with the Murder operation. The Chamber interpreted Pi22 and
P2875, not to register POWs and "conflicting instruction.... However, tbe TC did not talce into'
consideration that Serbian POWs have never been registered. In the relevant paragraph it is
.stated that "we are going to keep them for exchange in case the Muslim do nol carry out the
agreement or they make the break through from the encirclemenf'. In any case, the ract that he

provided the proposal not to be registered until "cessation of fire" temporarily limited their
unregistered status. On the other hand, on the instruction of the Appellant, as established' by
the Chamber; all POWs in Ras.dnik Prison had been registered. This particular document
does not relate to ICE to Murder, and this particulac instruction does not present a serious
violation of the Geneva Convention.
386.

The TC inference in para.1l24 is particularly erroneous. The TC reasoned that 1be

Appellant "was tasked with deo.ling with POW exchanges through the c~nflict. Irrespective of
the fact that the Accused was not physically present in Bratunac and Zvornik areas, where the
detention, murders, burials and reburials of Bosnian Muslim prisoners took place, the
evidence leads the Majority to conclude ,h!:yond doubt that the Accused failed to exercise his
duty to protect these prisoners". The Majority concluded that "in order to implement his duty,

the Accused would have needed intelligence ~ coWlter·intelligence infonnation through his
subordinate units and personnel who were on the ground", and further put argwnent that

'" Skrbic,T.18699:2HR700:IB;."" also. S.lapura T.136S3:19·136S4:2S
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II
Mi.diC's insiructions <In command and control of the VRS security and intelligence organ
reveal that the Accused had central control of their activities, relying on P1112. .
387.

It is clear from this instruction that "monitoring of professionalism, legality and

correctness of the work of security an intelligence organ. shall be carried out exclusively ,by
first superior organ for security and intelligence affairs, except in that part, of .their·
engagement relating to command and staff affairs .. "Concretely seen Tolimir was not the IlfS!
superior organ, but Beata and Salapura were. So if was on the Head of security administration
to monitor professionalism, legality and correctness of the work of security organs in Drina
Corps, and on Popovic to monitor security organs of the various Brigades, in~luding Bratunac
'and Zvomik brigades. In any way, monitoring of professionalism, legality and correctness is
not a real time operation contemporary with the acts performed. During the reievant period,
Tolirnir was in Zepa, heavily engaged in the Zepa operation, and far away from Zvornik and
Bratut.ac. There is no evidence that be received any report concerniog treatment of paws.
388.

In para 1126, the Majority again

ma~e

inferences on the basis ofTolirnir'. relationship

with Mladic. First, there is no evidence that at the time of the Zepa operation Tolimir was

present at daily meetings at collegiums with tile Main Staff. The fact that he was involved in
Negotiations cannot be used as a reasonable basis that ToJimir had material ability

to act in

relation to Bosnian Muslims from SrebreniClL The Majority suggestion on what the Appellant
"could do" is an erroneous conclusion as it is speculative and not based on any evidence. On
the contrary, evidence sh?ws that on those meetings frequently insisted on proper treatment of
POWs and that "wHtten.orders should be issued, specific orders to each and every unit on·
how to treat prisoners of war and to import on them the precise atipulations from ·the
ipternational humanitarian law.,,]6]
389.

The Majority s~d that the Appellant "could have directed bis subordinates to comply.

with the rules governing the treatment ofPOWs"

164.

In fact, T~limir had done that on 9 July

1995. D41is explicit and Tcilimir provided instruction to "Ban torching of residnal buildings
and treat the civilian population and

W<l1'

prisoners In accordance with the Geneva

Conventions of 12.August 1949". On 12 July ToIirnir issued instruction that "it is equally
. important to note down the names of a1\ men fit for military service who are being evacuated .
from UNPROFOR hase in PotoWi".36l Every Person or unit who holds POW's is duty
,., hrmit.18699-18700 .

... Judgment pora.1126
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bound to act in accordance with the rules that regulates the treatment of POW. with or
without specific instructions, from the superior,
390.

The Majority further stated that "Alternatively, he could have confronted Mladil as to

what was in unfolding with the Bosnian Muslim prisoners from Srebrenica, which was in
stark contrast to what they were ostensibly proposing to the Bosnian Muslim local
representatives in Zepa, namely, the exchange of prisoners.3% This conclusion' is a mere
,
.
speculation, since there is no evidence that Tolimr discussed with Mladic anything in regards
tQ prisoners from Srebrenica, or that anybody informed Tolimir about the destiny of paws

from Srebrenica in relevant time,
39l.

In para. 1128 the Majority put argument connected with the command responsibility,

stating "that ~!>e accused together with his subordinates ... were in position to deal with crimes
when he found out that they being committed by their own soldlers;" However, that was the
task of security administration, not of Assistant commander ToHmir, as can be seen from the
document the Majority relied in the footnote no. 4410.367 In addition, the TC made a legal
error

bec~u.e

it failed to establish that it is the duty of the commander for "taking, measures

concerning crimes, ....l6' and take into consideration.
392.

Finally the TC from the mere position of the Appellant inferred ,that he willingly

contributed to the furtherance of the common purpose of the ICE to Murder.· The M,ajority
on
the ground and his obligations towards
concluded "despite his knowledge of the situation
,
,
'

POW" there is no evidence that the Accused attempted to distance himself from the crimes or

that any action to Mfll his duties toward POWs, and instead actively the Accused engaged '

himself in covering up the common purpose of the ICE, which is in keeping with his
competence as Assistant ccmmander for I and S .....This conclusion is simply erroneous, and
based on wrong understanding, and bas~ only on general statements of his rules as Assistant
Commander and without any foWidation in evidence.
393.

From the evidence on the record, it cannot be concluded that Tolimir had any

obligation in relation to the Srebrenica pris01iers and more so, was in position to act and
deliberately choose not to act. Having in mind his attitude towanls

paws (particularly in

". Judgment para.U26
,., Ex. P2256
, .. D2.02,Article9,t.l2(p. 7)
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RlIsadnik prison and his instructiol1S concerning rOWs), it cannot be reasonably concluded
that Tolimir willingly chose not to act.
394.

The Majority confused responsibility of State and individuals for treatment of POWs.

The TC rightly cited a part of Mrk!ic&Sljivancanin. AI "all state agents who find themselves
with custo/{y ofprisoners ofwar owe them Il duty of protection ... " .3.9
395.

However, in the whole Judgement, or from the evidence on the record, it cannot be

concluded that the Appellant find himself "with custody of" POW. from Srebrenica.
396.

POW. from Srebremca were in custody of the units that captured them, and Tolimir

was not a commander of those units nor respol1Sibie for those units and their acts_ There is no
evidence that ToJimir received reports concerning POWs from Srebremca. In that context, it
""

should be emphasised that Tolimir on 13 July sent a telegram in which it was stated "if you
are unable to find adequate accommodation for all POWs from Srebrenica"J7Qwhat is a strong
evidence that it was not Tolimir one who was responsible for Srebrenica POW s.
397.

Findings challenged under this ground are crucial for all convictions on Counts 1,2, 3,

4, 5 and 6 (persecution) because all of them are based on the Majority's erroneous finding that
Tolimir significantly contributed to the JCE to Murder. The AC is requested to find Appellant'
not guilty for crimes cbarged under enumerated counts and to enter a J~dgement of acquittal.

GROUND 17: THE TRIAL CHAMBER ERRED IN FACT AND LAW THAT
PERSECUTORY ACTS AND OPPORTUNISTIC KIUINGS WERE
REASONABLY FEASIBLE TO THE ACCUSED.
.....

398.

The Trial Chamber erred in fact and law in fmding that persecutory acts and

opportunistic killings that occurred on the night of 13 July and after that date (para. 22.2d,
22b-c, 22,3 and 22.4 of the Indictment) were reasonably feasihle to the Accused on the basis
of his membership in the JCE and that be willingly accepted the risk of persecuiorY acts
including murder.371
399.

As stated in grounds 15 imd 16, the Mlijority erred in finding that the Appellant was a

mem!ler of the JCE to Forcibly remove, and also erred in fmding that be "joined the J~E to

'" Underlines added.

:nD D49.

'" Judgm.n~p""".1l36-1I44.
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Murder .at least by the afternoon of 13 July"'" In that context, this ground of appeal is of
ahernative nature.

400.

The question befot'e the Majority was ''whether the persecutory acts ... and

oppOrtunistic killings ...were foreseeable to him".
401.

The TC concluded that in the context of alleged facts presented in para.1l36, that it

Was feasible to the members of the ICE that persecutory acts and opportunistic killings would
be committed (para.H37). While this finding does not concerns directly the appellant; the

~ere existence of the JCE is not a sufficient basis for the conclUsion of the alleged
".

foreseeability. Whether the crimes outside the scope of the JCE were foreseeable

o~

no! must

be estimated on the basis of the information that was in possession of the Appellant at relcvlint
time period.

402.

The Majority relied of the fact that the Appellant had knowledge of the fact that the

VRS forces

had seized control of Potocari. That fact was not privileged information, but

matter of common knowledge. On the other hand, there is no evidence, as explained under
grounds 15 and 16, that the Appellant received information about situation on the ground in
Potoeari, Bratunac, -Zvornik area tile, nor that he was participant in the events on the ground.
From 120r 13 July the Appellant was involved in Z~pa operation and was continuously present
in the' Zepaaiea.
4()3.

There is no evidence that the Appellant "fully shared. the intent to make life for the

inhabitants of Srebreni~ enclave unbearable with the view of their removar'. ]7)fowever, that

fact alone is not a sufficient proof of the alleged foreseeability that tbe crimes would be
committed.

404.

The TC erred in finding that "he was no doubt aware of the ethnic hatred between

Bosnian'Muslims and Serbs, baving himself reverted to derogatory slang on multiply
occasions through the course of the conflict·314 ·
405.

The TC failed to provide reasons concerning alleged "ethnic hatred" and thus made an

error in law.
406.

Concerning alleged .derogatory language, the TC failed to consider those terms sucb as

"Turks" and "Balijas" whether they were used in orde~ to encoumge or prom.ote crhoes
against Muslim population. There is no such evidence on the recon!, and the TC failed to

consider Whether the use of those terms had any result on the behavior of others. TheTC also

m See Judgemont, plla.1l39, ground, 31 and 32.
m Judgmen~pani.1140, ....gr0und3I.
:1T4 Judl\"'cnt,pani.1I40.
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failed to consider evidence. on the record from the period covered by the Indictment in whicb.
the Appellant constantly used term "Muslims".37' In addition, acts that were referred in fn.
4432 are not all Tolimir's acts or there clear evidence that be did not draft those documents.

P2485 from 1993 is drafted by LJB ·(Ljubi!a Beora) as indicated in right left comer of the
document, and probably signed in the absence of the Appellant from the Main StalI; and that
is probably the case with the P2274.·
407.

The TC failed to identify information that was beyond reasonable doubt known to the

Appellant at .t!>e relevant time. Wrtbout those f'mdings, the test articulated in para.l139 and
827 of the Judgement, and tIuit was based on the jurisprudence of the Tribunal must fail.
408.

The TC further erred in law because it did not consider evidence of the Appellants acts

in relevant time, particularly D4l, D85, that is in clear opposition with the Majority's finding
that persecutory· acts and opportunistic killings were foreseeable to the Appellant or that he
willingly took the risk in relation to those crimes.
409.

Having in mind that the Appellant was not present on the. ground in PotoCari, that he

had no information or very limited information of the situation on the ground due his

.involvement in Zeps operation, that in Potaeari there were a number of bigh ranking offi~rs
of the VRS (including M/adit, KIstic and Borovcanin) together with representatives of media,
th~

is no reasonable basis for the conclusion that persecutory crimes and opportunistic

killings were foreseeable to him, and particularly that he willingly took the risk.
410.

Finding on elements of the ICBIll must be reached beyond reasonable doubt. There is

no evidence on the record that the Appellant was in possession of infonnation that enoble him
to rea.onabl y foresee that opportunistic killings and persecutory acts would be committed.
411. .. These errors Invalidate the Judgement.

." Appeal Briof.pata.422
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Ground 18: Alleged Feasible Targeted killings of Three Muslim Leaders
fromZepa

412.

The TC erred in finding that it was foreseeable to the Appellant that the killinga of

'Avdo Palie, Amir, lmarnovic aod ,Mebmed Hajric "might be committed by Bosnian Serb
Forces in the completion oflhe JCE to forcibly remove the Bosnian Muslim population form
Zepa, and that he "willingly accepted the risk by participating in the JCE with the awareness
that these crimes were a possible consequence of its implementation". 376
4 13. . The TC finding and reasoning that served as a basis for this conclusion is entirely
eITOneous.

414.

First, The time frame of the JCE to forcibly remove set by,paragraph35 of the

Indictment started of about 8 March 1995 through the end of August 1995. Responsibility
under JCE IU clUUlot extend beyond time frame set by the Indicbrient for the alleged ICE.

Pali6 was alive on 5 September and Imamovi6 and Rajrie were'a1ive in August 1995. At the
probable time of their alleged killings population wasa1ready transferred to Kladanj and
Sarajevo and Zepa operation was fully completed, so the reasonable TC could not conclude
beyond reasonable doubt that their alleged killings were committed in the alleged completion
of the ICE to Forcibly Remove.
415.

The TC in its fIndings confused situation in Srebrenica and Zepa, practically takiog ,

situation in Potocari and Srebrenica as a model 377 • It is ~bvious from the evidence presented
that situation in Zepa was completely different.
416.

The mere fact that Palie, HaJjie and Imamovic were prominent and imporlllnt

representatives of Zepa Muslim population is not evidence that ~an serve as a basis of finding
\;;

that their killing was foreseeable or that the Appellant willingly took the risk, neither ,that
there' was killed because of their respective positions. See also arguments presented WIder
Ground 12.
417.

The TC further erred in relying on Dumanjic's testimony that he feared for his life

should the VRS find tltst he was imam. The TC erred in considering this statement as a basis
for the challenged conclusion since the VRS got all information about religious staff and
political and military leaders in a very small Zepa village that Dumanjic was evac.uated during

'" JudgomcDl,par...114R-lISO.
'" 'Judgcincnt,panIlI.114R-Il so
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the first day of transport of civilian populJition37K, that Mladic entered his bus, and he safely
reached K1a:danj.l79 Alleged personal fear of evacuated person cannot serve as a basis for
f1Dding that certain klllings were foreseeable for the Appellant.
418.

The TC erred in fact that "security organs" were under his "professional command."

As stated under gro'und 14 of appeal, "professional command" is simply ineiistent, and it
cannot be concluded that the mere involvement of security organs in relation to those three
per~ons

419.

is reasonable basis for the conclusion that those killings were foreseeable.

Further, the TC based its finding on the basis of CT(Oneous conclusion that Tolimir had

a duty to "ensure safety of these prisoners". No such specific duty in relation to Patie,
Imamovic Bnd Hajri" existed on the part of the Appellant, particularly not to monitor' the
treatment ofPOWs, and further, since he wason the completely other part of the RS (Grahovo
''-

and G1amoc front) he

was not in position to monitor, control or whatsoever treatment of

.prisoners of WBr. However, in another context, the TC recognized a number of evidence about
Tolimir's correct treatment of the POWs, particularly POW. from Zepa. When Tolimr was in

eantact with the POWs he provided clear instructions concerning their treatment that is in full
confonnity with the applicable rules of international humanitarian law.'BO It seems that the
Majority equated involvement in POW exchanges and responsibility for the treatment of
POWs. His involvement in POW exchanges had nothing to do with treatmeot ofPOWs which
were in custody of particular units who had responsibility for their proper treatment. His
involvement in prisoners exchangewftS result of specific tasks provided b~ the rules of the
VRS,

~d that has no connection with the !reatrnenlof POWS. 301 Namely, failed to consider

P2610(P2609) that the Appellant's role was in charge for determination of the competenoes,
content and manner of the preparation of VRS members who "on whatever basis" are in
.
.
contact with the UNPROFOR or engaged in commissions for'exchanges ofPOWs, in order to
undergo preparations with security and intelligence organs and carry out tasks provided by
these organs.

382

Dealingwith the issue of POW excbanges means dealing with the lists and

papers, and does not affect responsibilities of the units who keep POWs for their proper
tr~ent.

Imamovi6 and Bajlie

"" R. Dumaojic,29/0912011,T.17937
n·RDumanji6,29/09f2011,T.l7939.17940
:no PI434,p.S and other evidence relied in pora.l122 and related lila.
m P2610.
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420.

The TC erred in finding that "the fact that an lCRC team visited Rasadnik prison on 30

July and reiterated the POWs held there eat the time ha$ no bearing on the Accused's
foreseeability that these men could be killed" ."3 While the Accused was infonntd about that

i

registration, there Was no reason for bim to belief that those persons could be killed;
particularly that he gav~ instructions concerning their proper treatment. 384 The Majority also
failed to provide reasons why it considers that registration of POWs by the ICRC has no
bearing on the Appellant's foreseeability that those men could be killed. The TC also failed to
note that registration ofPOWs by the JCRC is a factor that does not support the thesis that the
Appellant willingly took the risk that those persons might be killed.
421.

Circumstances about their alleged disappearance and death were riot properly

elaborated by the MajoritY, and in addition, there is no evidence who, when, for what reason
,

and how killed them. The TC relied on Meho
DZebo testimony, namely his opinions
and
,
.

rumours he allegedly hared3&5 and disregarding contemporaneous evidence. Particularly, the .
TC failed to consider intercepted communication n8l8. In that intercept of 2211011995
"Zoka" IZoran Carki6/ told that three POWs run away while there were on work detail, and
that one run away during NAlO bombing. 386 That evidence is supported by oth~r
,

'

contemporaneous ,evidence particularly with the evidence that the JCRC was informed that
three prisoners were run away.387 Having in mind that NATO bombing of the Zlovrh in :leps
(30/08/1995 388) the,only reasonable conclusion is that until that moment, and for certain time
after that moment there were alive, and probably at the time of the conversation recorded in
interceptP2818.
422.

In those circumstances, particularly having in mind the possible timing of their killing

(September or October 1995), no reasonable TC could bave concluded that their killing was
foreseeable consequence. of the aneged ICE to furcibly transfer, and particularly that it has
been reasonably forese"sble for the Appellant.
AvdoPalif

'" Judg.m.n~para.1l52
". PJ434,p.S.
'" Judgancot, para.llS2.

"'P2111
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423.

The TCbased its findings cOncerning foreseeability of the killing of Avdo PaUl on

alleged "perSonal dealings" of the Appellant with Palic, Beara's involvement in his transfer to
Military prison on 10 August 1995, and that be was taken from that prison by Peeanac) on 4/5
September 1995) and made an error in fact that Pecanac was subordinate to Appellant. The
TC also erred in rejecting argwnent that the Appellant from 30 July 1995 was at Grahovo and
G\a;'oll front. 1 • 9
424. . Personal contacts of the Appellant with Avdo Pali6 during evacuation CBnnot serve as a
reasonable basis for the challenged finding, since 1here is no connection between those
contacts and subsequent events, and the TC failed to provide reasons why those contacts are
of relevance for the alleged foreseeability.
425.

The TC failed to consider evidence on 1he record 1hat clearly contradicts finding that

his killing was foreseeable to the Appellant,.particularly P434 and Carkie's evidence. Namely,
Carlde's report of 30 July 1995 is clear that u Atlantida Icode name for A. PaliCI- 1958 - is in
the safe place Bnd at another location". That document alone contradicts that it was
foreseeable. that he would be killed- Upon his capture and transfer to. Rogatica, A. Palic was
. given a code name and he enjoyed a special .talos, protection and maximum seeurity.390
Failing to consider evidence on the record the TC milde an error of law that leads to wrong
"factual conclusions conceming foreseeability of his killing. However,having in mind that last
information about Pali6 is from the night of 4/5 September 1995, obviously outside the time
frame of the JCE to Forcibly Transfer, that he. enjoyed full protection and security, there is no
basis for inference that it was foreseeable to the Appellant that he would be killed.
426.

Further the TC erred that Pecanac on 4/5 September was JIll Appellant's subordinate.

At that time P~c was engaged in Mladic's office and as his personal security,.l.
427.

The TC also failed to nole that there is no evidence that Tolimir after 30 July received

any information about Palil.
428.

1104

The Te, further, erred in rmding that ''physical absence from the Rogatic. area is

irrelevant in the Chamber's detennination of whether· murders of Palic, Hattie and 1mamovic

were foreseeable to him".392 First, the Appellant was not only in Rogatica area, he was not in
the Main Staft; but on the completely other part of the front dealing with the aggression of
Croatian, ABiH and NATO forces on the RS. Second, the Appellant was informed that Pali6
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bad a better accommodation, and it is only reasonable to conclude that the Appellant belief
that Palic's life is secured. The fact that he had been alive for a substantial period of time after
the Zepa operation, and in the absence of any evidence on circumstances related to his killing,
it cannot be concluded that it was foreseeable for the AppelJant, neither that be willingly took
the risk: that Palie might be killed,
429.

This error occasioned a miscarriage of justice and invalldatea the Judgement in

relation to Counts 1-7.

t
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GROUND 19 - KRAVlCA KILLINGS
430.

The Trial Chamber erred in fact IIIld law in finding that killing. at Kravica Warehouse.

were executed so as to achieve the common pIan. (paxs. 1054-1055), e. g. that those killings
.axe part of the JCE to Murder.
431.

Kravica killings occurred on 13 July. Borov~anln, who commanded the units in the

axes was recorded in the esr while he was trespassing that location and that recording was
'subsequently broadcasted on Studio B. Video c1eaxly speaks that he saw nothing. The TC
findings (paxa.354-363) demonstrate that, as stated by Judge Nyambe ''the killings were set- .
off by' a retaliatory action" which is "an. extraordinarily disprojlOrtionate and inappropriate
response".393 Other evidence on which the TC relied does not suppoIt conclusion that those
ldIlings arc planned, e.g. that they axe paxt of the JCE to Murder.
432.

This error occasioned a miscarriage of justice.

'" 00 Nylll!lbo,para.66
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GROUND 20 - TRNOVO KILLINGS

433.

The TC erred in considering .that the killing of 6 men in Tmovo committed by

members of the so-called "Scotpions" uni.t from the Republic of Serbian Krajina are pm \If
ilie ICE to Murder.'
434.

The TC did mrt discuss whether those who committed murder are members of the ICE,

neither that their acts form a pm of the ICE to Murder as defined by the Indictment
435.

In paragraph 551 the TC h.. found iliat ,,following .the fall of Srebrenica, the

Scotpions Unit, which at the time was operating under the direction of Bosnian Serb Forces,
summarily killed six Bosnian 'Muslim males from Srebrenica near. the town of Tmovo".394
However, it is established that they were deployed in Tmovo before the Srebrenica operation,
arui tha.t they were not participllRts of the 'Srebrenica operation.

436.

In paragraphs 1041-1072 there is no discussion of whether the·Tmovo killings fonn a

pm of.the ICE to Murder, or whether ilie members of the Scotpions were par.! of the JCE as
defuted in the Indictment and in the Judgment.
·437.

It is not in dispute that iliis uni.t opera.ted under any relevant capacity under the

direction 'of the Bosnian Serb Forces. However, .they operated in a specific ares tha.t is very
distant from Srebrenica, in the region of Responsibility of Sarajevo-Romanija Catps.
There is no evidence as to how those six men arrived at Tmovo or into custody of the
Scotpionsm . There 'is no evidence about any contact of the alleged members of the JCE with

438.

the members .of Scotpion Units, or any other evidence on the basis of which it might be
.'\,-

inferred that they were participating in the rCE to Murder as defined in the Judgement and in
the mdietmenf96
439.

The Geographical proximity between Srebrenica and other crime sites in the Zvornik

and Bratunac areas doe. not support the conclusion that they were acting as a par.! of the JCE
to Murder. All of the killings were committed in the Drina Cotps area of responsibility, while

Tmovo is app. 200 kilometers away from Srebrenica, and app. ISO km fonn .the those places
... See oiso,para.547.
.
'" Soee.g.DuJail Jonc,2911.MOIO,T.7037,7040
.
.., This argument .. abo Bupportcd by tho o;'lICIItmg Opinion o!Judge Kwon in Popovi6 at all, W.RSO-aSI. Tho
OlP
Jane. 29/1012010, T.7042-7043.
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in the area. of respOnsibility of completely different Corps of the VRS (Sarajevo-~manija
CotpS)397.
'440.

It is obvioll$ from the ~idence on the record that there was an order to record those

murders.l9' Unlike other murders that were kept secret, those murders were recorded,

and the

events on the ground provide a strong reason for inference that those who ordered those
no
murders also ordered their recording.
441.

The ~n1y connection with the Bosnian Serb Forces the TC has found in the fact was

that at that time the Scorpion Unit »was operating under the direction of Boanian Serb
Forces". There is evidence that their deployment was in order to replace some of the VRS
units, and that they were engaged in fighting with the AbiH in Sarajevo front. 400 They were
deployed in the area of responsibility of Sarajevo-~manija Cotps40l, and evidence on the
record' sbows that they were deployed on the request of the Supreme Command, However,
there is no evidence about any connection with this unit, or their commander, and of any
contact with any of the alleged participants in the Murder operation. The mete fact that they
operated "on the direction of Bosnian Serb Forces" is not a sufficient
. basis for the inference

i

,

that Scorpion Unit acted in concert with other members of the alleged ICE. In order to
attribute those killings to the lCE to Murder, it is necessary to establish that this partiCUlar
unit committed those murders in order to achieve the common pUtpOse of-the ICE and in
cancer! with other members of the JCE. There is no a single evidence that can lead to that
concluSion.
442.

The Conclusion' that a group of persons or a unit acted as a member of the lCE

(plurality of persons and common purpose criterias) needs to be based on eviqencc and
''-'

reached beyond any reasonable doubt. Keeping in mind the geographical proximity ofTmovo
to other murder sites (in completely different region), including the nature of that unit (Unit
from Republic of Serbian Krajina), it cannot be concluded that those who killed '6 men from
Srebrenica were part of the lCE to Murder. Rather~. video recording of the killings, the
location of the Scotpion Unit at the time, the purpose of their deployment in Republika
Srpska, 'lead to the concliJsion that this was an terrible criminal act that the members of the
Scotpion Unit committed on their own.
,., JIDc,2911Dl2010,T.7033-7034
... ScO, PI024-Tmnscript.p,8bcs_
"'Ibldem.
.." PW~8,201Q6120l1,lS664-1S66S
<0,

PW-078,20/06f2OU.156n
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443.

By failing to consider and provide reasons whether Trinovo Killings are part of the

JCE to Murder, the TC committed a legal error that invalidates the decision.
444.

This TC's error occasioned a miscarriage of justice and invalidates the decision.

Ground 21 - GENOCIJ)E AND CONSPIRACY TO COMMIT GENOCIDE

445.

The Majority erred in finding that the Appellant is criminally responsible for

committing the crime of genocide through his participation in the ICE to Murder and JCE to
Forcibly Remove402 This TC fmding is based on the erroneous finding that the Appellant had
a genocidal intent, and his contribution to the the JCE to Murder and JCE to Forcibly
Remove.
446.

In paragraph 1161 the Chamber stated that it was "guided by tbe jurisprudence of the

Tribunal that bas indications of such intent are rarely overt, inference is allowed based on
totality of evidence." The fact that indication of the genocidal intent is rarely overt was a
starting point in examination of evidence or other facts on wbicb the Chamber relied in
making conclusion conceming the Appellant's alleged genocidal iiItent. The fact that
genocidal intent is "rarely overf' might be theoretical ponclusion based on analysis of the
practice of various tribunals, but not as a starting point in detemination of mens rea.
447.

While inferring genocidal intent the TC did not take into account time frame set in the

Indictment. Namely, in para. 10 of the Indictment time framework of the alleged genocide is
defme between 11 July and 1 November 1995. While the TC connected findings concerning
conspiracy to commit genocide starting "by morning 12 July 1995" connected with the
alleged and erroneOusly established knowledge of the murder operation (13 July). However,
the TC in estimation of the alleged genocidal ,intent took' into account many (mostly
erroneous) factc.al findings that oversteps the boundaries of the alleged genocide, involving
implementation of the Directive 7, restriction of convoys, contribution to the aim of limiting
UNPROFOR ability to carry ouUts mandate. facilitation of takeover ofth~ cnclaves403 Those
and other facts enumerated in para; 1163 cannot be considered as an indication of genocidal
intent. However, the TC provided no reaSon. why it considered those facts as an indication or .
manifeatation of genocidal intent, or that they just present recapitu1ation of previous findings.
""_1172
"'para.1I6~
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On this point the Judgement is not clear.

The TC inferred alleged genocidal intent on the part of the Appellant on the basis of

448.

.

404
alleged participation in the two
. JCEs

449'.

In reaching conclusion the· Majority particularly emphasized that "lbe Accused was

one of Mlaidc5's most trusted associates, even withm. the collegiums" and that h. was
"MJadic5's right hand" man and they were "closer- to being equals" and Mlildic's "eyes and
ears" and that "the Accused was even more inf1uential and better positioned to take part in all
actions of the Main Staff of the VRS in the relevant time''''''. There is no a single piece of
evidence that Tolimir was informed about the destiny of Sr-ebrenica POWs, or that he was in
contact with Mladi6 while he was in Belgrade from 14 until morning of 17 July.
""

450.

Tolimir's. acts after the events (when the so-called murder operation Was over)406

cannot be considered as a fact that provides a reason for iof"rence of the genocidal intent. The
TC based ils finding particularly on two documents that no r-easonable trier 'of fact could have
relied as indication of the genocidal intent.
451.

In that context, particular attention should be paid to P2433. Namely, it is not

establisbed that Tolimir had a !aiowledge of that list, he stated that "he could not provide to
the President .. with any information regarding the refugees from the list sent by Ibro
Nuhanovic

to

Dutch Embassy... because persons from the list had never be registered as

refugees' in Republic of Srpska by the Anny of Republic of SIp.lea" 40lan d that those personS
)Vere never recorded, and provided opinion that "Muslim government wants to legalize,
through the Dulch Embassy the list of 239 refugees ... and make it official in order to be able
to nse it officially 'at a later stage, because no such list had been compiled by lrNPROFOR
and ICRS when Srebrenica refugees being transported across the territory of Republic of
SIJiska" and suggested that "the legalisation of this list no be allowed, both for legal reasons
and because it was complied fonn Mr. Nuhanov ie's memory and because anyone could be
included, even people who bad been evacuated in an organized manner or bad gene missing
prior the evacuation during combat operations". This particular document cannot serve as an
indication of genocidal intent or concealment of the so called murder operation. ParticnJarly
he suggested that "all persons potentially interested in this topic should be spoken perso~ally
.....lbid
... pora.1l6S,.ee a1soU66
... pant. 1166. fm.4484,pam.1114
... P2433(p.2)
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. and instructed to look for the exchange and search for refugees or missing persons,,.\08
452.

The Majority made erroneous conclusions about knowledge and intent of the

Appellant only or predominantly on the basis of his position in the VRS.
,

453.

One of the reasons the Te stated in support of its conclusion that the Appellant hap a

genocidal intent is a "free use of derogatory and dehwnanising language" (para. 1172,1\671169). The TC did not consider

consi~nt

pattern of expressions that the Appellant used

during relevant period, as well as practice of using certain teons by various members of the
military.
454.

If not in all, than in almost a11.of the documents Tolimir used tenn "Muslim" or

"Muslim group". For example, in D41 (of 9 July 1995) the Appellant is demanding

~ll

protection of civilian Muslim population", in D145 (24. June 1995) The Appellant is speaking
'of a "Muslim" even about those who participated in the Attack on the

~

Staff, in alI

intelligence reports signed or type signed by Tolimir there is II constant reference to Muslims
(not Turks or Balias), in PI22 (30 July 1995) Tolimir is speaking about "Muslims" and
"Muslim. side",·in ·P123, p.2 about Muslims. Use of "derogatory terms" of some of the
members in the VRS cannot be used as a basis for inference about genocidal intent The
Chamber relied on Batler's estimation, providing opinion that used of derogatory terms such
as "Turks" is generally not an. aciceptable practice in military and has a negative impact on the
behavior of subordinates.409The TC erred in relying on that" opinion, and failed to consider
other evidence on the record. There is evidence that those terms were constantly used during
the war. For example, Coiie testified, inter alia, that "duriogthe war there was a lot belittling
and demeaning and insults ... nowadays it wouldn~ be politically correct, but at the, time it was
being used and it was something normal .... At that time, words being used that could possibly
not be permissible today. Just as we used to calI them balijas, they used they used to call us
Chetniks. 410
455.

These errors caused'8 miscarriage of justice and invalidate the decision. The AC is

requested to enter the Judgement of Acquittal on count 1 and 2.

... Sec also Sav~ic,22lO6aOll,T.15867-15871.Concemi.g information how this Jist were created and that it was .
biddeu linm the VRS see: PW·071,3010912010,6091-6093 .

... .pan.1l69 .
... Culic 15/02112 T.l9317·19318
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Ground ZZ: Responsibility for conspiracy to com~it genocide

456.

The Trial Chamber erred in fact and law in finding that the Appellant is criminally

responsible for conspiracy to commit genocide (Count 2)
457.

As stated under other grounds The TC erred in fmding that the accused had genocidal

intent, that·be was actively engaged in concealing the murder operation and failure to protect
Bosnian Muslim prisoners was

B

deliberate inaction with view to assist the conunon purpose

sbared with the other members. resulting in commissioo of crime8.4Il For that reason this
ground of appeal is of alternative nature, but raise the issue that is of significance for the
jurisprudence of the Tribunal.
458.

"

At the outset, it should be emphasised that clulrged conspiracy to commit genocide is

."limited to the agreement to kill the able bodied men from Srebrenica",412 and the TC inferred
the alleged genocidal intent on the much wider factual basis4l>. The Appellant recalls that it
challenged this fmding under ground 21, 15 aod 16). The'TC failed to consider whether
Murder Operation alone constitutes genocide, or that genocidal intent or plan appeared earlier.
On that point the Judgement is not clear.
459.

The Majority provides no explanation concerning the AppeIIant'sactus

>'eu.o

of

conspiracy to commit genocide and failed to provide a reasoned opinion for what reasons it
found the appellant guilty for conspiracy to commit genocide on the basis ofArticle 7(1) of
the Statute.414

460.

In paras.1175 -1176 there is no explicit finding (failure to provide reasoned opinion. as

required by Article 23 of the Statute) about his alleged entering the alleged agreement whi1~ in
para.1026 of the Judgement it is stated fuat ''the Majority has inferred fuat the Accused
acceded to an agreement to commit genocide". In paragraph 1776 fue TC completely equated
responsibility for genocide with conspiracy to commit genocide. The Majority revealed its
position concerning relationship between genocide and conspiracy to commit genocide in
section to cumulative convictions stating that "the rationale for criminaJising conspiracy to
commit genocide involves not only preventing the commission of fue substantive offence. but
also punishing the collaborative aspect of the crime ....Ats

'" Contra, JudgemOot, ponu.1175·1176.
'" JDdgrnOD~ para.789 .
• " Judge""'D~plU1l-11S8 .
• 1< J udgrnont,para.1239.
... Judgm...t,p .... l027.
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461.

If the conspiracy is understood as' a "collaborative aspect of the ctiroe" -it cannot be .

considered BS a separate crime if principal crime had been committed.
462.

It seems that the conception of conspiracy tbat the TC applied every person

responsible for genocide is also responsible for conspiracy to commit genooide, what is
legally ~ptable solution. Since tJie TC considered conspiracy as a distinct'crime, not lIS a
form of participation in the crime, it was obliged to distinguish genocide. and conspirbcy to
commit genocide, and not to take the finding on genocide as a sole basis for finding of

I

'conspiracy to commit genocide. While the TC stated in para.l026 that it is clear that "the two
convictions are not b'!Sed upon, the same underlying conduct", it failed to provide specific
finding whlch conduct of the Appellant it consider as a sepll1'ate conduct leading to the
conclusion that the Appellant is responsible for conspiracy to cominit genocide. 416
463.

If considered as .separate crime, the .TC was obliged to state uoder whlch mode of

liability it c~nvicted the Appellant, and in what manner if differs from the alleged
participation in the JCE. However, in para.1239, the TC fouod the Appellant guilty for
conspiracy on the hasis of Article 7(1). In paragraphs 1775-1776 there i. no discussion on the
basis of what mode of liability the appellant is responsible for conspiracy to commit genocide.
464.

Conspiracy is a separate mode of liability not provided in Article 7(1), while in the

Appellant's opinion conspiracy should be considered only as a mode of liability. All other
solutions outside the common law tradition, including international criminal law, are
connected with legal difficulties that cannot be overcome.
465.

If the elements of conspiracy are identical as elements of the JCE

as a

mode of

liability, the TC was obliged to acquit the Appe1lant on count 2, not only because those
convictions are impermissibly cumulative, but a.lso because the TC did not establish specific
element of the conspiracy to commit genocide. In addition, there is no evidence that the
Appellant bad any conununication with any of the alleged members of the JeE that relates to
alleged murder operation.
466.

This eIIOr invalidates the Judgement in relation to Count 2.

...
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G,ROUND 23- CRIMES UNDERAIrrICLE 5 - KNOWLEDGE AND ACT OF
THE ACCUSED

467.

The TC erred in fact in finding that the accused had knowledge that attacks on

Srebrenica and Zepa was attacks against civilian population.417
468.

The key TC fmdings are, based on the text of Directive 7 challenged under IS. The TC

basing its findings on th~ Directive 7 and presumption that every act was in implementation
of, and failed to examiite whether specific part of that directive was implemented, or that
. those acts provide a re8sonable basis for other conclusions. The TC all of the facts looked
through the prism of Directive 7, and completely disregarded explicit wording of a number of
documents produced after 8 March 1995, including those of the Appellant. In particular,
concerning attack on Srebrenica and Zepa the TC, contrary to the rule of inteIpretation - lex

posterior derogate legi priori· gave priority to directive 7, instead to clear orders for the
protection of civilian population. (Krivaja 95, P1202" in which it was clearly ordered "In
dealing with prisol)ers of war and the civilian popUlation behave in every way in accordance
with the Geneva Conventions,',4J8

that PI22S (Order Stup~anica 95) in which it was stated

"The civilian Muslim population and UNPROFOR are not targets of our operations") and
particularly the Appellant'. documents 041, 085 in which he insisted on protection of civilian
population.
469.

From the evidence on the record no reasonable TC could have concluded beyond

. reasonable doubt that Tolimr had knowledge thilt attacks on Srebrenica and Zepa were
directed against civilian population, as well as that his acts form part of the attack on civilian
popUlation.

470.

This error invalidates the Judgement in relation to Counts 3,(4),6and7.

4" Judgtnen\,para.1178.1179.
<II P1202,p7;Judgmenl,pora.217.
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GROUND 24: CUMULATIVE CONVICTIONS

471.

The TC erred in law in finding thal convictions for persecution and murders, 8S well as

"other inhuman acts" and forcibly transfer as a persecutory act are pimnissibly cumulative. 419
The issue. concerns cumulative intra-Article 5 convictions. The Appellant· considers. the
arguments of judges Schomburg and GlIney as persuasive and cogent in that it reflects a
correct understanding of international criminal law. Word limits forced us to inoorporate

I·

those arguments by rcfere~ce.420
472.

In addition, the very formulation of Article 5 does not provide reasons for cumulative

convictions. Namely, the category of "other inhuman acts" reveal that the intention of lbe
legislator was not to open the door for cumulative convictions, but to transfer a power to
judges to determine which inhuman acts, except for those enumerated in sub-paragraphs (a)(h) are of such a serious nature that have to be punished.

I.

*
473.

ActUal jurisprudence of the ICTY considers it permissible to enter cumulative

conviction for genocide and crime against humanity and murder as a war crime. 421
. 474.

At first sight, elements of genocide and crimes against humanity are distiir.ct; However,

the differences are of such nature, that it is impermissible to enter cumulative convictions.As
one .authOr "bserved "with respect to cumulative convictions for genocide and crimes against
humanity, there is much authority for the proposition that genocide i. an aggravated form of
crimes against humanity. ,,<22 Today, "it seems generally accepted that genocide inheres within
the boarder concept of crimes against humanity". In the Genocide Convention, the genocide
was not described as a crime against humanity in order to avoid doubts whether crime against

hu~anity may be committed in the absence of anned conflict. As nOled by Schabas "In ~rder
to avoid any ambiguity and acutely conscious of the limitations in the Nuremberg Charter, the

drafters of the Convention decided not to describe genocide as a forro of crime against

'" Judll!Dcn~pllIll.1203 •
.., JoiDtDO ofJ"dgo Schomburg and hJ4e GIIncy, pora.4-7

42' KrsticAJ, paras.222-223,226-227, NtalWumtimaDaAJ, p.....S42.
"" See Schabas,The UN Internatiooal Criminal Tribunals •., p.436
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humanity, although only after protracted debate," and "Article I of the Convention confirms

that genocide may be committed in tu;"e of peace as well as in time of war."
415.

423

The first Distinction is on the, req~irement that the crime against humanity be

committed in the context of "widespread or systematic attack on civilian population" is that it
is not a requirement for genocide. Mens rea and actus reus of geltocide makes necessary that
that it is directed agirinst civilian population. In order to establish genocide, it is necessary to
establish systematic or widespread nature of the punishable acts. Thut requirement is
explicitly mentioned in the Elements of Crimes of the ICC. This element, even not mentioned
in the Statute or Genocide Convention is a very characteristic of genocide. ~24
416.

The second element that needs to be discussed is mens Tea, Genocidal intent is much

more serious than intent for any of the crimes against humanity. While those two intents 81'~
not legally identical 42S, the question is whether they are materially distinct in a way that
entering cumulative convictions is impennissible. Namely, genocidal intent, by its very
.
.
nature, even not by definition, always encompasses civilians. This is particularly apparent
from paragraphs c, d and e, •• weU as for the formulation of the intent requirement "as such".
While the requirement of the crime against humanity is that the accused: is aware that his acts
form a part of the widespread/systematic attack directed against civilian population, genocidal
elemeut is destruction of the protected group, that 'necessarily involve itS civili.m component

•
471.

Position that the common law' concept of genocide should apply is Dot in line with the

nature of the ICTY as an intemational criminal tribunal The law of conspiracy needs to be
interpreted as an international law concept, not mere common law concept, and mu.t at least
be acceptable to both qOmmon law and civil law. Thai is pu:ticularly in the light of differeuces

between the "conspiracY:" and "complof'. While the mens rea of 'conspiracy to commit
genocide is geuocidal inlent, the actus reus is a "concerted agreement 10" commit genocide.
As "the element of acting 'in concert' is key because it ilistinguishes conspiracy from mere
"c:onscious parallelism". 4-16

'" Scl!aIHm,p,1l
.
'" ,.Article 6. El=" .ofCrime., Jn1ematiana1 CrIminal Court.
.." Ibid.",.
". Tho UN GCIIOci~ Convention - A Commerrtury. p.196
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I.

!
478.

Conspiracy to commit genocide is an inchoate offence, however, conspiracy is a mode

of liability that, and in modem international criminal law is applicable only in relation to
genocide.
479. . Article 4 of the Statote adopts the exact wording of the Genocide convention. In it,
punishable acts are formulated as having in mind all applicable modes of liability
(commission, corispiracy, instigation and complicity). Unlike the ICC StatUte or national
criminal codes, the Genocide convention does not contain separate provisions on modes of
liability, but Article III of the Genocide defines punishable acts by way of defining various
modes ofliability for genocide.
480.

The relationship between Article 4 and Article 7(1) is of such a natore that article 7(1)

might only serve as an additional means of interpretation of Article 4, for eXample in the case
of complicity to commit genocideY7 However, Article 7(1) d~s not apply in relation to
conspiracy to commit genocide. For example, it would be illogical to hold an accused
responsible. for conspiracy to commit genocide on the basis of commission, planning or
ordering as modes of liability.
481.

In the Judgement, the majority has stated that "there are multiply reasons' to permit

simultaneous convictions for genocide and conspiracy to commit genocide. The rationale for
criminalizing conspiracy to commit genocide involves not only preventing the commission of
the substantive offence, but also punishing the collaborative aspect of the crime which
inherently 'poses a specific danger regardh'ss of' whether the substantive crime is ultimately
committed.'.428
482. 'Conspiracy and joint criminal enterprise are modes of liability. Its formulation as a
separate crime or particular mode of liability is a matter of legislative technique and not of a
substance.
483.

As stated by the AC: "Joint criminal enterprise and conspiracy are two different forms

ofliahility. While conspii'acy requires showing that several individuals have agreed to commit
a certain crime or set of crimes, a joint criminal enterprise requires, In addition to such a

showing, that the parties to that agreement took action in furtherance of that agreement. 10
other words, while mere agreement is sufficient in the case of conspiracy, the liability, of a

.." KmitAI,P8l1l·
.,. ludgc:mcnt,p.,...1207. s.e aba, a- AI, pan.. 262.
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member of

~

joint criminal enterprise will depend on the commission of criminal act:! in

furtherance of that enterprise.,,429
484.

Entering cumulative convictions for both conspiracy to commit genoclde and genocide

on the basis of the participation in the JCE is

~ssibly

cumulative because in that case

there is confusion between two different ~odes of liability. On the other han4. since the ICC
Statute does not provide responsibility for conspiracy, it is evidential that there are neither
legal, nor sociological reasons to enter cumulative convictions. AIl stated by W. Schabas "by

I·

its very nature, the crime of genocide will inevitably involve conspiracy mid conspirators"'"
485.

There are other reasons that do not support the thesis of permIssibility of cumulative

I,
i

convictions.
486.

As JUdge Agius observed "it is precisely inchoate nature of conspiracy which renders

the additional conviction for that crime unnecessary in circumstances where the substantive
.. crime of genocide has been committed. and particularly where the accused's responsibility for
that substantive crime is found to be based on his participation in a joint criminal
entelprise,,431
487.

In inlemational criminallawis in a phase of development. The Appellant cannot be

caught in the trap of legislative techniques since conspiracy is a mode of liability, and on the
. other hand a separate ·~rime. As no~ed by the Popovic TC, "in civil law countries, convicting
for both conspiracy and the underlying offence is not possible,,412
488.

Conspiracy as a substantive offence is excluded from the ICC Statute, for all offences,

because the drafters oflhe Statute could not agree to its inclusion.m Fletcher is of the opinion
'-

that ICTY and Icm inclusion of conspiracy to commit genocide "reflect the afterglow of'8
dying concepf,.434
489.

The TC in Tolimir's case, neither the AC in Getate case explained what those

"collaborative aspect:! of the crime" are. Namely collaborative aspects of the crime are
consumed by the crime itself; and in determination of the sentence, those aspects should be
om Ojdani&S, Dcci!ion. para.23
"" SOhab ....p.2S9

.131 Gatate Appeal ]udg<m.n~ DO by Judg< Agius, para.S
. '" PopovicTJ, para.2122, MnscmaTI para. 196.

.." Ibid,p.199
.... lbid,pl99.

.
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taken' into consideration instead of entering cumulative conviction for one "aspect of the
crime"~

490.

Th.;s legal error invalidates the Judgement.

I
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GROUND Z5- MANIFESTLY EXCESSIVE SENTENCE

491.

The TC made a discernible error in the, exercise of its discretionary authority .when it
sentenced the Appellant to.R life imprisonment, which i. R manifestly excessive and
. disproportionate sentence. Even the Majority has stated that

"it sentence should not be

capricious or out of line with similar crimes, and with similar circumstances" and noted a long
history ofSrebrenica related cases, it provide no explanation on that point.
492.

i

The TC considered gravity of the offence as "a factor of primary importance",m

However, in determination of the sentence, under this. heading, the Majority did not explain
the gravity of the alleged criminal behaviour of the Appellant, but gravity of the crimes it

I
I
I

established. It only mentioned, in para.-1216 that Majority found the Appellant responsible for
committing a number of crimes, including genOllide']<;, and all individual circumstances
discussed under the heading "aggravating and mitigating circumstances".
493.

In determination of the sentence, the Majority was obliged to explain totality of the

alleged criminal activitie~ of the Appellant. Namely, the BeDtence must be individualised and
explained in detail, particularly in the case of imposing life sentence. In this particular case,
from the explanation provided in paragraphs 1215-1218, there is not

8.

single sentence that

might be interpreted as individualisation of the sentence.
494.

The Majority particularly confused

f~tors

concerning aggravating and mitigating

circumstances with those the nalnre and the eXtent of his alleged involvement in commission
of crimes, improperly taking certain factors as aggravating circumstances.
495.

The TC erred in fact in finding that "the extreme magnitude alid scale of crimes

committed could only have been achieved by an organized, interconnected military structure

"

worlcing in Wlison,rl31 This is more presumption than conclusion, that waS probably based on
the Prosecution witness Richard Butler who has opinion that "the fact that 8 military has been
ordered to carry out an unlawful order doesn't mean that they're going to carry it out in a nonmilitary manner. It operates along a defined structure and hierarchy. A cornmarider is overall-

in any echelon the commander is ultimately responsible for the acts and omission of his

'" Judgoment,pa....121S •
•,. lurlgement,para.1216.
'" .,....1216
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subordinates. .'. The truth in a military context i.o tbat everyday has to participate,,,m The
Majority conclusion as well as Butler'. opinion that served as a starthig position in drawing
inferences is fundamentally erroneou •. Particularly because in the VRS professional officers
were trained to respect "law of war and duty to reject to execute the unlawful order. Even if
, certain measure contribute the commission of crime, this need to be done intentionally, and
ordinary military measures, such as those for the secrecy of operation (what is inberent even
in small 'scale and pace time operations) and not as an coincidence.
496.

In determination of the sentence the TC was obliged to take into acrowt only those

crimes specified in the Indictment. In relation to ICE to Murder, only on fmdings on crimes
specified in paragraphs 21.1-21.4 ofthe Indicbnent.
497.

In determination of the gravity of the crime, the Majority relied on erroneous factual ,

findings challenged under different grounds of appeal.

498.

The TC erred in findings concerning alleged impact of the crimes on victims. The TC

relied primarily on the evidence of Teufika Ibrahimefendie and on M's, and a few 92bis
statement. 439
499.

Impact of the crimes on victims is something that must be considered as "a core ofthe

case". However, the TC took judicial notice of those facts, and the other facts arc mainly
, bailed on Ibrahimefendie's evidence, of the person engaged in the work of the organization

with the limited number of patients. However, she did not gave ~dence as an expert witness,
but as ordinary witness, and provided a second hand knowledge about eventi!, and description
she provided does not much differ from the experience of other people who were imposed to
suffering for the 10•• of their beloved one during the war. Their experience i. about trauma
caused by the event. of the war,1 4O including those concerning Stebrenica.

500.

Her knowledge and qualifications as a person involved in the work of the organization

Viva Zene,' has never been tested through expert report. A. ~he has stated "nobody ev~ asked
for" her "views" and she was never requested to' write down an expert report. 441 Her
teStimony is based on '8 very limited and .econd band knowledge of the events and the most
important aspects has never been investigated by the witness, for CXlII11ple, talking about

.., Butlcr,8107120 Il,T.16371-163 72.
"" poras.1217-1218
... Ibrohimolimdic,10088-10089.
'" 1bid.,10090.
'
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YOlDlger population she told that a "small number of them were separated in Poto~ari itself'
44zand

partic!,larly important aspect thai: the most of the people ranging 20·30 years old went

in a breakthrough. The wilness did not investigate relevant aspects necessary for the
determination of impact of the crimes, an not only war events that happen in and around
Srebrenica in July 1995.443
The Impact of the crimes on the victims is' very serious. However, Ms. Ibrahimefendic

50 I.

provided unreliable and untruthful evidence about certain alleged events and their impact on
victims.'+! Her statements were more general in na~re and experience based on overall

perso~al experience not on events that specifically relare's to Srehreniea.445
502.

The Majority in reaching conclusion expressed in para.12IS, relied on Ibrahimefendic

evidence that "In the new communities, in the new tewns, they had already started a life.
conflicts regarding the return exist in the family. So that makes things complicated, as doe.
unemployment, the economic.situation, or the return to their original place of residence. And
this IDeans that they can't have medical insurmlce, they can't get educated. And social
problems are similar in all of Bosnia and Herzegovlna. 446
The Majority erred because it merged impact of economic situation in the country .with

503.

the impact of the crimes on the victims.
The Majority concluded that "the events have left a society te disappear, losing its

504.

leadership, identity and three generations of Bosnian Muslim man within only a few days".

This is unsupported by evidence in the Trial. It is not established
that leadership. from
,
Srebrenica has disappear. The TC did not make a proper distinction of victims of combat and
other situations nol connected with the so called murder operation, or elaborate consequences
.

-

I

.'

ofthose events and those of killing operation. On the other Hand, there is no evidence, except
Ibrhimefendic's statement that the lost its identity. Their identity seems te be clear even today,
and particularly they did not lost their identity as a Bosnian Muslims what is of relevance for
determination of whether the crime of genocide has been committed, and in relation te
sentence.
505.

It was On the Prosecution te provide, in connection with the Ibrahimefendic testimony,

"'T.1oo91
',,, 1.10091
... T.I0092-10039.
'''',&.:T.IOloo .
'''lbmhimekodit,T.lOIOI
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evidence about the impact of the crimes on Bosnian Muslim Population. Even the entire
database is ready available447 evidence has never been presented by the Prosecution .

•
506:

The Majority erred in law in taking a numbef of factors as aggravating factors. The TC

based its conclusion of aggravating circumstances on the erroneous finding that "he 'was in
.

-

'

.

coniact with his subordinates receiving infonn.tion about what was happening on the ground
in Srebrenica, and in tum he directed and supervised their criminal activity',44B. F.or this

conclusion there is no a single evidence as explained elsewhere in this Brief. In determination
of his position in para. 1224, his "high rank, central position as an assistsnt commander", that
he was familiar with the rules regarding the treatment
ofPOWs and POW exchanges,, the TC
.
made a nwnber of errors, on the following parsgraphs only the most significant will be
elaborated.
507.

The TC failed to consider evidence that the Appellant permanently insisted on correct

treatment of the POWS.449
508.

The Majority considered that the AppeU8Ilt "contributed to the JCE to Murder using

his position as the Chief of the Sector for Intelligence and Security Affairs to cover up the
crimes of his feU~w JCE members,,4so particularly his alleged itistructions concerning NovlI
Kasaba. That is erroneous statements, 8Ild no act of the ,lICeused cwi be considered as
concealing crimes at the time of preparstion of or conduct of murder operation. From
enumerated facts the Majority founded that the Appellant abused his authority. TIlls statement
is primarily based on his position as Assistsnt Commander, what is simply. not true and nai' in
accord with the evidel\£e presented during this trial.
509. . As an aggravating circumstance, the TC took that "The Accused played the pivotal
role in two JCEs by also forming pl8lls and issuing orders and instructions that were
consciously designed to further their goals, The accused's action. and omissions were
deliberate",4sl However, this erroneous factoal finding is not 'an aggravating factor. Position of
the Appellant in the VRS was taken as a main factor for drawing all inferences concerning hi.
alleged responsibility. There is no evidence on the record that the Appellant had any plans and
"" Ibn>hiD>efondic TlOI02.
44.
1224
'
...

~ T,18699:25·18700:18

"'" para.122S, pardl28
." para 1127
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that he issued orders concerning crimes alleged in the Indictment. HoweVer, when the TC
based its finding on the alleged "abuse of convicted person's superio~ position or leadership"
as a contribution to the JCBID this factor cannot be taken again as an aggravating
circumstance.
510.

The TC erred in fact and law in not identifying all mitigating circumstances that may

be established from the trial record. In paragraph 1231, the Majority stated that "recalling that
the Accused did riot argue for any mitigating factors, the Majority accordingly inquires no
further, and gives these factors no weight". However, having in mind that it is responsibility
of the tc to·detennine just and individUalised sentence, itwas duty bound to inquire whether
there are any mitigating factors. In that respect, the TC was not tied with the argument of the
parties, or the absence of those ~ents.
511.

As a'mitigating circumstance the Majority was duty bound to take into consideration

actions of the AppeUant during the war and in the course of the events in July 1995 on
prevention of crimes and his persistent insistence on the observance of international
humanitarian law, particularly Geneva conventions,,,,,4S34S4 and particularly that through the
war the Appellant insisted on the proPer treatment of the POW s.455
512.

The TC erred because it did not take post-conflict conduct of the Appellant as

mitigating factor. 4% The Appellant was participant in negotiations concluded by 1995 General
Fnimework for Peace in Bosnia and Herzegovina (Dayton Agreement), and also was
instrumental in negotiations and implementation of the milit.ty part of the agreement/57 and
participant in the negotiations in the framework of the Agteement of Regional Stabilisation,
, This, factqr the TC should take into account and attribute significant weight. m
513.

Even the Majority listed possible mitigating factors, it did not take into account good

514.

i

.j

behaviour of the Appellant in the UNDU.
The Majority did not take Into account as a mitigating circumstance that Tolimir was

imposed to deprivation of sleep for a longtime during his stay in the UNDU (1 June 2007-21
August 2010) was woken up during a night time for every 30 minutes. That deprivation of
"" para.1116-1l27
"'D69
.... ])64

." Skrbic ,0110212012 • .18699;25-18700;18
'
,
." Pro.~r Y. BiljllDll Plavlic, IT-OO-391MO, Sentencing Judgemcn~ 27/0212003, paras.8S,94
, '" Slavko Kralj,25/01/2012,1B407-l841L
,
'" D22J,D224,ManojID MilDvanovic,IBiOS120 II ,14263Judgment,fn.364I.
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sleep ended only upon the intervention of the TC with very problematic explanation on 21
August 2010_ Having' in mind that those deprivation of sleep caused serious harm to'the
Appellant, what he raised a number of time during Pre-Trial. However, this factor the
Majorily was duly bound to lalee into account while estimating his behaviour during Pre-Trial.
TheMajorily should also take into ~count that the Appellant start effective preparation for
the trial :only after he was provided with the appropriate legal help.
515.

The Majority was obliged 10 elaborate whether the Appellant during the trial

demonstrated sincere sympathy, compassion and Borrow for the victims of the crimes. The
Majorily was in position to do that on the basis of direct observation.
516.

The TC erred in law because it did nolinvestigate the good character of the appellant.
I

For example,

517.

The Majority's errors concerning detennination of sentence, together with other factual

and legal el10rs 'presented under other grmmds of appeal, leads to the conclusion that the
Majorily imposed a manifestly excessive and disproportionate sentence.
51&

The Appellan~ taking into account other grounds of appeal, requests the AC to enter a

Judgement of acquittal on .Ucounts. This ground of appeal is of alternative nature, and the
Appellant requests the AC, if it found that the Appellant is criminally responsible, to
significantly reduce the sentence imposed by the AC.
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CONCLUSION
519.· On the baois of the grounds and argwnent. oct out aboye, the Appellant invites the
Appeals Chamber to reverse the Judgment, overturn all convictions and enter the judgment of

,ucquiltul, or to significantif reduce the manife.tly excessive sentence imposed by the
Majority.

Word count:44.997
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ANNEXB

\

1. In accordance with the Decision on Tolimir's Motion for Variation of the Grounds of
Appeal and Amendment of the Appeal Brief of 04 September 2013 1 that was
distributed on the same day (Decision), and in accordance with paragraph 16 of the
Practice Direction on Procedure for the Filing of Written Submissiol1li in Aweal
Proceedings before the International Tribunal', the Appellant (Zdravko Tolimir) filed

I

. followingsubmissi~ns: Amended Notice of Appeal on 9 September 2013' and
Consolidated Appeal Brlef on 24 September 2013.
2. The Appeals' Chamber ordered ''Tolimir to fue a consolidated appeal brief within 20
days offiling of this decision, incJudingwhich paragraphs andIor line numbers contain

I

new arguments not included in the original Appeal Brief or the Supplemental Appeal

I
I

Brief.
3. In this submission the Appellant iodicaJ:es any changes of the original Appeal Brief

I

and Supplemental Aweal Brief, except obvious typographical and grammatical errors.
4. In introducing any new argUments or references, the Appellant was guided by
guideline the Appeals Chamber set in paragraph 17 of the Decision.

S. Consolidated Appeal Brief is compcsed of the text of the Appeal Brief and
Supplemental Appeal Briefwith the following changes.

6. Correction of obvious typographical errors and changeS certain sintagma with
acronyms in order to improve consistency of the Appeal Brief and to ohey word limits
requirements (Adjudicated facts with AF, Trial Chamber with TC, World Health
Organization with WHO) are not included in the attached table •

•
7. Amendment of the Appeal Brief introducing new arguments or new references to
exhibits or testimonies from the Trial. Including those references is if not the same,
than very similar to introducing new srgurnetits. In certain instances there was no need

I

Tho Prosocutor v. Tollmir, JT.OS-88/2-A. 04 September 20 13, pora 18.

• IcrY, IT/ISS Rev.4, 04 April 20 12. .
, Amended NDlice of Appeal i. exactly lb. same as the Notice of Appealaltllched as an OlUIOX to the Motion fur
variation of1lus Ground.o of Appeal and Amandmont oflbc AppcaiBrief, filed on 06 August 2013, except
intmduotmy paragraph L

I
:
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to introduce new argument in the main text, but only in the footnote.

8. Finally in order to preserve word limits requirement (45.000 words) a part of the text
of the original Appeal Brief and Supplemental Appeal Brief was deleted.

"

..

L

r

t"

Ground no. and paragraph'

number.
Original Notice ofAppea1and'

New no. of the ground and
parograpb nos. in the Consolidated
Appeal Brief

FORMAL CHANGES

SUBSTANTIAL CHANGES

Ground I: Adjudicaied
facts
Ground 2: Intercepted
communications
Ground 3: Expert
evidence

6-21

adjudicaied facts >AF

·

22-30

-

·

31-43

Para.23AB, para.. 44 CAB.para.

A~p.al Brief

Ground 1 AB 7·22
Ground 2

sAB 2·10

Ground 4

AB 23·35

44
Dean> Manning

AS 36-45

Ground 4: Evidence of
the OTP investigators

44-52

Ground 7 AB 46·57

Ground 5: Joint
Crinrlnal Enterprise as
a mode of liability
Ground 6:
Exlermination as a
crime agliinst
humanity and persons
placed hors· de combat

53·64

Gro.und5

Ground 9 AB 58-04

Ground 13

AB 65·76

Ground 7: Forcible

removal as an actus
reus of genocide and
evidence of intent

65·71

Fn. 19 reference to Grounrl 4.
Para. 43 and 44 oftheAB are
merged aod para 43 of the AB
deleted.

.

In para 43 "or to order are-trial"
- deleted since this remedy is
not included in the Notice of
~ppeal.

·

One sentence has been added in paragraph 66(1t is explicit in Article
5 that the ICTY has jurisdiction ''to prosecute persons responsible
for crimes .... directed against civilian population. '''J. Thi.JI cbange
is mirror and already contained in reference to Article 5 of
Statute. The Defence just took the opportunity to make azgument
mOTe clear. This omission in original AB is a result of cutting
certain part of a much longer texl in order to satisfY word limits
requirements.

the

72·82

Para 72 oftheAB -deleted as
unnecessary in order to obey
word limits.
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Ground

AD 77-82

GroWld 8: Enors
concerning "protected
group" requirement

83-88

AD 83-138

Ground 9: Enors
concenting killing
incidents and number
of persons killed
Ground IO; Actus
resus of Genocide

90-146

Ground 11: Genocidal

167-181

-

14
..

Ground 15

Ground 16

AB 139-161

162-177

-

f'"

143-166

In para 88 «or to order are-trial"
- deleted since this remedy is
not included in the Notice of
Appeal
Changes in originalAB are in bringing ConsolidatedAppeaJ Brief
in line with the Amended Appeal Brief
Reference to P258S in fu:a8 of the CAB was added.
GrOWld 13> Ground 7

inte:D1

Ground
17

ParH- 153 Qast sentOnce), FN.Jl6 HAS
BEEN ADDED.
Fn1l4 -added.
Pand60 has been added.
Para. 174 and 176 of tho original appeal
brief has been deleted as unnecessary in
order to obey word limits requriement.
P
h 180 - added
,~

178-192
: Ground 18

Ground 22

li-17

AB 193-227
Oround25

Ground 12: Genocidal
Intent in relation to
Mehnied Hajrie, AmiI
Imamovic and Avdo
PaIi6

182-196

Ground 13: Forcible
Removal- Srebrenica
and Zepa -errors in
fact and Ia.w
Ground 14: Command
and dlrection (control)
and control
(rukovodenj e,
komandovanje i
kolIlrola), position of
the Appellant as a
Assistant Commander
for Intelligence and

197-209

In para 193 words
''workinj: on obligatiorr'

was replaced with "work
detail!!.
In para 195 word "not"
has beeo deleted.

210-243

SAD-last sentence
deleted as unnecessary
in order to preserve
wnrd limits.
Para 215, line 3
(word>word order)
Para 226 "He testified
that" -ildded at the very
beginning.
Para 230 wnrd provision
replaced with
"statemen!"1

Paras 198-203-added

....,
,
o
V>
,

~

Para. 216 -last sentence -added.
Para 220 -lines II part of2"", and 3'"
sentence -added.
Para 222-added.
Para 225 line 5
Para 232 -added!
Para 2:16 lines I ()'17 -added.
Para 23 B-last sentence-added.
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rAB243-324
Ground 31

Security AfWrs
GrOlmd 15: "Errors
concerning Majority
findjngs on alleged
ICE to forcibly
remove and al1.ged

r
244-324

significant
participation of the
Appellant in the ICE

to forcibly remove"

AB 325-392
GroWld 32

Ground 33

SAB 18-31

GroUnd 16: The Trial
Camber errors
concerning alleged
significant
participation of the
Appellant in the ICE
to Murder
GroWld 17: The Trial
' Chamber erred in fact
and law that
persecutory lUlts and
opportunlstic killings
were reasonably

325-398

Para 2541ine 5 '
Directive 7 replaced
with Directive 71l.
Para. 323 deleted as
unnecessary .inc! in order
to preserve ward limits.
Minor changes in
fonnulation of para.
307. +:tn. added.
In para 305
(AB)1306(CAB) word
nof' -added"in line 1.

Fn294-added

In para. 382

"as a bailis of', replaced
with "are based on
Ji

399-412

"grounds 33 and 17
replaced with grounds
15 and 16

In para. 247 ", line land be was notadded
Fn. 2 i 1 -added.
Fn21S -added.
Fn22O-added
Fn230-added.
Fn232-added .
Para258 - added.
Para 267-1inc.7-1l-added.
Para 282, lines 8-14-added.
Fn258 -4lddcd.
Fn266- referemee to D41 -added.
Para.298-lines 4-8 - added
Para 299-added.
Para 300, lin••4-S. -added,
Fns.275 (one reference added),
Fn. 277 -added.
Para 312, line 6 -added
Paras 322-323 added!
Fn293-edded.
Paras326-328-added
Para 341, last line.
Para347, line. 3 and 3 -added.
Fn.346 -added.
Para 374 (in line 4 words "and could not
be" -added.
Para. 379 -added.
Para 389 last .entence added.
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Ground 34

feasI'bl. to the
accused.
Ground 18: Alleged
Foreseeable Targeted

Qround28 AB 228-230

Muslim Leaders from
Zepa
Ground 19: Kravica

0

SAB 32-50

413~30

Para 420,lincs 14-21 added.

\cillings of Three
431~33

"ki1linllS
Ground 29

AB231-242
AB393-403

..

Ground 20: Tmovo

434-445

Ground 21 - Genocide

446~56

and conspiracY to

"Ground 35

,

commit genocide
Ground 37

SAB 51-61

Ground38" SAB 62-66

Ground 40 AB 404-438

Ground 22:
Responsibility for
conspiracy to commit
genocide
Ground 23 Crimes
underArtiele 5 of the
Statute crimes against
hwnanily - kriowledge
and act of the """used
Oround24;
Cumulative

457~71

468~72

~

472~91

convictions
AB43~66

" Ground 41

Ground 25:
Manifestly excessive

492-519.

AB467

520
"

--

Paragraphs 404~ 17 of the Appeal Brief
deleted in order to obey word limits "
requirement and to bring Appeal Brief in
lin. with the Nolie. ofAnoeal.
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Concl11Sipl1

Para 63 of the SAB deleted in order to
obey word limits requirement.
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Batkovici".320 That is evidential as on 13 July, during the time indicated in the document,
there was no plan to kill captured Muslims, but to transport them to Batkovici. There is also
evidence that Malini': issued an order to, his soldiers' to register the prisoners in accordance
with the rules of the Military police and that almost all of lliem had been listed321. PW-016
testified that Mladic ordeted the soldiers to list those who had been captured, l220n the
evening 'of 13 July "lasikovac told members, of the MUP" to provide security for prisoners
who would most likely be transported to Thzla the next day.323 0';' the basis of this fact, it
cannot be concluded that the plan to murder able bodied men from Srebrencia was in
existence on 13 July 1995,but that the plan was to transport them to Batkovici Collection
Center,
353.

There is no doubt that the fact that there Were prisoners from Srehrenica, particularly

,In Nova Kasaba, was well known, including to UNPROFOR124 • Malini': testified that he
received an order from lazic on 13/07/i 995 concerning TV crews which filmed prisons, and
that the filming of prisoners was approved by the Main Staff. He also testified that "during the
filming of the POWs, they had complete freedom; They could talk to prisoners, interview
them"et<;. However. in such circumstances, and bearing in mind thai Savei': was a commander
of the 65·h Protection Regiment, and familiar with the situation, it would be completely
unreasOnable for the accused 10 propose meaSures to hide POWs in order to contribute to,the
JCE to Murder.
354.

The Majority finding that the Appellant's allegedly proposed measures "reflect the

coordinated effort to conceal the despicable plan contemplated among the members of the
ICE to Murder" is wholly erroneous. The Majority further erred in fact that "the accused's
knowledge of the murder 9peration is

further supported

by the fact that on

13

July at the

earliest, in response to Milcnko Todorovic'. inquiry about non arrival of the anticipated 10001300 AbiH soldiers; the Accused replied that preparations should slop.,,)25. Even the Majority .
considered this argument nol as a proof of knowledge but as evidence which support
conclusions. in the light of the evidence on the record it caniwl be sustainCd-. 'Detailed

". P2S31(1310719S 11:25hours), Butler,16713-16714.
J21 Judgment para.338
,
, ". Judgemenl,rn.1480, HiB evidence and evidence ofMalinie ~ not in contradiction ,;"oe it might be that when
Mlaide arrived listing of prisone...topped fur
rcuOIl, awl that upon Mladic onler clllllinn<d,
'" Judgement, para,414
'''Judgement, Fn.1466 (references to Egbero testimony)
'" Judgomenlpara.l103
'
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